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The best way to improve any skill 
is to ‘practise, practise, practise’. 
The opportunity to practise in 
Australia for World championship 

competition is limited. In Australia we 
have the disadvantage of excellent soaring 
weather and endless landable country. Also, 
unlike our European counterparts who have 
numerous international competitions in  
their backyard, there is almost no chance  
of exposure to the competition environment 
and international competitors that a pilot 
must deal with at the Worlds. Another factor 
that puts Aussie competitors behind the 
eight ball is lack of teamwork. Because of the 
tyranny of distance, team members do not 
spend much time together and have suffered 
in the past from having to form a team when 
they arrive at the competition. The squad 
week was designed to address these issues.

Bruce and Anita Taylor very generously 
hosted squad week. They literally turned 
their farm into a competition site with 
beautifully mown runways, ballast system, 
catering, warm friendship and some sport’s 
psychology on the side.

THE P ROGRA M
The week was run like a mini-world 
championship with briefing, a task and 
scoring each day. There were two classes 
– ‘wet’ and ‘dry’ and they were scored 
separately using appropriate handicaps. 
Team captains, pilots and crews played  
their roles as they would at a worlds.  
All participants were under pressure with  
a tough schedule and having to deal with 
various scenarios that typically occur at 
world competitions. Facilitated discussion 
sessions in the morning and debriefing after 
flying gave everyone a chance to reflect 
on, and learn from, their own and others’ 
experiences. A questionnaire completed 
by participants before they arrived also 
provided useful material for discussion,  
such as role expectations.

The main topics of discussion related 
specifically to technical and tactical aspects 

of the coming World championships.  
Team building also featured.
 Morning Discussion Evening Talk

Sunday Local operations Drugs in sport 
 Review of Pre-worlds Tim Shirley
Monday Team values,  Becoming a 
 goals and roles World champion 
  Brad Edwards
Tuesday Convergence and  Free night 
 European weather  
 conditions
Wednesday Free morning Reiti and Lüsse  
  team meetings 
  Mandy Temple  
  & Daryl Connell
Thursday Myers-Briggs  Coping with 
 Type Index adversity 
  Anita Taylor
Friday Comparative  Final night 
 skills analysis dinner 
 Tactics – starts  
 and gaggles

THE PARTICI PANTS
Graham Parker, pilot Lüsse team:
“The focus of the training was aimed at the 
teams going to Rieti and Lüsse this year and  
we had nearly full attendance from pilots,  
crews and team captains for these events.  
As well, there were a few juniors along with  

a view to the upcoming Junior World 
championships. These guys are just great, with 
their enthusiasm and a gliding maturity beyond 
their years. It is scary to think how good they 
will be in a few years. Another notable attendee 
was former world champion Brad Edwards, 
who was busy all day towing gliders, then 
jumping into his ASH25 and demonstrating 
that class never goes away, and giving several 
very informative and motivational talks to the 
group during the evenings.”

THE SITE AND CONDITIONS
Jim Crowhurst:
“Kentucky is an excellent site from which to 
practice for an upcoming World championship. 
The weather and the terrain were challenging. 
The high elevation of 3409ft meant that the 
relative cloudbase was quite low, even on the 
good days. There are not that many sites in 
Australia that are as challenging. The lack 
of outlanding opportunities in some areas 
concentrates the mind and sharpens paddock 
selection. On one particular day, Andrew 
Maddocks and I had to ‘park’ within range of 
an airstrip and wait for conditions to improve, 
as the terrain ahead was so rugged and the 

A SLICE OF EUROPE IN KENTUCKY: 
SQUAD COACHING WEEK
Lisa Trotter, Squad Coach

“IT’S THE ONLY TIME THAT I HAVE EVER SEEN ‘MONOPOLY’ AND GLIDING COME TOGETHER.  

MY FIRST SCENARIO CARD TAUGHT ME A LESSON I SHALL NEVER FORGET: A LESSON FOR ALL 

COMPETITION GLIDER PILOTS.”

Squad Week participants  Photo: Anita Taylor
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sky was so poor. In fact most days had a very 
‘English’ feel to them.”

TEA MWOR K
Daryl Connell, team captain, Lüsse team:
“While a team to enter a gliding competition  
is made up of individuals, you cannot build 
that team with its members isolated. Squad 
week brings those individuals together in a 
structured environment to encourage team 
building in a very positive manner. Also, there 
is the opportunity to enhance technical skills 
both in practice and by discussion, due to the 
mix and range of experiences of those attending. 
Squad Week 2008 clearly achieved both these 
necessary goals very successfully.”

SC ENARIOS
Mandy Temple, team captain, Rieti team:
“‘I’m having a scenario…’ – This was a phrase 
oft heard on the grid at Kentucky this year.

Pilots cringed and looked the other way  
as Lisa approached them on the grid proffering 
one of her ‘cards’.

Not all proved problematic, for example  
on the day Jim Crowhurst had to park for  
15 minutes on the first leg to simulate getting 
low, he won the day.

On the day Allan Barnes had a scenario 
simulating an instrument failure we ‘fixed’ 
the problem only to have a genuine failure 
immediately afterwards, (Lisa thought we  
were still working on her problem).

On many days the pilots organised their 
own scenarios with flat tyres on towing gear, 
PDAs having meltdowns and directing pilots 
to turn in the wrong place, etc. All the normal 
stuff associated with competition gliding.

I had my work cut out as team captain, 
declining to de-rig every night and arguing 
against various cards on my pilots’ behalf.

There was even a (simulated) protest  
to attend.

The week was stimulating if somewhat 
exhausting (just like the real thing) and a great 
opportunity for the Rieti team to reacquaint 
ready for July. We had team briefings before 
launch each day and also took the opportunity 
to organise a lot of the ‘nuts and bolts’ 
arrangements necessary for the trip.”

John Buchanan, pilot, Lüsse team:

“Gabby and Brett huddled around my cockpit, 
talking through the canopy window, whilst the 
rain spattered noisily on the perspex. They were 
getting colder, wetter and starting to shiver.  
We knew there was blue sky behind this belt  
of rain and storms but it needed time to  
warm up and recycle. There was no chance  
I could stay aloft at the moment and I had  
no intention of chasing what remained of  
the lift down wind. That would be far too  
risky because the rain band was too wide  
to penetrate against the 15kt wind and too 
wide to go around. Land-out was inevitable. 

Graham had just done the correct thing 
and immediately landed back in the rain. If  
I was forced to launch by the organisers I would 
immediately land back on the airfield and  
wait the recycling of the weather before using 
either of my two remaining allowed launched. 

We were near the end of the grid and 
Gab asked Director Lisa if we had to launch. 
Hesitation. Good I thought, try to keep three 
launches up our sleeve. Gab, Brett and I had 
been in this situation last year at Issoudan, 
France, in the European Nationals. Then the 
smart money landed back at the airfield and 
waited till the weather re-cycled and took off 
after many had already outlanded – some 
without crossing the start line and so zero for 
the day. Lisa allowed us to wait for the shower 
to go through. Not so in Issoudan. Once the 
launch starts it keeps going in the rain and 
the day is not cancelled.
Lisa did cancel the day, however, as the  
number of outlandings increased. Still, our 
decision to sit it out and launch proved correct 
and allowed the task to be flown. This is very 
typical of European contests and made for 
much discussion amongst all participants at 
the Kentucky, Easter squad week. Such was 
the standard of realism and effort put into 
the Easter week by all the Australian team 
members going overseas to WGC’s this year  
and next.”

Jim Crowhurst:
“Lisa’s ‘scenario cards’ were eagerly awaited  
on the grid each morning. It’s the only time 
that I have ever seen ‘monopoly’ and gliding 
come together. My first scenario card taught  
me a lesson I shall never forget: a lesson for  
all competition glider pilots. 

On this day, we were all to fly in teams, 
only I had to start with my team and then 
‘park’ on the first leg for 15 minutes, letting 
my teammates leave me and fly on. This was 
to simulate getting stuck in the weeds for 15 
minutes and then climb away and continue 
on task. This obviously would destroy my speed 
and points for the whole day. 

However, by not giving up and by using 
my teammates ahead to relay information 
back, I not only caught my teammates (and the 
other team) but overtook them and won the 

day. An invaluable lesson learnt that will never 
leave me.”

Dave Holbrook, crew for Allan Barnes, 
pilot, Rieti team:
“I thought the ‘scenario’ cards – cards given  
to pilots (sometimes secretly) detailing a good 
or bad scenario, was a good idea and had some 
interesting results. Allan got a card on the grid 
telling him he had lost his turnpoints from his 
PDA when he was third in line for launching. 
I would normally have lent him my iPaq as 
we are using it as a backup, but I had already 
really lent it to Peter Temple! 

Allan asked the team captain (Mandy 
Temple) to try to get a few extra minutes 
granted to him to restore the PDA whilst the 
tug was ready and everyone waiting for him  
to hook up! We got a couple of minutes, and 
then he launched. It would have been good  
to actually use the back-up PDA and see if/ 
what problems arose, but a real scenario did 
happen whilst Allan was pretending to reset  
the PDA – the PS link was lost. This turned 
out to be a loose connection to the Cambridge!”

Pete Temple, pilot Rieti team:
“It’s the last day of the World competition and 
I’m in the lead by 20 points – what a nice 
problem to have! A pity it was only a squad 
week scenario. It had been a good week with 
challenging conditions and terrain. In fact 
I now may have the dubious honour of the 
highest outlanding in Australia – 4516ft, but 
that’s another story. Allan Barnes and I had 
been pair flying all week, a good opportunity 
before the world championship. This final day 
was extreme: a grand prix start and double  
lap around a small task for a total of 250km. 
My target was Jim Crowhurst. He’d been flying 
well all week in his immaculate ASW-19.  
I’d swapped my LS8 for Bruce Taylor’s 19  
(just for the week!) but I was flying around 
30kg too light so beating Jim would be a 
challenge. Allan’s devious plan was to turn short 
of every turnpoint, find the good climbs and 
call me in – only Jim was lurking on the radio 
channel! Despite the combined efforts of Allan 
and me, Jim pulled away early in the task.  
A 12kt climb to 12 000ft (thanks Allan) closed 
the gap and I was with Jim in the last thermal, 
but it wasn’t enough. But it was the most fun 
I’d had all week. However, scoring revealed  
that Jim was speeding through the start line 
– his time penalty just gave me a win for  
the day. So, a world champion performance  
– now I just have to do it for real in Rieti.”

A DAY  AT  THE R A CE S
Bruce Taylor, pilot, Rieti team:
“Work started at 8:00am sharp, with Lisa 
running the proceedings on a tight rein. We 
discussed various aspects of expected weather  
in both Rieti and Lusse for the upcoming World 
championships, and followed with some time 

Launching into the weather  Photo: Dave Holbrook
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GLIDING FEDERATION  
OF AUSTRALIA INC
Airworthiness Inspection
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■   A Form 2 inspection is due. $156* payment  

is enclosed

■   The C of A requires renewal. $40* payment  
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is returned

■   Initial registration package is required.  

$380* payment is enclosed 

* Fees include GST

Payment method:

■  Cheque ■  Credit Card ■  Direct Deposit 
For internet payments, deposit into:  
BSB: 013-442 Account No: 304729562

A) DOCUMENTATION REQUEST
■   Please send me a transfer of ownership document

■    Please send me a change of registered  

operator document

Aircraft Type ...............................................................................

Registration marks VH –  ...........................................................

Address to which documents are to be sent is:
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Address  ......................................................................................
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State. .....................................................Postcode.......................

Forward to: GFA Airworthiness Secretary,
Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062. 

Email: <Airworthiness@Ssec.gfa.org.au> 
Fax: 03 9379 5519

devoted to typical tasking and difficulties that 
we had experienced during the pre-worlds last 
year. It was a lively discussion, with plenty of 
good input from the more experienced members 
of the team.

After this I was asked to give a short 
session on flying in convergence lines. One 
of the reasons for holding the training week 
at Kentucky was my promise of lots of days 
running up and down the fantastic sea-breeze 
convergence that we see here. Of course it never 
happened this week, though there were a couple 
of days we saw evidence of little bits of sea air 
intruding. Fortunately I have seen it enough 
that I could come up with some photos and 
practical flying tips that I hope will be useful, 
particularly for Rieti.

That was about it for lessons. We broke 
up and most headed to the airfield to prepare, 
while the weather man (John Buchanan had 
drawn the short straw for today) collected some 
data to help with the day’s tasking. Tasking was 
my job, as it was assumed that I might know 
where to go. John forecast a pretty good day; 
plenty of cus with bases around 8000ft, and  
the possibility of some high cloud feeding in 
from the cyclone sitting off the west coast of WA.

I set a speed task that went south of Walcha 
to a village called Niangla, then through three 
turnpoints that led around the edge of the 
gorges to the east (the ‘cracks in the ground’  
as they became fondly known), after which  
we would head north to Glen Innes, and back 
down the highway to Kentucky. The distance 
was about 420km.

As we filled the grid the day looked less 
promising, with soggy-looking cumulus and 
nothing much at all in the area of the first 
turn. We called a short delay, and deleted the 
first turn – back to 340km. Everyone seemed 
happy with this, and away we went. Early 
launchers, like me, found it a bit slow getting 
up, and I had a brief scare as I flew out to the 
edge of the ‘cracks’ and almost landed before 
the gate opened! By the time we started it was 
going well, and the chance of a great run and 
some stunning scenery was eagerly anticipated.

I was given a ‘scenario card’ by Lisa as  
I launched. I must deviate to follow and use  

as many gliders as possible: one of my pet hates. 
But, I was in luck! As we sped off down the 
first leg I pulled into a great climb and got a 
jump on the pack – no need to follow anyone 
if you are in front! Except that this situation 
didn’t last.

We blasted a long the edge of the gorge 
country, amidst some comments from the others 
about finding a landing spot out there: There 
are none. Conditions were pretty good by now, 
although as I rounded the last scenic turnpoint 
Terry Cubley and I exchanged opinions that 
it was a day to stay high. I headed north to 
Glen Innes. I don’t know if it was the change 
in direction, or what, but I flew from 8000ft 
straight down to about 500ft. That took care 
of the lead then. While I was fiddling about 
surviving, most of the rest flew over the top, 
and now I was wishing I had someone to divert 
to and follow!

Eventually I got up and carried on. I found 
Peter Trotter and headed for him, but he was 
just leaving a climb and had to steer toward the 
‘Dry’ turnpoint at Glencoe – not quite my track. 
It was great soaring up this leg, and I stayed 
high and travelled fast. Approaching Glen Innes 
it began to look soggy, and we all backed off  
a touch for the run into the airport turn.

Around the turn the sky turned grey, 
and soon after that it quit working (almost) 
completely. Terry and I discussed options. He 
was now close to me again, and we decided 
that heading slightly west might be our only 
option. No sun on the ground, but some leftover 
cus that might help. From here it all turned to 
worms. Terry landed just north of Guyra, and 
I struggled back to Brad Edward’s airfield near 
Armidale, from where I found a nice tow home!

It had been a perfect European training 
day. And guess who did get back to Kentucky? 
All the young guns in their dry gliders! Very 
well done. As all the pilots and crews arrived 
back late in the evening, we held various 
debriefings and ‘what ifs’, and the general 
opinion was that the day was a great sample  
of Europe. What will come tomorrow?  
More hard work under the tutelage of Lisa.  
All in the name of improving the game.”

 

G F A

Bruce Taylor finishing  Photo: Dave Holbrook
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KILLARNEY CLASSIC 2008
Flatter than Flatlands from a Mountain Launch
Andrew Horchner

KILLARNEY CLASSIC 2008 WAS LOOKING LIKE A REPEAT OF THE PREVIOUS YEAR. THE WEEKS BEFORE 

WERE A LITTLE LESS THAN PERFECT. IN THE HILLS WHERE THE COMPETITION WAS TO BE FLOWN 

FROM, RAIN FALLS OF 600MM WERE RECORDED WITHIN THREE DAYS AND THERE WERE NO SIGNS  

OF IT MOVING AWAY. THE ORGANISERS WERE QUIETLY CONFIDENT, AS KILLARNEY WAS DUE FOR  

A GREAT YEAR FOR THE WEATHER. TWO WEEKS BEFORE THE COMP STARTED, KILLARNEY TOWN 

FLOODED IN A ONCE IN  

10 YEAR EVENT AND ALL THE 

LOCALS JOINED TOGETHER 

TO ASSIST THE UNFORTUNATE 

ONES TO CLEAN UP THE 

MESS AND PREPARE FOR THE 

PARAGLIDING COMPETITION.

H G F A

Above the eastern launch, looking down on Andrew and Wendy Horchner’s house

Photo: Claus Vischer

Scenes above the SE launch

Photo: Claus Vischer
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KILLARNEY CLASSIC 2008
Flatter than Flatlands from a Mountain Launch
Andrew Horchner

The day before the comp all the 
pilots started arriving. Everyone 
was prepared and had booked 
their accommodation early. Many 

pilots took up the offer of cheap camping 
close to the HQ and the town started come 
alive with glider bags aloft 4WDs and pilots 
flying down from the launches to try and 
gain an advantage on the latecomers and 
work out how to fly the Killarney area.

After everyone registered, all 71 pilots, 
the organisers and assistants had a final brief 
and headed in for an early night ready for  
a busy week.

D AY  1    TAS K  1
Forecasts read light to moderate south-east 
to easterly wind. The task commitee, Enda 
Murphy, Adie Kumar and Craig Donnell, 
called an Individual Elapsed Time Race to 
Goal of 63.6km via a close turnpoint near 
Killarney to encourage pilots to go around 
the hill and then out into the flats as the 
cloudbase was lower then perfect to safely 
go directly over the back of the hill. The 
goal was Clifton School football field from 
the SE launch.

The day was a success as 10 pilots raced 
to goal with Yoshiaki from Japan in his Targa 
3 winning the day at a speed of 38.61km/h 
in a time of 1:33:42 with Enda Murphy  
in second place and Jason Turner in third.

D AY  2    TAS K  2
The days were looking like they were to 
get better with higher bases expected. The 
forecast was not as good as expected, but 
definitely very competitive conditions.  
A task of 57.8km was set straight line  

from the SE launch to the Clifton School 
oval again. Sixteen pilots made it to goal, 
with Craig Collins from Australia, flying 
a Gin Boomerang 5, winning the day in a 
time of 1:48:04 at a speed of 30.76km/h. 
The day was slower then the first with  
difficult conditions.

DAY 3    TASK  3
Day 3 was looking like a cracker of a day. 
Everyone was getting into the groove of 
Killarney and the great conditions and 
competitive tasks that were being set. 
The task committee were after a more 
challenging task and the conditions were 
forecast very favourable for a big distance. 
The task committee were contemplating 
a 160 plus distance, but were concerned 
with the airspace restrictions in the first 
60km of the task line. A ceiling of 6500ft 
along this part of the course line made for 
a more conservative distance given the time 
required. A 139.1km task was set for a task 
line to Cecil Plains town. An individual 

Director of the Killarney Classic 2008, Wendy Horchner

Photo: Claus Vischer

High above the flatlands

Looking west from above the eastern launch into 
the ‘flatter than flat flatlands’

Racing over the flatlands

Photos: Claus Vischer

Killarney launch

Photo: Claus Vischer
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Elapse Time Race to Goal was set and all 
pilots were briefed on the height restrictions 
along the task line. First for the day was 
Australian Craig Donnell, flying an Airwave 
FR3 in a time of 3:29:48. Enda Murphy 
completed the course fastest with 41.16km/h 
in a time of 3:19:15. Mark Watts was first 
in goal, but slower. The day lend itself to 
a 200km task which could have been the 
world’s longest task set in a World Class 
paragliding competition! Maybe we could 
still get this distance later on in the week?

DAY 4    TASK  4
The forecast was for an easterly influence 
coming through, so the task would be set 
for a more westerly direction. A 112.4km 
Individual Elapse Time Race was set to a 
goal just short of Inglewood. The task was a 
challenging one, with a southerly impeding 
pilots along the course line. Only three 
pilots made goal, with Mark Watts from the 
UK, on an Axix Para Mercury, the fastest 
in a time of 3:21:03 and Craig Collins, on 
his Gin Boomerang 5, first in goal with a 
slower time. Viviene Williams, on a Gin 

Boomerang 5, was the top female pilot in 
fifth place overall on the day, flying 105km.

DAY 5
Rained out! A trough moved through the 
evening before and passed over by the next 
evening. The next day looking good!

DAY 6    TASK  5
An easterly wind was forecasted to be light 
to moderate. It was fine in the morning and 
the task committee set a task of 76.1km 
to the west, launching from the easterly 
launch. The task was successful with 26 
pilots getting to goal. The winner was Mark 
Watts once more in 2:15:06, also the fastest 
at 31:13km/h.

DAY 7    TASK  6
It was becoming very competitive as the 
top pilots vied for the top position. Craig 
Collins had a commanding lead, but 
needed only to make one mistake and it 
could all fall apart for him. Task 6 was set 
as a 113.7km Elapsed Time Individual Race 
to goal to a town called Millmeran. 

H G F A

Over the back of the SE launch at cloudbase

Photo: Trelawney Burgoyne

A Gin Boomerang 5 over the flatlands

Forest crossing on track to goal Photos: Trelawney Burgoyne
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All pilots who made goal left the launch 
within a 30-minute period, with Shane Hill  
crossing the goal cylinder first, but Craig 
Collins coming in faster at a speed of 
46.13km/h and taking pole position with 
a top score of 935 points. Twenty-six pilots 
crossed the goal line with Viviene Williams 
coming in first and Heike Hamann close 
behind in the female race.

D AY  8
A task was set to the west, but a shower 
came over launch and the day was cancelled 
for safety reasons. Many of the starters went 
a little west, but were recording people 
landing backwards. 

Launch Information and the results can be found  
at [www.fly-killarney.com.au].

OVERALL  RESULTS
OPEN CLASS

1 Craig Collins AUS Gin Boomerang 5
2 Mark Watts GBR Axis Mercury
3rd Craig Donnell AUS Airwave FR 3

FEMALE

1 Viviene Williams AUS Gin Boomerang 5
2 Heike Hamann AUS Nova Tycoon
3 Anje Daehler AUS Ozone Mantra

DHV 2/3 CLASS

1 Phil Hystek AUS Gin Boomerang Sport
2 Telawney Burgoyne AUS Ozone Mantra 2
3 Mike Brady AUS Airwave Magic 4

DHV 2 CLASS

1 Claus Vischer GER Nova Mentor
2 Mark Plenderleith AUS Advance Sigma 6
3 Lindsay Wooten AUS Gradient Aspen 2

DHV 1 CLASS

1 Claus Vischer GER Nova Mentor
2 Tim Smith AUS Advance Epsilon
3 Mark Lawrence  AUS

Fly Killarney Inc. want to thank some amazing  
people who gave their time to assist with the comp, 
in paid positions as well as the volunteers who helped 
to assist the pilots to enjoy an amazing paragliding 
competition. Thank You!

H G F A

Making the crossing Photo: Trelawney Burgoyne

HGFA News• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

New Italian Champion
The Italian Championships were held at Bergamo 
near Milan from 30 April to the 4 May.

The first and second tasks were cancelled 
because of rain, but three good tasks followed. 
Elio Cataldi won the third and fourth tasks with 
Filippo Oppicci winning the last task. Elio Cataldi 
is the new Italian Champion for 2008!

OVERALL RESULTS

1 Elio Cataldi Moyes Litespeed RS4
2 Alex Ploner Icaro Laminar Z9
3 Christian Ciech Icaro Laminar Z9
4 Filippo Oppicci Moyes Litespeed RS4

Full results can 
be seen at [www.
vololiberobergamo.it].

Vicki Cain,  
Moyes Delta Gliders 

1st Elio (centre), 
3rd Christian (left), 2nd  

Alex (right)

N E W  P R O D U C T S

High Adventure News
The winter season is upon us, but the days are 
beautiful and recently the flying here has been 
great with the last 12 days being flyable. Last 

weekend saw height gains of 
5000ft off Middle Brother.

New PG helmets 
have arrived with built-in 

intercoms, crystal clear sound 
and visor. More information at 

<www.highadventure.com.au>.

New Instruments From Digifly
Italian manufacturer Digifly has introduced a new 
range of flight instruments for hang gliding and 

paragliding. In comparison with their previous 
products the new series features stronger cases, 
made from a combination of aluminium and 
nylon. The new user interface is more detailed and 
userfriendly. Acoustics have been greatly improved. 
Software offers better organised screens, easier 
operation and more efficient power management. 
The one AA battery power source and three-year 
warranty remain unchanged.

The basic model, ‘Archimede’ (replacing Flyer 
II) features again the excellent graphic altimeter 
and, surprise: the colour is not orange, but a 

professional black. It can be yours 
for a mere $360. The ‘Plus’ version 
offers for an extra $70 besides 
some rather gimmicky functions 
(with no GPS interface they work 
only in still air), like STF and 
McCready, also a handy ‘Thermal 
Coring Function’ and two-
dimensional recording (barograph).

‘Cartesio Plus’ (replacing 
Cartesio II) is the perfect companion for a 
demanding XC or competition pilot. With a GPS 
interface it makes full use of the glide-related 
functions, waypoint, routes navigation and 
management. This is one of the most sophisticated 
instruments you can find and the price of $595 
makes it easily affordable.

The original ‘all in one’ ‘Leonardo’ remains 
basically unchanged except for a new software 
similar to Cartesio Plus.

All products are available from Paragliding 
Headquarters [www.paraglidingheadquarters.
com/instruments.html]. Instruments purchased 
from this outlet are supplied with cables and  
will be serviced in Australia. For more details  
visit the web page above or call 0414 332737.

Jiri Stipek

New Skywalk ‘Range’
Our competition harness 
‘Range’ was 
designed 
for pilots 
who expect 
maximum performance from their flying equip- 
ment, along with the highest level of comfort  
for hours in the air. 

The ‘Range’ has LTF certification (DHV) and 
was developed especially for competition pilots 
and cross-country record seekers. Our wind 
tunnel data has shown that the harness and 
leg cover drastically reduces aerodynamic drag, 
therefore improving glide performance. 

An integrated, aerodynamically formed 
cockpit for flight instruments and camera is 
just one of the highlights designed to meet the 
high demands of distance pilots. The back of the 
seat is adjustable and cushioned with a special 
webbed fabric for optimal comfort. The ‘Range’ 
includes an internal two-tiered speed system, 
Austri Alpin carabiners and is equipped for the 
addition of water ballast sacks or the installation 
of a drinking system.

The rescue container is integrated forward 
below the seat on the ‘Range’, with the handle 
attached on the side and in easy reach. In 
addition, the ‘Range’ offers an LTF certified soft-
foam back protector. The ‘Range’ is still very 
light although constructed from only the highest 
quality materials and an intelligent belt-buckle 
concept. Size M weighs only 7kg, including 
carabiners, protectors and cockpit.

More info at [www.skywalk.info].
<info@skywalk.org>
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s I recall it was early in 1966 when I saw  
 the notice outside the student amenities  
   building at Sydney Technical College  
      inviting expressions of interest in  
a gliding Club.

Sandy and I were both at the Institute  
of Technology then, and as she had expressed 
an interest in parachuting I thought that 
this gliding club caper might be a safer 
involvement. An enquiry about the notice 
brought forth the student amenities officer, 
a Bob Matchet, who gave us the good oil. It 
seemed that several business studies’ students 
had talked him into starting a gliding club.

This was not the first Sydney Technical 
College Gliding Club; such a club existed 
before WW2 and, I believe, even built a 
sailplane which was bent just at the outbreak 
of war thereby causing the club to fold 
as other priorities emerged. Some of the 
people who stimulated the 1966 STCGC’s 
beginning were Paul Thost, Alan Blair, Mike 
Burns and a lecturer by the name of Jack 
Haddock, all had some experience.

Paul Thost, a paint chemist with a passion 
for management, had reputedly started several 
clubs in the West and he and Alan Blair had 
begun to fly with the Dubbo Gliding Club 
where they met Mike Burns, an engineer 
who was running an aircraft repair and 
modification business at Bankstown.

Jack haddock had been a military 
glider pilot in the RAF during WW2 until 
someone landed a troop glider on top of  

his glider and put him out for the duration. 
His interest in aviation had been re-kindled 
and he was keen to fly again.

I was co-opted as secretary and some 
other names familiar to present club 
members joined up: Paul Drew, Frank 
Jackson, Kevin Rhodes of Auster rebuilding 
fame, Keith Franke, Sandra Ferguson (later 
to become Sandra Meldrum), Dick Seers,  
Graham Felton, Chris Rolfe, the Pelnens:  
a Mr Gunard and daughter Sandra (later  
to become Sandra Crossan), Col Hayler and 
his brother Mark Hayler who later joined 
the RAAF and got to the Empire Test Pilots 
School (the ultimate flying school).

The first problems addressed were: what 
to fly, how to obtain it and where to fly it.

The joining fee was set at $4 and $4 per 
annum, designed for impoverished students.

The committee, after some searching, 
found a marvellous aeronautical contraption 
called the Wallaby trainer, built by Edmond 
Schneider and known as an ES50, it was  
a pod and boom strut braced tandem 
high wing monoplane just slightly ahead 
of a primary glider with a glide angle of 
about 1 in 12-15. The cost of $400 was of 
course prohibitive as there were only about 
15 people in the club by that time. Bob 
Matchett once again came to the rescue and 
talked the Canteen Fund Committee into  
a loan: we were off.

With a trailer built by Jack Haddock 
and Dieter Hilderbrandt (another founding 

member) the long haul from Colac began. 
Upon arrival in Sydney the ES50 was 
immediately put into the Aeronautical 
Trades School and refurbished by a lot of 
scruffy sarcastic apprentices who probably 
thought that hardware like that belonged 
in a museum. Meanwhile, the Committee 
searched earnestly for a venue and most 
importantly an instructor. As he had a few 
hours up Paul Thost answered that call and 
went off to do an instructors course, coming 
back able to cart us aloft as passengers. The 
first flights of the ES50 VH-GHP (known 
as Genuinely High Performance) took place 
at the Nowra base of the Navy Gliding Club 
using autotow – fantastically exciting. 

My logbook shows a first entry of five 
minutes on 5 September 1966 and a second 
of four minutes on the 10 September 1966, 
not a fast way to accumulate time.

Inevitably Paul Thost always came down 
with a heavy cold after each flying day as the 
ES50 was open with only a small windscreen 
for the front seat; he sat up high at the rear 
of the pod under the wing leading edge 
and must have been subject to severe flow 
through ventilation during uncoordinated 
turns and sideslips etc. The hospitality of the 
RANGA club I know was strained to the 
limit by our operation, (three to five minute 
flights and a lot of hard work on their part, 
as we were largely untrained and the ES50 
used up tows quickly in comparison to their 
two-seater.

G F A

Bathurst Soaring Club Celebrates  
30 Years at Pipers Field this Month 
A RECOLLECTION OF ITS ORIGINS 
AND THE EARLY DAYS
Bruce Meldrum – reprinted from ‘Thermal’ the official journal  
of the Bathurst Soaring Club [www.bathurstsoaring.org.au]

THIS ARTICLE WAS WRITTEN BY BRUCE MELDRUM AND PUBLISHED 

MORE THAN 20 YEARS AGO. HIS ACCOUNT OF THE ORIGINS  

AND EARLY HISTORY OF THE CLUB WILL FASCINATE READERS.  

ALL MEMBERS OWE A TREMENDOUS DEBT TO THE MANY  

PERSONALITIES WHO CONTRIBUTED TO THE CREATION AND  

SUCCESS OF BATHURST SOARING CLUB… ‘THERMAL’ EDITOR 

A
ASH25 piloted by BSC members Aaron Stroop 
and Robert Bull in a steep turn after a pull up 

Photo: Peter Newcomb
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Those early days did not see us 
accomplish much flying as our major 
problem was that of finding a sympathetic, 
let alone permanent, site with launching 
facilities close to Sydney. The next entries 
in my logbook show that the STCGC flew 
at Warkworth in the Hunter Valley during 
Easter 1967 with the Newcastle Gliding 
Club, which I remember as a very hospitable 
and helpful club. Those first members who 
flew at Warkworth experienced the thrill of 
flights in a real high performance airplane, 
the SZD Bocian two-seater belonging to the 
Newcastle Club; my log book shows flights 
of nine minutes from winch launches and  
in contrast quite a few five minute flights  
in the ES50.

Two important influences came to bear 
at that time: the fact that we were well on 
the way to wearing out the NGC winch 
and hence their hospitality, and the biting 
of the high performance bug in the form 
of a proper sailplane. Several of us had 
seen advertisements in Australian Gliding 
for a fantastic machine called a Blanik; 
the ad said it had cloth upholstery, dual 
instruments, had flaps, was all metal, had a 
tool kit and even a first aid kit built in etc, 
and fantastic performance. Someone said 
in the committee, “Why don’t we do this 
properly, stop mucking about with low budget 
machinery, go for broke and get a Blanik.”

An enquiry to the Blanik agent (Bill 
Riley then at Colac, later at Tocumwal) 
brought forth the answer that it would cost 
us $6000 and was available out of the next 
shipment due to leave Czechoslovakia. In 
retrospect there must have been a colossal 
money glut just at that time as we were 
able to raise finance from a hire purchase 
company recommended by the Blanik agent  
on a deposit of $1500. All of the committee 
had to take security out on their houses to 
secure the loan.

At that point, around May or June 1967,  
the club was re-structured and a membership 
drive undertaken to increase membership. The  
fees were adjusted (joining fees $20 I think) 
and $15 per year to try to raise the deposit. 
Sandra Ferguson (became Sandy Meldrum 
in 1968) was the first to pay up the extra 
and became member number one in the 
new club. The ES50 was traded in for $500 
and I was able to fly in a Blanik for the first 
time at Colac on 23 September 1967 when 
we delivered the ES50 to the Blanik agent 
as the trade-in and good faith deposit. Sadly 
the ES50 was written off several years later 
down in the Snowy Mountains somewhere 
by being blown over on the ground by a 
thermal, a sad end for any sailplane or glider.

This new overblown operation was all 
nail biting stuff as the club did not have the 

full deposit, enough members, or a site, with 
an awfully expensive sailplane on the water. 
At that point fate intervened in the form of 
the Suez Crisis and our designated Blanik 
got stuck in the Canal. Alternative deliveries 
were arranged and we received the Blanik 
finally on 23rd March 1968. I remember 
that day well as Sandy and I were married 
and I was not allowed, for some reason, to 
go out to Bankstown to see the Blanik arrive.

However, I digress, the Suez Crisis delay 
allowed us to build up membership a little 
more so that we had just enough to pay the 
deposit, a quarter insurance and the first 
installment and were able to settle on a site.

B ATHURST 
The choice of the site, Bathurst, was inter- 
esting. Col Hayler and I had been attending 
meetings of the New South Wales Gliding  
Association, which was effectively the  
Camden Gliding Centre, as the represen- 
tatives of the STCGC in the hope of being 
allowed to start the club operation there. 
The response was always polite but negative 
for a club operation. Also, at about that time  
(November 1967) Paul Drew and I attended 
an engineers’ course at Camden and we met 
people from the RAAF Richmond Gliding 
Club. One of the RAAF instructors, Peter 
Henson, invited the club to come up and 
fly with them at Richmond. The day we 
went out, the weather was so crook on the 
coast that Henson and crew packed a glider 
or two and persuaded those of us present 
from STCGC to troop over to Bathurst for 
the day. This we did and I met for the first 
time the legendary Werner Geisler, who 
flew some of the STCGC bods in a Blanik 
belonging to his private owner group.

That Blanik figured prominently in 
the club’s first years at Bathurst. It was 
registered VH-GFS and was, I believe, the 
first Blanik imported into Australia and had 
interesting expanding main spar pins unlike 
the succeeding models with larger plain 
pins. VH-GFS and several other sailplanes 
based at Bathurst were operated by this small 
private owner group known as the Bathurst 
Soaring Group. As I recall, they were Werner 
Geisler, Jan Coolhaas, Monty Cotton, Peter 
Hanneman, Charles Salisbury, Max Riley, 
John Blackwell and several others whose 
names escape me. They had escaped from the 
club grind and height restrictions at Camden  
and after operating for some time from  
Pennyfather’s paddock several miles to the 
south of the strip at Kelso with Monty  
Cotton’s Tiger Moth, had eventually moved 
onto the Bathurst aerodrome.

Paul and I also met Frank Fraser at the 
Camden engineers’ course, he came from  
a group called the Blue Mountains Gliding  

Club. That group (about eight to 10, I think)  
had been training with the Bathurst Soaring 
Group and we met some of them on our 
visit there with the RAAFRGC.

Amongst the Katoomba group was a 
larger-than-life character called Alf Watts 
who had flown Kitty Hawks in WW2 and 
then as the STCGC/BSC club grew became 
in turn an instructor and tug pilot with the 
club. I personally will remember Alf as a big 
man in more ways than one. He died rather 
tragically just before Easter 1985. One of 
his great contributions was participation on 
very special occasions such as the ANZAC 
day holiday in a fly-past called the ‘Dawn 
Patrol’ when John Honeyman, Arthur Bowie 
and Alf flew their respective Tiger Moths in 
a formation of three around Bathurst to give 
an observer a rare sight and sound treat of  
a time long past.

Our first visit to Bathurst (Kelso) created 
an awareness of Bathurst as a site amongst 
the STCGC committee which was to pay 
off later. The negotiations with the NSWGA 
and the CGC were stalled from our point  
of view and it became boring for Col Hayler 
and I to relay this news each month to the 
STCGC committee who, by early 1968, 
were getting quite desperate to find a site  
as the new Blanik had been shipped and  
was on the water.

In January 1968 a group of us went to  
a course run by the Gliding Club of Victoria  
at Benalla. This was organised by a new mem- 
ber of STCGC by the name of Col Turner. 
Col was an experienced pilot who had moved  
to Sydney and became interested in the STC

G F A

Bathurst Soaring Club’s K13

An aerial view of Pipers Field
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GC. Mark Hayler went solo on that course 
and I recall being mighty jealous, a feeling 
that was partially soothed by a flight of one 
hour four minutes in the GCV Blanik.

It must have been soon after that course 
at GCV that Werner Geisler contacted 
me with an offer for the STCGC to come 
and fly at Bathurst. Unknown to us, Jan 
Coolhaas and he had talked his group into 
accepting us there as they said it would make 
their operation easier, having the additional 
numbers. They had been fostering the 
Katoomba group but it had not grown to 
any degree in numbers. Werner particularly 
became quite involved in the club and served 
it in many roles from that time on, putting 
in a mighty effort over the years for which 
we should all thank him as I think he had 
originally gone to Bathurst to escape the 
club rat-race.

We knew that Bathurst offered a great 
deal of freedom, but also presented many 
problems such as accommodation for week-
end stays and was outside the terms of 
reference with regard to an easily-accessible 
site. A great deal of research yielded cheap 
accommodation at Karingal Village at 

Mount Panorama, initially all in a single large 
dormitory and later in a retired youth hostel 
known as the green hut (also known as the 
seismometer as if anybody moved around 
much, the pendant handles on the drawers 
clunked). There are many stories of the old 
green hut which need telling sometime over 
a beer; however the STCGC (all 40 or so 
members) prepared to move on to Bathurst. 
l believe that the move to Bathurst was signi-
ficant in an unexpected way as it shaped the 
nature of the club from that time on, since 
those who were prepared to travel for four 
or so hours each way and stay overnight in 
primitive accommodation were much more 
committed than those who joined the Sydney 
clubs and just did a bit of Sunday flying. 
That factor bred a certain fellowship and only 
the patient and committed lasted the distance 
in those first few years, thus laying a firm 
foundation for the later years.

Around the third week in March 1968  
the Blanik VHGTN (known as the red 
Blanik, VH-GFS was blue) was delivered 
to us at Colac. I recall that Alan Rundle, 
who was an early member, had conned a 
wellknown Auster buff and aviator extra- 
ordinaire, David Llewellyn, into allowing 
the club to use his Auster to aerotow the 
new Blanik back to Bankstown. Col Tuner 
did the aerotow with David and Alan. The 
Blanik was deposited in Mike Burns’s hangar 
at Bankstown for signwriting and general 
tizzing up, including the fitting of a radio  
as it was mandatory at Bathurst aerodrome 
in those days (39.8 MHz).

Just in time for Easter 1968 VH-GTN 
was moved to Bathurst and the Easter 
holidays saw us in full operation for the 
first time with aerotowing provided by 
the redoubtable John Honeyman, initially 
with his own Tiger Moth. Some of the 
present club members will remember John 
and his colleague Jimmy Fullthorpe (Jim 
unfortunately died just at Christmas 1984) 
as they served the club on the wrong end 
of a tow rope for many years through a 
succession of tugs, committees, gliders, 
students, armchair experts, silk scarf pilots, 
instructors and other factors of danger. 

Tow fees were initially $2.20 and glider 
time was charged at eight cents per minute. 
Those of us privileged to learn to aerotow 
in those days really did get some practice 
as the tows in summer were regularly up 
to 15-minutes long in hot rough air to 
get to 2000ft, not like the almost winch-
like qualities of the present tugs. We were 
knocking up about 400 hours a year on  
the Blaniks and one suspects that much  
of it was on tow.

Speaking of tugs, the club purchased a 
Piper Super Cub (VH-CUB) soon after the 

start at Bathurst and which was subsequently 
pranged and followed by two Austers which 
also went the same way, one into a fence 
and the other into the petrol shed at Raglan 
during an uncontrolled start up; (you should 
have the seen the shed). The groundsman 
who was in the shed at the time filling out 
the paperwork was not particularly impressed 
being attacked by a runaway Auster. The 
Tiger Moth was used in the interim periods 
between Austers and in due course another 
135 HP Piper Cub was bought and re-
engined to 150 by David Llewellyn. 

During some of the outages of the 
Cub, we contracted a local Ag operator 
Lindsay Cox to tow us with his 235 HP 
Piper Pawnee, which really opened our eyes 
to what a real tug could do. The Cub was 
eventually replaced by a Pawnee.

On one of the weekends soon after 
Easter when there was a great crowd of club 
members staying at Bathurst, one of the 
more senior club members, who was often 
in his cups after hours from over imbibing 
some substance which I believe originated 
from Scotland, started carrying on a treat 
about not getting enough flying after driving 
all that way as there were too many others 
there. He was going on about having to 
make a booking; the present booking system 
was born at that moment and I believe has 
served the club members well as it evened 
out the attendance and stabilised utilisation 
which was critical in those days as the club 
lived from hand to mouth. 

It was not until some years later when 
Harry Crossan became treasurer that really 
effective financial management was used. 
Since then the club has had a succession of 
excellent treasurers who have upheld Harry’s 
high standards. A great deal happened in 
that first year, for example, we had to fight 
a rather nasty battle with the Department 
of Civil Aviation to be allowed to continue 
operating on Bathurst Aerodrome. The 
problem arose from the then departmental 
policy of keeping gliding, power and regular 
public transport from mixing; we won on 
the grounds of political weight as we had 
connections with the then minister. 

During that time the STCGC as the 
numerically much larger group absorbed 
the two other groups: the Blue Mountains 
Gliding Club and the Bathurst Soaring 
Group and within a few years the STCGC 
was amalgamated under Section 25 of 
the companies act which forced a change 
of name to the present one to avoid any 
complications arising from an association 
of Sydney Technical College with an 
amalgamated company. Chris Rolfe and 
his wife Nancy did the incorporation work 

Facilities at Pipers Field

Tuggie Bill Tugnett

Ed Marel points out the finer points of Bathurst Soaring Club’s DG505

Photo: Christopher Marel

Photos: [www.bathurstsoaring.org.au/media-gallery.htm]
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for the club and the STCGC became the 
Bathurst Soaring Club.

Major hurdles were met and overcome: 
that of the hangar received a novel solution 
and David Hart designed the present 
structure to take advantage of a supply of 
reasonably-priced wood via Monty Cotton 
and existing building skills of Werner and 
his team. The hangar was originally built at 
Raglan on Bathurst Aerodrome, anchored 
to 600mm diameter by three-metre deep 
concrete foundations. It was dismantled and 
moved to its present site when the Club 
moved to Pipers Field. I often wonder what 
became of the concrete foundation pillars.  
It was a great leap forward to get that hangar 
as all our aircraft had been in the open up 
till then and I can vividly recall working on 
Blaniks by torchlight on the edge of Bathurst 
aerodrome in mid-winter to ensure flying 
next day.

PIP ERS  F IELD
Ah yes, Pipers Field, now that’s an 
interesting one, I can excuse you for 
thinking that what follows is a fairy story 
but I swear this is how it happened. Col 
Hayler, who had worked with me in the late 
sixties had married and decided to move to 
the country. Being fond of aeroplanes and 
gliders (he was CFI of BSC at the time) he 
bought a block on the east side of the access 
road to the Bathurst aerodrome at Kelso 
and set up house there so he could watch 
the aircraft movements from his balcony. 
Being of an electrical background he went 
to get a job with the local supply authority 
and wound up being given a utility and 
instructed to read supply meters.

That job took him all over the Bathurst 
district and into all sorts of interesting places 
and situations. I remember at one committee 
meeting, Col wandered in and reported that 
he was reading a meter on a new supply (to 
a pole in the middle of a paddock) when he 
got talking to the rather interesting character 
who owned the place and this chap stated 
that he had an airstrip there and was looking 
for a gliding club to come and fly off his 
strip as he was going to start a glider factory 
and wanted some activity on his site: this 
was of course the famous Roger Piper.

That chance meeting started a chain  
of events that have led to the club’s current 
happy position on its own land. I remember 
going out to see this character as a delegation 
with Terry Costello and Werner Geisler 
and discussing his plans over a cup of tea 
in a used cocky feed bowl in a caravan in 
the front yard of his most amazing and 
antique colonial house. There were several 
exploratory flights and practice outlandings 

onto that strip which was little more than a 
track on the side of a hill and it was realised 
that for us to use it seriously we would have 
to put in some work.

Terry battled long and hard with the 
delicate diplomacy of the negotiations as well 
as the legalities of leases and licences and Joe 
Brown set to work and literally carved the 
new strip out of the side of the hill, either 
with his own hands (tractor) or by conning 
earthmoving machinery operators. He 
lengthened and aligned it and the result  
is there for all to see.

I think it was with some sadness that 
the club pulled up its tie-down stakes and 
moved the hangar, pie cart and caravans to  
Eglington. The time at Raglan had seen both 
frustration and great enjoyment. I remember 
staying in a certain caravan of dubious 
reputation on the ’drome and on several 
occasions being pushed out of bed at the 
crack of dawn by the excited cries of Harry 
Crossan, there’s wave on out there, what  
are you all sleeping for, followed by the  
hair-raising tows east into the dawn gloom 
under the primary cloud towards the 
escarpment. Then through the incredible 
turbulence of the rotor and after release 
the staggering rate of climb with all varios 
pegged in the silky smooth lift with wing 
tip hard in against the primary cloud and 
seemingly just at arms length from the 
escarpment. My logbook shows nearly eight 
hours on one day from seven launches with 
seven different pupils through the same 
routine; I remember it well, launch under 
the primary cloud into the rotor, release 
just before hitting the hillside, climb in 
the primary, fly up the valley to the north, 
back to the dam nestled in hard against the 
escarpment just to the north of the Sydney 
road, climb for maximum height, and then 
over the top of the primary cloud to descend 
through the gap between the primary and 
secondary clouds and back onto the ‘drome, 
sheer magic! 

Many other legends were forged in those 
early days: I heard tell of raucous nights 
in the Acropole in town and of startled 
passengers in the early morning Fokker 
Friendship landing through the mist past the 
water hydrant on the cross strip and seeing 
naked persons showering whilst trying to 
repair the sins of last night with the near 
freezing water. 

Not long after the time of the move to 
Bathurst I remember discussing the future 
of the club over a cup of tea (or something) 
with Col Hayler, as it really looked as 
though it would succeed. I recall Col musing 
out loud that in the future some time we 
would sit in the clubhouse sipping a gin and 
tonic on ice and after a hard day’s soaring 

watch the sun set over the hills as the little 
men in their white coats would push the 
gliders into the hangar ready for a nightly 
polish. I must remember to have a word 
with whoever is the Chairman now about 
putting on some little men in white coats  
for glider pushing; the rest of the dream  
has come true.

In 1985 when this article was first 
published it made the suggestion: What 
about a 20-year anniversary dinner next year? 
It did not happen immediately but several 
years later there was a 25-year anniversary 
dinner. Now we will be celebrating 30 yeas 
at Pipers Field and it will not be long now  
to the 50th anniversary.

A get-together of members, past and 
present, will take place on Saturday, 5 
July. Go to [www.bathurstsoaring.org.au/
contactus.htm] to contact the club if you 
would like further information.

Addendum: As I scan these notes into 
electronic form and review them, it is just 
over 42 years since we saw that fateful  
advert on the Tech noticeboard. Family and  
domestic pressures took Sandy and I away 
from regular activity at Bathurst for a while,  
but we have remained members and have 
been back to Pipers several times in recent 
years with our younger son who flies 
machines with automatic height adjusters 
and enjoyed the stability and maturity of the 
club.  I particularly appreciate the fact that 
the board has put some priority on keeping  
a real sailplane such as the K13 on the line! 

It is hard to appreciate the hand-to-
mouth nature of the early years, with repairs 
to gliders being done by torchlight overnight 
on the ’drome in the freezing Bathurst winter 
nights and the strains put on bank payments 
by periods of bad weather. But what should 
be remembered is the efforts put in by so 
many people over those early years to lay the 
foundations of the infrastructure so evident 
today, too many individuals to list here, but 
a selection spring to mind: to Joe Brown for 
hand-carving the strip, to the late Roger 
Piper for inviting us, to Chris Pappas and 
Terry Costello for designing and initiating 
the clubhouse, to David Hart, the late 
Werner and the late Monty Cotton for the 
hangar concept, to Paul and Jose’ Drew for 
always being there over 41 years, to Col 
Turner, Mike Burns and David Llewellyn for 
their vital early contributions, to the original 
Bathurst Soaring Group and most of all to 
Werner Geisler, who  has sadly left us, for  
his wisdom and leadership in those formative 
years. It is hard not to make the success  
of the present club a tribute to him: Vale 
Werner, your contribution is on record,  
you will not be forgotten.  

G F A
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ake St Clair lies about 
30km drive north from 
Singleton in the Hunter  
   Valley, about two hours 
drive from Sydney and is 
being hailed as one of the premiere inland 
flying sites in NSW. The site takes south-
west to north-west wind directions making 
it perfect for those days of winter westerlies 
where you can ridge soar and top land for 
hours, or take on the cross-country option  
if the day is warmer.

We arrived at the Lake around 11am 
and made our way to the gate after a quick 
briefing of the landing zone. Pilots attending 
included members of the Central Coast 
Skysurfers, visiting Sydney pilots, and comp 
pilot Che Golus (below).

The road up to the launch site is 4WD 
access only and is a little overgrown due to 
disuse throughout the Summer months, but 
still quite dry and negotiable. We reached 
the ridge in about 15 minutes, passing 
plenty roos and some really stubborn cows, 
then travelled along the ridge for another 
three kilometres.

On launch the wind was quite constant 
with some strong cycles from the west and 
the day was starting to heat up, offering the 
promise of some nice thermals coming  
off the paddocks.

Che was first to launch, a reconnaissance 
mission to check out the conditions. It was 
pretty favourable, but the forecast of a strong 
southerly on the coast meant the window 
could be a little narrow. One by one the 
pilots launched. Some stayed up, some took 
a nice glide down to the landing paddock  
for a graceful landing.

H G F A

L

Winter Flying At Home In Oz 
NEW SOUTH WALES’ LITTLE EUROPE

Paul Cox

THEY CALL IT 

LITTLE EUROPE, 

A PRISTINE PIECE OF SHIMMERING BLUE WATER SNAKING 

ITS WAY THROUGH GRASSY PADDOCKS, BORDERED BY A 

SPECTACULAR MOUNTAIN BREAKNECK RIDGE. IT TRULY  

IS BREATHTAKING SCENERY.
Little Europe, Lake St Clair

Che Golus
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Newly licensed Peter Foster (Foz) won 
the ‘Pilot of the Day’ award by managing  
to ridge soar for over an hour, catching  
a number of thermals and getting some  
great height.

Che was a little worried when a couple 
of resident eagles took a disliking to his 
brand new wing. Talons were out, and 
screeching could be heard from the launch 
site as he tried to share their thermal.

Ben Triefus 
combined moun-
taineering with 
paragliding taking 
out the award for 
most determined 
(and biggest work-
out) of the day. 
After missing a lift 
up the hill, Ben 
decided to make 
the journey on foot, 
taking the wrong 
track and feeling 
every inch of the 
590m climb.

Back in the landing paddock it was clear 
that we all had a fantastic day.  It was the 
first Saturday of Winter and was filled with 
adventure, excitement and challenge, spent  
amongst the awesome beauty of Lake St Clair. 

For more information on flying Lake  
St Clair contact Paul Cox at the Central 
Coast Sky Surfers Club email <coxy@ccpara 
gliding.com.au> or visit the Skysurfers 
website [www.centralcoastskysurfers.com].

 

H G F A

 Paul Cox and Peter Foster, Foz flying below

Ben Triefus

Ion flying his new Advance Alpha 4

Paul and Jennifer fly tandem

Breakneck Ridge

Coxy doing a site assessment

Reinhard Hannak launches

Paul Cox takes off
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ON MANOEUVRES  Part Five:  
Roll Reversals And Dynamic SATs
Dominic Eller

LAST ISSUE WE COVERED BIG WINGOVERS AND ASYMMETRIC SPIRALS THIS ISSUE WE WILL LOOK  

AT ROLL REVERSALS AND DYNAMIC 

SATS WHICH USE THE TECHNIQUES 

OF BOTH BIG WING OVERS AND 

THE ASYMMETRIC SPIRALS FOR 

THEIR EXECUTION.

H G F A

    he logical step after performing nice  
big asymmetric spirals is to roll the other 
way into roll reversals. This really is a nice  
 manoeuvre and can be a bit of a sticking 
point in progressing in aerobatics, as it can 
be intimidating. It took me around two 
months of thinking about it to pluck up  
the courage to do it. 

I had entered in my first Red Bull 
Vertigo competition and really needed to be 
able to perform the roll reversal. I saw this 
manoeuvre as ‘my rusty cage’ after the song 
by Sound Garden. A big motivator was John 
Smith and his question to me after every 
day’s flying in Interlaken, “Did you get it over 
today?” and my sheepish, “No,” followed by 
the slightly disappointed (or disgusted) look 
on John’s face. Eventually one afternoon over 
the Lake of Thun I used up around 700m in 
asymmetric spirals, chickening out each time 
– I had the energy to go the other way, then 
finally, with not much height left, I leaned 
and pulled the other way and over I went.  
I had broken out of my rusty cage!

ROLL  RE VERSAL
The first step to roll reversals is to be very 
comfortable with really big wingovers, 
asymmetric spirals and the ability to vary 
your energy retention in both of these 

manoeuvres, so you can be fast and whippy 
or slow and graceful.

After gaining heaps of height, start 
with nice carving asymmetric spirals, make 
a few of them and accent the outside 
weightshift near the bottom of each one, 
in a mock attempt at the roll reversal to 
get used to the timing you will use. Make 
sure the asymmetric spirals are clean, with 
no flapping wingtips, so as to retain all the 
energy you can.

Then tighten the turn radius of the 
next asymmetric spiral. As you come down 
through the arc, roll your weight to the 
outside early and keep it rolled over, at the 
same time applying opposite brake with the 
same feeling as a very large wingover (ie, as 
the centrifugal force of your body weight 
diminishes, increase your brake application). 
If all goes well, you will feel as though you 
have been flicked up and over the top of  
the arc and down the other side. When  
you have the timing perfect, you will feel  
as though you are sliding sideways over  
the top of the arc.

On your first roll reversal you may find 
this to be the first manoeuvre where you lose 
orientation with the ground – it is important 
to perform the manoeuvre with 110% 

intention, as any hesitation can have very 
serious consequences.

As with the other rolling manoeuvres, 
the timing affects the manoeuvre’s size.

Late timing with the roll reversal should 
be attempted only after you are pulling  
off, regularly, nice, clean, powerful, early  
to medium-timed ones.

With the late-timed roll reversal you 
will pass directly over the top of the glider 
with very little energy and only travelling 
sideways. This looks great, but if you are  
too late in your timing then you run the 
risk of falling into your glider (wontoning). 
Being a little early, as opposed to late, you 
will be able to work up to really nice big  
roll reversals. 

The wing loading of the glider greatly 
affects the window of timing for the rolling 
manoeuvres. When you have a high wing 
loading (ie, using a glider with a maximum 
load of 70kg and flying it with 95kg) your 
window for making rolling manoeuvres is 
greatly increased as you carry excess energy. 
This can make things easier, but is a double-
edged sword because when things go wrong 
on heavily-loaded gliders, that same excess 
energy can work against you. 

In my opinion, learning manoeuvres at, 
or near the top of, the weight range of your 

T

From left to right: Top of asymmetric spiral, dive for speed, beginning weightshift and brake input, full weightshift and some outside brake, top of roll reversal, exit

Photos: Chuck Berry, courtesy Airborn NZ
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glider is ideal as it teaches excellent energy 
management which is invaluable when used 
with smaller gliders, and the glider should 
behave a little more benignly when trouble 
starts. In the event of totally mismanagement 
of your timing in a roll reversal, when things 
are getting too slow as you go over the 
glider, you will only have a very short time 
to assertain if you will make it over, fall past 

the glider or go into it. Going into the glider 
is not an option – do everything you can to 
avoid this. One way is to throw your rescue 
early, this is a hard call as the time you have 
to make the judgement that you’re ‘going 
in’ and get the rescue out before, is quite 
small. If you should end up in or tangled up 
with the glider, bite, kick, scratch and punch 
your rescue out into clear air. This is also 

when having steel links to all your rescue 
attachment points could pay off as you will 
accelerate very quickly, resulting in a high 
deployment speed. Webbing to webbing, 
even pre-tightened loops can burn free. 
They may have been centred when you put 
the rescue in but there is no guarantee they 
haven’t shifted a little since. Steel links give 
good peace of mind.

DYNA MIC  SAT
This is another really fun manoeuvre. The 
two prerequisites for this manoeuvre are the 
SAT and the asymmetric spiral. If you have 
both of these well under control then the 
dynamic SAT should prove no problem.

To begin, enter an asymmetric spiral, 
one or two revolutions should be sufficient 
for energy, then on the way down the side 
of the asymmetric spiral take a wrap on the 
brake (for more power) and at the timing for 
the next climbing phase of the asymmetric 
spiral perform a SAT. You should feel a 
similar energy as with the SAT, but you will 
be travelling up, over and backwards down  
the other side – an excellent feeling! The 
wing will feel like it leaps off in front of 
you after the first revolution as your body 
travels up again. This will continue until 
the energy has dissipated at which point its 
time to release the SAT and exit. A common 
problem is having a flapping tip during and/
or on the exit.

If you have a flapping tip during the 
manoeuvre chances are you are going into 
it a little early and/or not putting enough 
pressure on the outside riser set. If it’s on  
the exit then join the club. I have found that 
trying to use break on the outside tip at the 
moment of exit just makes it worse I have 
had better success with not touching the 
outside brake at all and coming out before 
the last of the energy is lost.

Some gliders will not exhibit this prob- 
lem much if at all but high aspect gliders  
do seem to be a little more prone to it.

If you work the inside brake a little as 
the energy dissipates along with the climbing 
on one side then you should be able to settle 
it down into a normal SAT.

From left to right: Start of dynamic SAT – left riser set being pressed out, increasing brake input, climbing up – full brake input, top of first revolution, 
glider diving out front, backwards over the second revolution, ready to exit, exit Photos: Daizo Inaoka, courtesy Airborn NZ

The Dynamic SAT in competion is 
defined as having amplitude of 135º. This 
means the pilot position viewed from level 
flight must change through 135º to achieve 
maximum points for the manoeuvre. So if 
you are to perform this manoeuvre to its best 

use the feeling you have developed in the 
big wingovers and big asymmetric spirals to 
guide you to the later timing and you will 
achieve some really nice ones.

Have fun! 

An Acrobatics Master At Work:  
New Looping World Record

Christian Maurer (right) has increased the Infinite World 
record to 198 loopings.

To realise such an attempt, all factors have to fit 
together: wind, weather, mental and physical state of the 
pilot and a paraglider optimally tuned for such a venture. 

During the ‘Eiger Live’ Outdoor Event in Grindelwald, 
Chrigel got taken to 3700m asl by helicopter and , after  
an eight-minute flight to take-off height, took off from  
his aerial platform. Twenty seconds later he initiated the  
first manoeuvre, losing about 12m per loop thereafter.

After more than five minutes he exited the last 
manoeuvre with a new world record. The previous record  
of 149 loops by Spaniard Felix Rodriguez was beaten.

Joachim Anthamatten
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oining Southern Cross Gliding Club on a 
five-flight package during March of 2007,  
I was soon hooked.

Having several hundred hours of both 
fixed and rotary hours in my log book, and 
having started with aviation training when 
I was 15, I probably have a bit of a leg up 
when it comes to being able to move the 
aircraft around the sky. I also tend to take 
on any new activity with reasonable amount 
of passion, and during the next months 
devoured all the mandatory tomes currently 
in print and online.

When reading all these great books, it’s 
easy to be lead to the view that lift is most 
likely to be found either under fluffy white 
cumulus or maybe in the blue. It seems a lot 
of words have been dedicated to centering, 
looking for thermal triggers and the like.  
I guess if you live west of the ranges in New 
South Wales, away from the effect of sea  
and mountains in close proximity, then 
these books probably ring true to experience. 
Don’t worry though, living east of the ranges 
can still provide some very interesting 
soaring indeed, as I hope the following 
stories will share.

Naturally, the first phase of learning to 
glide was to focus on safety, and the quite 
different landing patterns and philosophies 
when compared to fixed wing and rotary.  
A very early and important lesson was to  
adjust my approaches. To always be recon- 
sidering my landing options, not something 
that was of primary focus in my previous 
engine-based flying. Once solo, I soon start- 
ed to get the feel of thermal flying, mostly  
in close range at our home thermal over  
the warm waters of the ‘treatment works’.

I quickly converted to the IS-28 and 
on my first big solo flight managed to get 
two-and-a-half hours in nice winter street 
conditions. Launching from Camden and 
heading to south of the Oakes at around 
2pm, I was towed to about 4500ft below 
some promising cumulus that were starting 

to line up in a street along a south-west 
bearing. Whatever was driving the lift that 
afternoon, it was not convection heating.  
On tow out, there was not a bump below 
3500ft and the lift band was from about 
4000ft up to cloudbase at 6000ft. The best 
lift smack in the middle, directly under 
the clouds. At times the lift was over 8m/s, 
enabling the IS-28 to nicely move around 
sky with negative flap at over 85kt. It was 
not a windy day, only about 15kt at altitude 
out of the south-west. It was, however,  
post-frontal. The cloud streets ended about 
10km back into the mountains with lift 
turning quickly to strong sink at the end  
of the street.  

Later observation of the Bureau of 
Meteorology data showed that on the coast 
there was a slight south-easterly flow, so 
perhaps a combination of mountain-driven 
rising south-westerly air, over a pool of 
damp ocean air, was what was creating the 
action. I took much care all afternoon not 
to drop below 4000ft. Some large cumulus 
also developed east of the street, developing 
strong five to six metres per second lift 
in the same height band. Things finally 
started breaking up into patchy lift around 
3:45pm. Aiming to stay aloft as long as 
possible (being a newbie and all), I worked 
the weakening lift bubbles in a far from 
circular pattern (having read this is possible 
to do). Close observation of the cloud 
enabled me to fly from dark patch to dark 
patch to achieve about a 0.5 to 1.0m/sec 
climb, enabling me to stay up around 4500ft 
for another 30 minutes or so, until the lift 
finally collapsed into total still air, which 
I then used to enjoy a gentle and relaxing 
glide back to the airstrip.

Many books say that the best lift is  
usually on the sunlit side and in the direc- 
tion of the prevailing wind, but on this 
afternoon that was not the case, it was best 
described as ‘all over place’, but certainly 
where the dark bits were.

A few weeks later I attended a ridge 
camp at Gloucester. Having just converted 
to the Jantar Junior, I was very much look- 
ing forward to the possibility of ridge soar- 
ing at the town where I grew up. I was 
also keen to try to try fly the full triangle 
bounded by the military air space in the 
region if lift permitted. 

As things would have it, the wind was 
on holiday and the ridge lift did not happen. 
All was not lost, however, as I was able to 
enjoy some great flying by keeping my eye 
firmly on the sky. Having also flown and 
competed in model aviation slope racing 
(FAI F3F events), I have developed a good 
sense on where lift might just be generated 
around ridges, but on a much smaller scale 
of course. Those familiar with the Gloucester 
area will know that the town sits nestled 
between two eroded volcanic plugs, the 
Buckets and the Mograni. For most the day  
there had been a very gentle north-west wind.  
After lunch, cumulus started to form around 
the north-west end of the Buckets with the 
cloudbase at about 4200ft. Not big lift, only 
in the 1.5 to 3m/sec range with fairly small 
centres that required careful working. 

It was here I that I learnt by use of a 
simple V device on the turtle deck, that 
staying at 45-degrees and holding a nice 
constant speed is indeed the secret to 
maximising climb rates. At the time I was 
pair-flying with Phil Endicott, he in the 
Pilatus as it is known, and myself in the 
Junior. As the lift over the Buckets starting 
to weaken, we decided to head over to some 
small clouds developing near the Mograni,  
it was on the way over, at about 4000ft,  
that I noticed I had a pretty clear view to  
the ocean at Foster, a beautiful sight indeed, 
but I also noticed a slight seabreeze haze line 
that had come quite a way inland. 

While Phil decided to have a go at 
possible lift further south along the ridge 
line, I arrived above the Mograni at about 
2600ft and noticed that there was a small 

ON GOING UP
Richard Frawley

AFTER A SHORT BREAK OF 31 YEARS, I GOT A STRONG RENEWAL OF INTEREST IN FULLSIZE GLIDING 

AFTER WATCHING THE EXCELLENT ‘GLADIATORS OF THE AIR’ VIDEO DURING A MODEL AVIATION 

SOARING EVENT HELD AT THE SPECTACULAR CAMPERDOWN VOLCANO DISTRICT IN VICTORIA  

DURING THE CHRISTMAS/NEW YEAR BREAK IN 2007. 

J
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developing cu sitting above a small bowl 
that faced north-east and positioned about 
one-and-a-half kilometres down the ridge. 
Figuring the cloud might be forming from 
seabreeze convergence, I took a shot and 
moved out over the bowl, just to the east of 
the ridge line and was immediately rewarded 
with good, but very confined lift of about 
2.5m/sec. Working to stay in the lift band  
(it sloped up and towards the south-west)  
I soon managed to get to below cloudbase at 
4400ft and had a great time banging around 
the sky at good speed for about 40 minutes 
or so, until the lift suddenly turned off.

Whilst it was working and still at 
altitude, I did explore the ridge in either 
direction for a few kilometres, but found this 
was the only spot that was working. Given 
it was mid-winter, it was no surprise that it 
was only a very weak seabreeze, maybe less 
than five knots and, I guess, for whatever 
reason, it was only pushing inland to this 
one spot. Without close observation of the 
ridge and noticing the seabreeze haze, it 
would have been easy to miss the potential 
that afternoon.

Some of us will remember the words to 
the song that “any lovin’ is good lovin’”, and 
being a low-time glider pilot, I am still of  
the view that ‘any soaring is good soaring’. 

The next day, taking a 3000ft launch 
in the Junior in quite calm conditions and 
blue sky, I got my first gain by observing a 
circling eagle. Getting close, I saw this was 
not a Wedgetail as I first suspected, but was 
strikingly white and with a very different 
wing shape. It was in fact, a very large Sea 
eagle, some 40km inland. Using the eagle  
as a marker, I climbed up to about 3600ft 
until the lift petered out and the eagle shot 
off to the big fish farm (makes sense now) 
located in the foothills of the Buckets. 

Noticing a very small smoke plume 
coming from the local timber mill, I spent 
the next 45 minutes to an hour or so, going 
absolutely nowhere very slowly. At one time 
it took me 20 minutes to climb just 300ft, 
but since none of the others were finding 
anything better and with no cumulus in 
sight, I decided to stick it out for practice.  
As the thermal was also drifting slowly  
north at about one knot, I found it very 
good practice to try and fly a perfect bank 
(again using the V device on the turtle 
deck) and speed, but still needing to extend 
slightly. It was strangely calm with only  
very small bumps to mark the lift. On 
landing, it was very pleasing to see my  
GPS trace, where you could draw parallel 
lines down the side of the circles as they 
moved slowly northwards.

On attending the ‘Wave camp’ at 
Bunyan, there was simply no convective 
lift and no wave either. Yet through careful 
flying and reading the sky, it was quite 
possible to stay airborne for an hour or more 
and have some great flying. Rather than the 
expected south-west or north-west winds 
which usually prevail in the September 
period, we had a mild, moist (to the point 
of the occasionally wet) east to south-east 
airflow, bringing orographic lift over the 
ridge line. The lift along the ridge was cyclic 
and varied. 

During an extended lull in the weak 
ridge lift, I was getting down to decision 
height, when I noticed a small dark cu start 
to build over a section of the ridge where 
the east wind was being funneled up a valley 
leading to the ridge.

After a couple of circles that gave 
spasmodic results, I decided to fly the valley 
in more  of narrow triangle following the 
ridge spurs, I was soon averaging an excellent 
7m/s and quickly gained cloudbase to my 
comfort. The growing cloud was sucking 
hard and once at base, it was easy to jump 
from cloud to cloud, as long as I did not 
drop more than about 700ft below base, 
where the lift in many cases, just turned to 
sink (or maybe another S-word). I used that 
small valley a few times during the flight  
to enjoy again the same confined but strong 
lift. I searched several other valleys along 
the ridge, but none were as consistent or as 
strong. I think that particular one might have 
being closely aligned to the wind direction.

Soar the New Zealand Alps!
Gavin Wills Mountain Soaring School

GlideOmarama.com

Season: October to March

Personalised soaring adventures and courses

Exciting soaring, glorious country!

All information and contacts:

www.glideomarama.com
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In early October I arrived at Camden, 
planning to share some flying with Bill Pain  
in the DG-1000. This turned out to be 
a most interesting day to say the least. It 
started with a massive thunderstorm with 
hail at about 9:30am, the result of the first 
of three fronts that were to pass through 
Camden that day. Thinking that the day 
was over, we decided we might as well make 
coffee and catch up on some club gossip. 
Looking at the clearing sky and our online 
met information, I used my enthusiasm to 
draw the guys and get a launch just after 
lunch. Taking a high launch to 6000ft over 
the Oaks where some promising streets had 
formed in the now south-westerly airflow, we 
headed for the first line of clouds and drew 
underneath, nothing except strong sink. 

Heading into the blue about 1800ft 
under cloudbase we hit the first lift, in 
between the streets and against all theory it 
seems, anyway, lift is lift so we make good 
progress at 3m/sec from 5300 to 6300ft, then 
1.5 to 2m/s and getting weaker, very difficult 
to get anywhere near the 7000ft limit. We 
spend some time takes turns driving forward 
and down and climbing up and back. Great 
practice for me as it was quite turbulent and 
required a lot of concentration to keep a 
constant speed and bank. It was good to see  
a skilled pilot at work.

After about one-and-a-half hours, the 
lift really started to die and we headed back 
towards home a little disappointed. On 
the way back Bill decided to try the golf 
links’ hill near Picton, where we ended up 
spending the next hour or so trying to drive 
further forward into the next band of lift 
but all we kept finding was sink and the 
only descent lift was over the hill on the 
boundary of the 4500ft step (handy those 
GPS thingies).

After a while the sky started to improve,  
and were able to drive forward and to the 
south obtaining a good climb at 3.5m/s to 
7000ft, but still well under cloudbase. We 

started to work our way in a south-easterly 
direction as a band of cumulus developed. 
Looking out to the coast we noticed a very 
odd set of low lying cloud maybe going 
from 500ft agl to about 2500ft agl a few 

kilometres back from the escarpment. As we 
were again at 7000ft and some big cumulus 
above at probably 8500ft, we decided to take 
an exploratory run over to the interesting 
cloud formation. 

On arriving over the line, my suspicion 
was confirmed. We were suddenly rewarded 
with the vario going off the scale. Now at 
6000ft we headed south, slightly inland of 
and parallel to the low lying torn and wispy 
clouds. It was clear to see that these clouds 
were the result of fast upward moving air. 
We were now doing over 80kt and climbing 
at over 10m/sec. By the time we climbed to 
the step we were reaching 110kt and holding 
altitude, amazing stuff. At one point the 
convergence line suddenly pulsed inland, 
probably a few kilometres in a only three 
minutes and we quickly found ourselves  
in dead air on the ocean side of the line.  
A quick left turn and we quickly hit the line 
again and turned south. We soon arrived 
over Mittagong, with incredible cloudscapes 
to both the south and the west. 

After taking a little time to explore the 
area and use some gentle lift in the available 
cumulus, we turned back towards Camden. 
Intersecting the convergence line, we high-
tailed it back to Camden, at times getting 
speeds upwards of 130kt. The descent 
through the line was at times quite rough 
and we slowed to take this into account, the 
roughest air was at about 3100ft. How often 
would you get a narrow convergence line  
(it was less than 500m wide) that dumps you 
right over the top of the airstrip as you arrive 
back? Quite rare indeed! It was an incredible 
four-and-a-half hour flight. Reference to the 
met charts later on showed that an upper 
atmospheric trough followed by a weak 
front (stalled) had moved into the Sydney 
area that afternoon, setting up some most 
unusual weather and lift.

I was getting to the point where I thought  
I was just not going to get a ‘normal’ gliding  
day, so I tried again. I jumped into the Astir 
a couple of Fridays back, took a launch to 
4000ft, about halfway out to the Oakes, 
and pulled the little yellow handle which 
eliminates the noisy thing up ahead. There 
was a small cumulus off to the left and I 
headed for that and its weak and broken lift. 
However, I soon got to 4500ft. 

Noticing some small west-aligned 
streets south of Warragamba Dam, I headed 
over into a 10kt headwind. I discovered to 
my joy that, although there was only sink 
under the big cumulus over the first hills, 
a convergence line had formed just outside 

the step: Strong, but lumpy and broken 
– it still enabled me to get up to 7000ft in 
a short time. I started to explore a line of 
cloud forming up in a south-east direction 
from the Oaks. Thinking that this might be 
a good time to see if I could practise for my 
Silver C and take the trip from Warragamba 
Dam to Bordeaux Dam, a distance of 
about 50km, I decided to head back to 
Warragamba, avoiding the sink under the 
cumulus along the ridge (very strange…) 
and stay with the now weaker convergence 
line. This was an easterly pushing against  
a west-north-west wind, – even stranger  
for Sydney. 

Over Warragamba I climbed back  
to 7000ft and headed towards the Oaks.  
I noticed that one of the cumulus I was now 
flying under had a long thin arm pointing 
south for a couple of kilometres. I cruised 
under that, maintaining height at about 
55kt. There were some scattered cumulus 
along the line heading to the Bordeaux dam 
– it seemed to be a line of energy, but I 
needed to keep moving to the left and right 
to maintain best lift. Sixty knots kept me 
at 7000ft and under the step. I made it to 
about five kilometres from the dam with 
no loss of height. The energy line had now 
disappeared, but the air was neutral. 

I did a quick calculation and decided  
I could reach the turnpoint at the dam and 
still be able to return to Camden with plenty 
to spare. Making the turn, I turned back to 
Camden, keeping outside the step, in dead 
air, so I went to best L/D and enjoyed the 
ride. I was now at a point abeam Camden, 
so descended to 4500ft and headed back. 
About halfway back to Camden I noticed 
some new cumulus forming just off left 
of track, so headed over and was rewarded 
with 4m/sec to 4500ft. As there were a few 
cumulus building ahead, I cruised in dolphin 
and a few turns back to Warragamba, for 
close to a 100km trip. In the next hour 
the convergence lift truly turned on, and 
the vario went off the scale. Over the top 
of Camden I was averaging on many runs 
over 90kt in the Astir (no water), so you 
can imagine the strength of the lift. I think 
I did another three trips from Camden to 
Warragamba and back, another 40km or so 
and then I was joined by the Jantar for some 
closing lift in the afternoon. 

A wonderful three-and-a-half hours  
in the Sydney basin, and probably close  
to 180km in total, not bad for an early 
spring afternoon. 

Cartoon by Codez

Fosdyke had a leaning toward technology…
Grimshaw was a cloud connoisseur.
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In Australia, women represent less than 
five percent of the gliding movement 
and it is rare to see more than a few 
women pilots at a competition. Many 

clubs have no women pilots at all and in 
some clubs there are only one or two female 
pilots. There are a few exceptions, notably 
the Darling Downs Soaring Club where you 
will find women towing, instructing and 
going cross-country most weekends. 

There is a range of reasons for the 
disproportionately small number of women 
participating in sailplane gliding. One of 
them is that women as a group lack a critical 
mass. A problem shared by the juniors in  
our sport. One thing we can do to encourage 
more women into our sport is to increase 
the visibility of women in a positive way. 
Women are more likely to be attracted to  
the sport of gliding and stick around if they 
feel that they fit in and can see themselves  
as being part of the gliding scene. 

A male-dominated social environment 
can feel exclusive and even intimidating for 
some women some of the time. For example, 
gender specific language, such as ‘good 
morning gentlemen’ can have the 

effect of being unwelcoming, even though 
this is not intended. This is not to say that 
the men of our sport are not encouraging 
or supportive to women. To the contrary, 
men as individuals do encourage women in 
our sport and my own personal experience 
has been extremely positive. But, the social 
effect of there being so few women among 
men would diminish with a greater presence 
of women and more female role models.

We need women to be seen in high 
profile and competent roles in gliding so 
that other women – and men – see the 
participation of women as a normal part  
of gliding. For this reason, the women  
listed below have taken on key roles in 
the Club Class National Championships 
this year. We look forward to an enjoyable 
competition and your support.

CLUB CL ASS  NATIONALS 
2008  ORGA NISATION
POSITION NAME

Director Wendy Medlicott
Weather Person Jenny Thompson
Task Setting Lisa Trotter
Scoring Jo Davis
Grid Marshal  Anita Taylor
Safety  Julie Maddocks
Tugmaster Val Wilkinson
Radio Master Jo Pocklington
Secretary Lorraine Kauffmann
Media Relations Jo Pocklington
Webnews Jo Pocklington
Stewards Pam Kurstjens
Outlanding Coordinator Jan McKenzie
Bar Manager Suzie Scoles
Treasurer Linda Kolb
Office Administration Louise Ransby
Legal Advisor Lisa Turner
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Women Take The Controls  
For The Club Class Nationals 
Lisa Trotter

WOMEN WITH A KEEN INTEREST IN THE SPORT OF GLIDING HAVE TAKEN UP KEY LEADERSHIP ROLES 

IN THE CLUB CLASS NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS BEING HOSTED BY THE KINGAROY SOARING CLUB 

FROM 5 TO 17 OCTOBER 2008. THIS IS UNPRECEDENTED AND IS AIMED AT GIVING WOMEN A GREATER 

POSITIVE PROFILE IN THE GLIDING SCENE.

Club Class Nationals’ Director Wendy Medlicott
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Thanks to John  
Tribe, I have 
recently read 
this history  

of women’s gliding cham- 
pionships by Gill Van den 
Broeck. It is a record of 
the formation of women-
only gliding events with 
results from 1973 to 

2005. Australia’s own Sue 
Martin, Lisa Trotter and Lisa Turner feature 
in the publication. 

All pilots may enjoy this book and it may 
be of special interest to the women in gliding 
who are interested in the exploits of other 
women in the sport. – Beryl Hartley

Gill Van den Broeck-Gebhard is one of 
the most wellknown and influential women

in the European and International gliding 
community, especially in European and 
World Female Glider Championships. Not 
only has she been a team member and team 
leader for Belgium but also, and perhaps 
more importantly, organiser and judge.  
Gill got her A license in 1954, her B in 
1956, C in 1961, D in 1964, aerobatics  
and E (altitude) in 1965.

She began making a name for herself 
and breaking records as early as May 1964 in 
Belgium, with a solo flight in a Mucha, flying 
for seven hours and 29 minutes. December 
of 1965 she achieved the most altitude gain 
(4050m) to an absolute altitude of 4850m 
this time in a Ka6. On the same day in the 
tandem glider Bijave WA30 with Mme G 
Defosse as co-pilot she gained 3080m to an 
absolute altitude of 4080m, again a record. 
Gill continued her record flights between 

1969 to 1994 in duration, speed triangle over 
100km, speed triangle over 300km and free 
distance in various gliders including a K7, 
Twin Astir and Janus B. 

Gill Van den Broeck’s involvement 
with gliding goes beyond the pure joy of 
flying. She directed and organized 30 times 
the annual International ‘Concours des 
Ardennes’, five of which were official Belgian 
Championships, she was secretary-general 
of the Aero Club des Ardennes for 36 years, 
organised many outreach sessions to future 
women glider pilots and schoolchildren,  
she has also written many articles and is  
an interpreter.

In 1984 she received the FAI Paul 
Tissandier Diploma and in 2005 the 
‘Golden Witch’ award from the German 
Aero Club. 

BOOK REVIEW:
History of International Gliding Championships 
for Women by Gill Van den Broeck, BE

RF Developments Pty Ltd, Queensland, Australia
Design and manufacture of Aviation instruments and avionics since 1995. 

[www.rf-developments.com] Phone: +61 (0)7 54635670 
Flarm and ADS-B technology specialists 

Run by pilots who actively fly gliders and sports aircraft!

OzFlarm situation awareness system. Detect easily on a compass rose display the 
position of other Flarm equipped aircraft. Now 400 systems operating in Australia  
and growing. Future ADS-B receive compatibility with technology developed by RFD. 
Can connect to PDA to provide GPS source. Will work with hang gliders, paragliders, 
ultralights and GA aircraft. 
Still only $795.00 – GST included

Flarm-NAV now selling. FlarmNAV is a 57mm instrument developed by RFD that connects to 
any Flarm device (MiniOz shown in picture) and displays graphically all Flarm targets with alti-
tude and direction as well as audio alerts. It also has a basic NAV feature allowing FAI-style tasks 
to be entered. Wind also displayed. The USB port on the front allows IGC file download of Flarm 
records to a stick as well as other supported loggers – in other words: download your old 20/25 
blackboxes to USB stick, requires Flarm-NAV Cambridge software logger module upgrade which 
we sell. Waypoints are uploaded via a USB stick. Future support for ADS-B display of aircraft. 
Intro price $429.00 – GST included

**Warning-staring at this screen will give you an irresistible urge to go gliding**

Altair glide computer, now the STANDARD in glide computers with 45 sold in Australia in 
12 months! Moving map display utilising XCsoar, advanced wind and final glide display, RASP 
weather prediction overlay, AAT with optimise button, multiple display of active start points, 

Flarm “RADAR” display, support for two-seaters, USB port on front for USB stick upload and 
download (turnpoints, maps, IGC files, RASP), optional approved IGC logger (Altair Pro).  

System connects to Vega audio/voice variometer with latest technology sensors and accelero- 
meters, customised audio tones and voice alerting of Flarm traffic, thermal average, glide distance, 

overspeed. Also has a stall warning sensor (requires nose pitot installation) and undercarriage 
voice warning – simply the best! Altair is here, now – not “coming soon” like others advertised 
and has had two years in the field and fully “de-bugged” software supported here in Australia! 

Email for latest pricing and demo CD which allows you to fly the simulator on your home PC.

Oh, I nearly forgot it will connect to Tasman vario engine, Cambridge 302 and B50/500.

We also sell Flarm antennas – GPS antennas – download cables

Gill Van den Broeck
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ASADA is the government agency  
  responsible for administering all  
    aspects of Australia’s anti-doping  
        measures in sport – its respon- 

sibility covers Deterrence (including educa- 
tion), Detection and Enforcement – and in 
accordance with international practice it uses 
a common set of policies to address doping 
in all sports, from rugby league to gliding. 
It places each sport into one of three tiers – 
Tier 1 are the major high profile professional 
sports, Tier 2 are sports which receive Sports 
Commission funding, and Tier 3 are the 
rest. Not surprisingly, gliding along with 
other airsport, is a Tier 3 sport.

Generally, Tier 3 sports do not get a  
lot of attention from the detection arm of  
ASADA. Testing is expensive, and prosecu- 
tion even more so, and because they take 
a risk-based approach it is unlikely that 
ASADA will turn up to perform tests at 
the next gliding competition. However, 
they are entitled to do so. The form that 
many competition pilots find themselves 
signing at registration is acknowledging that 
they accept the policy and are willing to 
submit to testing if required. International 
competitors are more likely to be tested, 
and I have already briefed our current world 
comps teams on the requirements.

Although there are few if any drugs that  
would be performance-enhancing for airsports,  
there are plenty that could decrease perfor- 
mance, even to the point of becoming 
dangerous. Regardless of this, the list of 
prohibited substances doesn’t change much 
between sports. Anabolic steroids and EPO 
are banned everywhere – in weightlifting, 
cycling and gliding. There are a few sub- 
stances that are specifically banned in airsports  
– alcohol and beta blockers are the main 
ones. Oxygen, by the way, is not a drug!

The biggest danger for glider pilots is 
inadvertent violations through the use of 
prescription medicines or some vitamin 

supplements. My advice to our international 
pilots was to check with their doctor on the 
status of any medication they were taking 
on a regular basis. If the substance is on the 
banned list it is possible that alternatives  
can be prescribed.

It is also possible to obtain what is 
called a Theraputic Use Exemption (TUE) 
in situations where the medication must 
continue to be taken. This process takes  
a few weeks to complete and is not simply 
a letter from your GP. For certain products, 
particularly inhaled asthma medications 
(called beta-2 agonists), an Abbreviated  
TUE can be obtained. 

Of course, alcohol and other recreational 
drugs are banned in all airsports. You should 
be aware that traces of some common 
recreational drugs remain in the body for  
a long time (days or weeks) so be warned! 

If you are at all concerned about any 
of this I strongly suggest that you visit the 
ASADA website at [www.asada.gov.au]. This 
website contains all that you need to know 

including links both to the full prohibited 
list and also to a list of common drugs and  
products by brand name. It is easy to look 
up what you need, and there is also a con- 
fidential hotline you can call. 

A couple of warnings: First, there is 
a product called Finasteride which is on 
the prohibited list – it is often prescribed 
as a cure for ‘male pattern baldness’. It is 
prohibited because it also acts as a masking 
agent for certain steroids. You can’t even 
get a TUE for this stuff, so invest in a wig 
(or a hat). Second, be careful of vitamin 
supplements, especially those sourced from 
other than mainstream suppliers. There have 
been cases where these supplements have 
been found to contain traces of prohibited 
substances even though the packet doesn’t 
list these in the contents.

I also need to dispel an urban myth. 
Common over-the-counter cold and 
flu medications (which often contain 
pseudoephedrine) are not banned, so you 
can continue to take Sudafed and similar 
products. Don’t take my word for it 
though; check out your product of choice 
at [www.asada.gov.au/substances/status/
list_ns.htm#intro]. And in case anyone 
out there needs to know, certain drugs 
that may enhance other aspects of a pilot’s 
performance (Viagra, etc) are not banned. 

Finally, I should stress that what you put 
in your body is your business, and it is also 
your responsibility. Check the website, use 
the hotline, or consult your doctor, if you  
are at all concerned. Although ASADA is 
unlikely to turn up to test at an Australian 
competition, it could happen, because we  
do have to inform them of the location and 
timing of our major events. Some other  
low-risk sports have discovered this to their 
considerable embarrassment. 

Gliding and Drugs
Tim Shirley

AS MANY OF YOU WILL KNOW, THE GFA IS ACCREDITED WITH 

THE AUSTRALIAN SPORTS ANTIDOPING AUTHORITY ASADA. 

THE GFA ANTIDOPING POLICY IS THE ONE ADOPTED BY ASAC 

AUSTRALIAN SPORT AVIATION CONFEDERATION WHICH IS 

THE PEAK BODY COVERING ALL AIRSPORTS IN AUSTRALIA.
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HAPPENED RECENTLY ON AN AIRFIELD

Martin Feeg

I had been on a great big camp and one morning I discovered this lump 
on the parachute. While I am not a packer, I guessed it would be the pop-
chute: Nonetheless, I declared the ’chute not safe to use and asked a few 
people whether they know a packer living close to the airfield. Finally I 
found one and the problem was fixed professionally within a few minutes. 

While I was asking around to find a packer one mate said: “Ah, don’t 
worry, just stuff it down somewhere it’ll be all right!” I was speechless!

Close shave? The attitude and carelessness expressed by this comrade is asking for disaster.  
Yes, we all hope never to have to pop a ’chute in a life action, but if we have to, it is our last line of 
defence. Any more arguing? Parachutes want to be treated nicely, no water, no moisture, no excessive 
UV, no rough handling and being packed and serviced regularly. Amateurs can look after the chute,  
but it takes a professional to service it and if in any doubt, ask the professional – don’t assume. 
Mishap – no problem, the professional will fix it. After all, your life is hanging on the line. 

Safe soaring. 

RF Developments Pty Ltd, Queensland, Australia
Design and manufacture of Aviation instruments and avionics since 1995. 

[www.rf-developments.com] Phone: +61 (0)7 54635670 
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position of other Flarm equipped aircraft. Now 400 systems operating in Australia  
and growing. Future ADS-B receive compatibility with technology developed by RFD. 
Can connect to PDA to provide GPS source. Will work with hang gliders, paragliders, 
ultralights and GA aircraft. 
Still only $795.00 – GST included

Flarm-NAV now selling. FlarmNAV is a 57mm instrument developed by RFD that connects to 
any Flarm device (MiniOz shown in picture) and displays graphically all Flarm targets with alti-
tude and direction as well as audio alerts. It also has a basic NAV feature allowing FAI-style tasks 
to be entered. Wind also displayed. The USB port on the front allows IGC file download of Flarm 
records to a stick as well as other supported loggers – in other words: download your old 20/25 
blackboxes to USB stick, requires Flarm-NAV Cambridge software logger module upgrade which 
we sell. Waypoints are uploaded via a USB stick. Future support for ADS-B display of aircraft. 
Intro price $429.00 – GST included

**Warning-staring at this screen will give you an irresistible urge to go gliding**

Altair glide computer, now the STANDARD in glide computers with 45 sold in Australia in 
12 months! Moving map display utilising XCsoar, advanced wind and final glide display, RASP 
weather prediction overlay, AAT with optimise button, multiple display of active start points, 

Flarm “RADAR” display, support for two-seaters, USB port on front for USB stick upload and 
download (turnpoints, maps, IGC files, RASP), optional approved IGC logger (Altair Pro).  

System connects to Vega audio/voice variometer with latest technology sensors and accelero- 
meters, customised audio tones and voice alerting of Flarm traffic, thermal average, glide distance, 

overspeed. Also has a stall warning sensor (requires nose pitot installation) and undercarriage 
voice warning – simply the best! Altair is here, now – not “coming soon” like others advertised 
and has had two years in the field and fully “de-bugged” software supported here in Australia! 

Email for latest pricing and demo CD which allows you to fly the simulator on your home PC.

Oh, I nearly forgot it will connect to Tasman vario engine, Cambridge 302 and B50/500.

We also sell Flarm antennas – GPS antennas – download cables
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        hen he finally convinced me to go, 
           the party of four old fellers ended  
          up as a group of 12, the youngest  
         being an about 24-year-old novice 
pilot. This has got to be the flying highlight 
of my life, and I add it to the best and most 
adventurous things I have ever done.

India in itself is a huge adventure; it’s not 
a first or third world, but an ancient world. 
I have yet to meet anyone non-Indian who 
has the spatial conception to drive for the 
first hundred metres without becoming 
seriously unstuck. They have an unwritten 
road law that none of us could ever compre- 
hend, yet there was never road rage and, 
thank God, the speed is 60 to 80km/h. And 
speaking of Him, I have never come across 
so many Hindu idols, statues, holy men, 
temples, sacred monkeys, and statues the  
size of huge buildings, not to mention all  
the Buddhist temples, prayer flags, prayer 
wheels and monks in their red robes. Why 
would you want to drive when the taxis  
are so cheap? We paid about $2 each for  
a 45-minute drive to get to the take-off site, 
which is 1000m above the village of Bir 
(pronounced Beearrr).

The New Delhi airport is like an apo- 
calyptic Woop-woop with an international 
terminal! However, it somehow works, and 

this is where we began our 10-hour trip in  
a 15-seater bus. Yes, I know, it’s only 500km 
to our destination, but at that speed and 
all the stops, that’s what it took. We stayed 
in Bir at ‘The Colonel’s Retreat’ which is 
definitely the best accommodation in town. 
The owners, an ex-Indian army Lt Colonel 
named Jotinda Singh and his charming wife,  
Pretibah, were the most hospitable and kind 
people I have ever met. If anyone was in 
trouble, we could just contact Jotinda and he 
would sort out any problem. We all became 
friends with the staff of about six who saw  
to our every need. Don’t try and compare 
this to first or third world accommodation, 
it’s an old British tea plantation, oh, and 
don’t forget to buy some of their home-grown  
tea. I bought a big bag of it and between  
all my tea-swilling friends, it’s finished! 
When I returned to Brisbane and arrived  
at customs, the sniffer dog just about bowled 
me over! It occurred to me then how similar 
it looked to a big bag of hash, but they  
let me through with a, “No worries, mate!”

The take-off spot is called Billing and 
described in the Himachal Pradesh tourism 
blurb as one of the natural wonders of the 
paragliding world (who thinks of this stuff?). 
I’ve seen better and much worse, but once 
you realise that if you commit yourself to 

launching, it’s a very safe place – it’s the 
height and perpetual calmness of the thin 
mountain air that made it so daunting.  
I don’t know about any of you, but I have 
not flown a one-kilometre high take-off 
spot before. Access to take-off is via a sealed 
road, built in 1992 to accommodate the 
hang gliding Worlds held here. There is a 
little tea shop at the take-off and we had 
copious cups of chai tea while para-waiting. 
Here you will meet a handful of foreign 
pilots; some from England, Australia, France, 
Kuala Lumpur, America and mostly Russia. 
The latter group is a continuous source of 
entertainment, especially at the end of the 
day, as tree-landings are their specialty. Just 
keep your camera focused when you hear 
a pilot above you muttering, “Nyet or dar,” 
because he is obviously too high to make it. 
You will get the funniest home videos every 
day! They proudly explained to us that their 
method of coping with the extreme cold 
was to drink vodka from a hip flask while 
flying. No wonder they couldn’t land! There 
is always some famous pilot or photographer 
around, one of them being John Sylvester 
from ‘Nowhere to Nowhere’ video fame and, 
of course, you may even meet me there!

The Billing take-off is about 2400m asl. 
There’s a house thermal down from the take-

Unforgettable  
India
John Kent

W

IN NOVEMBER 2007 I WENT ON A TRIP  

THAT WOULD MAKE ALL THE SITES  

I HAVE EVER FLOWN PALE IN COMPARISON.  

MY GOOD FRIEND, CRAIG PAPWORTH  

HAS BEEN TRYING TO CONVINCE ME  

TO FLY THE HIMALAYAS IN INDIA,  

BUT THE MERE NAME MADE ME THINK,  

“ARE YOU CRAZY?”
John coming home after a four-hour flight
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off, you had to get there, avoid the plebs, 
climb out to about 300m above take-off and  
head for the next ridge six kilometres away 
or come back over the prayer flags to the 
back of the take-off ridge. Easy as that! Once  
you had made one of these hops, you could 
begin executing your flight for the day. In  
the three weeks I was there, the flying was 
perfect every day. We flew from 11am till  
3pm or until our bladders dictated other- 
wise. That’s when we top-landed at our 
favourite P-stop, about 13km from take-off 
called, ‘The Golf Course’. The ultimate goal  
was to fly the 50km to Dharamsala and back  
again. I cannot lay claim to this, but there  
were pilots who did it! Some of the moun- 
tains at the back are huge and daunting, and 
a few that we got to made me flee in terror! 
In the end, it was only the size and the 
altitude of over 4000m that was terrifying.  
I never had one serious collapse, I only saw 
one glider turn into a pumpkin, he did come 
out okay though. The flying is definitely 
thermic, so hone your skills before coming. 
If you don’t, then this is definitely the place  
to learn as you have so much height to 
practice. The best thermal specialists in the  
world have lived here all their lives – the 
famous Himalayan Griffon vultures or HGVs,  
or ‘Git’ as they are commonly known. We 

saw them in groups of up to eight and they 
looked similar to the African Cape vultures. 
After two of our group members had mid-air 
collisions with a couple of HGVs we soon 
learned to thermal in the same direction 
with them – it seems they could not see the 
paraglider lines. One glider had a small tear, 
but it was still okay. We still don’t know 
about the poor birds, as both pilots told  
me that at the time, their least concern was 
the safety of the birds. There are also Golden 
eagles, Lammergeyers and pesky crows 
whose universal purpose on this earth is  
to lure us into rotor.

The best adventure of all was a flying 
safari. How it works is that we picked a goal 
on top of a mountain, about 20km from 
take-off (a place called ‘360’, named because 
of the roundness of the site) We flew there, 
camped the night and then flew back the 
next day. We may sound tough and self-
sufficient, but this is what really happened:

The Colonel sent his cooks ahead of us 
up a torturous road by jeep and mule to take 
tents, food, whisky, mattress, etc, to set up 
camp for us. I must stress that this was the 
colonial style of roughing it – except for the 
cold which was very real. We had a great 
time and the highlight, as usual, was the 
little 10-house village with the ever-friendly 

locals who always found us a source of 
entertainment. The next morning we took  
off from our overnight camp-site and flew 
back to Billing and beyond to the big 
mountains. Flying with a GPS is a good idea 
because one does not know the mountains 
and there was sometimes the problem of 
smog on the landing field, which was at 
times 30km away. I always felt confident of 
where I was and I always made it back home. 
The truth is that I have at last realised my 
sense of direction is dreadful. If anyone wants 
the co-ordinates, just send me an email.

At the landing zone, there would always 
be a group of youngsters playing cricket or  
a few locals waiting for the afternoon 
landing spectacle. They were always friendly, 
never begged and usually offered help. They  
kept their distance, and although they looked  
at the equipment, none of my belongings 
ever disappeared. Do yourselves a favour and 
learn some of their cricket players. Those  
kids put me to shame as they rattled off the  
names of several South African and Australian  
cricket team members and I couldn’t even 
think of one (African or Aussie) I put my 
temporary amnesia down to just completing 
a four-hour flight, freezing cold weather and 
an over-full bladder.

H G F A
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When we landed on the official landing 
area, which was an enormous rice paddy, 
the locals would be digging, ploughing with 
oxen, planting rice by hand or tending their 
sheep. Holy Cow! Remember that and don’t 
land on a cow as Craig attempted to do!  
Yes, Craig, I do have the video to prove it.

Every morning at sunrise, and after the 
best coffee, tea and biscuits on planet Earth, 
Jotinda would take us for our daily early 
morning walk through the village of Bir.  
At first this seemed a bad idea, but it was 
so interesting that this soon became one 
of the trip’s highlights. The walks were 
sometimes incredibly special, like finding a 
Buddhist monastery complete with hundreds 
of monks in full swing on some special 
occasion, or the water mill with a stone 
wheel that the locals still use to grind their 
corn. Other times it was the peaceful world 
of a time we’ve never known.

We also went on a two-day hike, eight 
hours up and down a 1000m mountain 
through villages, road works in the middle 
of nowhere and across rivers, stopping for 
plenty of tea breaks which our guides would 
prepare for us. If you plan on doing this, 
first get fit with a backpack of about 10kg.

Another highlight was a trip to the joint 
towns of McLeod Gunj and Dharamsala, 
which is where the Dalai Lama lives. This 
town has a special significance for the 
Tibetan Buddhists who have been, and 
are still, fleeing China. I am a confirmed 

non-shopper, yet I actually shopped for 
eight hours non-stop! Not good for my 
reputation, but very good for my marriage! 
There are a few professional beggars, but a 
few choice words at the correct volume in a 
secluded area worked well. Do not make eye 
contact with them or you will be hounded!

I’ve been back in Australia for six months  
and I just cannot stop reliving every moment 
of the trip. I took some great videos – so take  
a good still or video camera. My daughter,  
Lauren, also joined me in Bir, and the only 
way I can sum up our trip is through her  
site on Face book ‘Unforgettable India’!  
See you on the mountains!  

The whole trip was organised by Craig Papworth. 
Everything went smoothly and he kept us all safe 
through his knowledge of Asia and of the actual 
flying site. He would often encourage us to push  
the boundaries and so achieve our goals for the day. 
I had many personal bests due to his enthusiasm of 
us achieving them. He relates well to the local people, 
taught us how to bargain and kept an ever-present 
eye to stop us being overcharged. He and Phil Hystek 
are busy organising more trips for this year and  
can be contacted through the HGFA magazine. 

Phil can be contacted on <www.pgqld.com.au>  
and Craig at [www.paraworth.com].

Ever-friendly village children on our vol bivouac

Photos: Courtesy John Kent

Steve about to land in a rice paddy
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“I can see you’re not like most girls…” 
“Gee, thanks – I think! But I’m confused… 
Do you mean because I’m up here at 
Merewether Heights learning to hang glide?” 
(Finally after a childhood of watching 
launches – I get to do my own!) “Or maybe 
you mean because I’ve been peeing in the 
bushes more in the last week than most girls 
do their entire lives? Or the fact that I’ve been 
unflinchingly divulging my exact weight to 
every second person I’ve met since the start of 
the week? No wait a minute, you mean I’m 
not like most girls JUST because I wouldn’t let 
you move my hang glider when I was perfectly 
capable of doing it myself! 

Well, that’s mildly disappointing, but if 
that’s all it takes to score a compliment – I guess 
I’ll take what I can get.” (Oops, maybe I am 
like most girls after all!).

Day One: Spiders And Soccer Fields…
Wake up at 5:30am due to sub-zero temp- 
eratures in my caravan. The ocean sounds 
like it’s lapping at my wheels. I decide to go  
for a walk to the beach to watch the sun rise. 

Traipsing along in my ugg boots and 
beanie, I’m enjoying the pretty overgrown 
paths when I see something that stops my 
heart and my feet.

Three feet above my head a huge spind- 
ly-legged spider perches in the middle of 
a very big web, aiming to catch breakfast 
– gulp – I think she means me. My feet 
are rooted to the path, I’m NOT going 
anywhere near, let alone walk underneath, 

her! I seriously think about turning back  
to my cold little caravan.

“Wait just one second,” I say to myself, “I 
hate to be the one to point this out, but you are 
here to hang glide, you know, jump off cliffs, 
and now you’re telling me you cant walk under 
that puny (massive!) spider – suck it up girl!”

Get to the beach without further 
incident. Feeling braver about life in general.

Airborne factory, 8:30am. It takes almost 
two minutes before someone asks me, “Does 
your dad know you’re here?” (Yes, he does!) 
Meet the boys and Tony and Stuie – our 
instructors. We start with theory, “Think of 
the air as a liquid,” Tony says. ‘That makes 
sense,’ I think to myself.

We drive to a local soccer field for 
groundhandling practice. Set up gliders and 
do flat runs with Fun 190s. A local primary 
school is holding its sports day on the same 
field. We wait for gaps between jogging eight-
year-olds before we run. A surreal experience.

We pack-up and jump in the cars in 
search of a west-facing training slope. We 
drive inland listening to Tony’s stories about 
the area and hang gliding. Now this is what 
I remember hang gliding to be about. We 
drive past several sites, looking for the tell-
tale cleared bit on the mountain. We visit 
several paddocks, get out of cars, traipse 
through long grass and over barbed wire 
fences – it’s all coming back to me now 
– I’m in heaven, couldn’t be happier and  
I haven’t even got off the ground yet!

Day Two, Tuesday: Wet Feet,  
Hexham Swamp
After theory we drive to Hexham Airfield 
which looks more like a swamp after the 
recent rains. We set up the 190s and a reflex 
tow system. Tony drives the winch, keeping 
us just a metre or two off the ground 
while we practise loose fingers, eyes on the 
horizon, feet crossed. My first two runs I 
cannot take my eyes off the ground racing 
past below. “I don’t know what is so interesting 

FAMILY TRADITIONS
Zhenshi van der Klooster

  AFTER A LIFETIME SITTING ON HILLS WATCHING OTHER PEOPLE 

HAVE ALL THE FUN, I DECIDED  IT IS TIME TO LEARN FOR MYSELF 

 SO I SPEND A WEEK WITH TONY BARTON IN NEWCASTLE…

Under Tony’s watchful eye – JP prone on Day 5

Cannot wipe the smile off my face after my first glide 
off the top of Merewther, Day 5

Stuie takes Tedd through some of the basics in the simulator. 
Day 2, Hexham Airfield
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about that damn grass,” I say to Stuie after  
I whack in on my wheels again.

“It’s a particularly lovely grass actually,” he 
says, “Microlaena, native to the area and rarely 
given the attention it deserves.” I just look at 
him, thinking, ‘I don’t know how you just 
did that, but you’ve cured me of my grass 
obsession, eyes on the horizon from now on.’

Day Three, Wednesday: Barefoot  
At Stockman…
After a bit of ‘outdoor theory’ (in the 
glorious sun by the train tracks at Hexham 
Airfield) we drive to beautiful Stockman 
Dunes. Tony has a small chat with a 
park official, then we set up two 190’s 
and the sweet little 160 for me. The boys 

unanimously go barefoot – which seems 
a nice idea – almost a homage to the sand 
dunes (but maybe it’s just a boy thing). 
We do about 10 glides each, all the while 
being buzzed by F/A-18s from nearby 
Williamstown Airbase (which we all think 
is extremely cool).

I couldn’t sleep last night for thinking 
about my landings, but the thinking hasn’t 
helped. Yesterday I was running and not 
flaring, today I started out flaring when 
I should have been running, but by the 
end my brain gives up and I just whack 
in (neither flaring nor running). The only 
landing I nail is when Tony completely talks 
me through it on the radio. I had my doubts 
(‘too fast, too low,’ I was thinking), but  
I trusted him and, “Three, two, one, flare!” 
– perfect landing, you can’t argue with that!

Day Four, Thursday: Million-dollar 
Views, Tandem Flights Off Merewether
My tandem launch and landing are smooth 
as. We get really high, really fast and Tony 
hands over to me. I do some turns and 
can’t believe how slippery and slow they 
are. Later we all do glides from halfway up, 
down to the beach. My glide is fine, but  
I get a bit too close to the surf on landing. 
Micah gets the last glide of the day – off  

the top of Merewether. We all decide he  
is doing the dishes tonight as penance.

Day Five, Friday: The Benefits  
Of Being Little…
We are in the middle of theory at the 
factory when Tony realises Merewether  
is on. We all race down there and do some 
more theory at the picnic table on launch 
(another day in paradise). After setting up, 
I do a little glide from the top and flare into 
a Zhenshi-sized gap between two scrubby 
bushes. The wind starts to pick up and 
as I’m the lightest – I get sent off first. As 
a result I score the first soaring flight of 
the course. My landing leaves much to be 
desired – I can’t get used to being buffeted 
about near the ground compared to how 
smooth it is up higher, but the flying part 
was amazing!

Day Six, Saturday: Theory Test… Eek!
We all meet at Merewether. I make Micah 
read out questions in the car on the way  
’cos I’m stressing. Stuie takes us through 
the last bit of theory, we get a few minutes 
to study, then we do the test, just sitting at 
the picnic table in the sun while paragliders 
take off around us.

We set up the gliders and some of the 
boys have a fly, but in the end I don’t get one 
– the wind isn’t right. We pack up and drive 
round to Strzelecki Point where the big boys 
are playing.

Tony takes Micah’s friend Hannah for  
a tandem and she loves it. Stuie flies his jelly 
and lands down the oval. We all go to the 
pub for dinner. Just about the perfect day.

Day Seven, Sunday: Sign Off Day 
– Radios And Revelations…
We all need to get soaring flights today  
to get signed off.

I’m not quite as calm on launch today 
as I was Friday. Maybe I should have visited 
the spiders again this morning for some fear 
perspective (instead of sleeping in). 

Hooked in for my first flight of the 
day I ask for a radio check – Tony obliges 
and it’s loud and clear. Launch, turn left, 

The Condor – Tony runs besides Micah 
as he is towed along practicing loose  

fingers, eyes on the horizon (feet crossed!)

No time wasting here, we cram in some more theory while 
we wait for a key to the gate

Micah launching at Stockman Dunes, Day 3

Trying to concentrate – momentary distractions while 
we do the written test just added to the experience
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but just when I expect to hear Tony’s calm, 
reassuring voice on my radio, all I hear is 
“Shhhsshhhiisss”. I keep flying, do a few little 
turns, but don’t go prone. I yell down, “I 
can’t hear you,” and soon realise that without 
Tony in my ear I have to rely on my own 
judgement – not really a problem, just not 
what I was expecting. 

I’m a bit worried that what I think 
is okay may be too far over the back and 
I’m not really staying in the lift, so I get 
a bit low. Then I hear one word over the 
radio, “Rocks,” and I know Tony means to 
go out over the rock ledge for a landing. 
Stuie guides me in from the beach and I’m 
doing fine, but after two steps in the sand 
I decide to flare hard and end up whacking 
on the beach in the manner to which I have 
(unfortunately) grown accustomed. 

Although I didn’t register being stressed 
while I was flying, I’m awfully glad to be on 
the beach again. Stuie runs up and asks if 
I’m okay. “I’m fine, it was just a shock,” I say, 
meaning having no radio, not the landing  
(I was expecting that).

The good thing about Merewether is 
that you have a long walk back up the top 
to process things – and by halfway up, I’ve 
decided that the radio not working is the 
best thing that could have happened.

It’s a bit like walking under those nasty 
path spiders. Sure, it is a bit scary at the 
time, but I did it and now I feel this quiet 
confidence that I didn’t have before. 

The boys are all great when I get back up 
top and we have a sit down and chat and eat 
some snacks. Stuie lands my glider back on 
top and soon yells out that he’s changing my 
radio batteries. I yell out, “Thank you,” but 
I’m thinking, ‘radio-shmadio, if it doesn’t 
work, I’ll just make it up as I go, like I did 
the last time’.

My final soaring flight is perfect. On 
launch, and Tony and I discuss where I 
should be turning to stay in the lift, but the 
radio works perfectly, so Tony lets me know 
when to turn (I can’t tell you how wonderful 
is to have Tony in my ear as I fly– to me  
it feels like the ‘Voice of God’).

I go prone and get nice and high and 
Tony takes me out the front of launch to 
do some stall and recoveries and talk me 
through my first 360 – which is incredible. 
Then he says, “I’m going to be here if you need 

me, but I want you to fly out over the rock 
shelf, and then go ahead and judge your own 
height for landing.” Instead of freaking out  
I just think ‘cool’. 

Being out over the water is a bit nerve 
wracking (especially as “Don’t EVER land in 
the water!” is something Tony has engraved 
in our brains from the start). Approaching 
along the beach I’m prepared for the slight 
buffeting I get, and I’m careful to keep a bit 
of speed on too. To be honest, the landing 
is a bit of a blur, but after about three steps 
in the sand, the A-frame gently rests back 
on my shoulders and I’m standing there 
stunned. Over the radio I hear Tony say, 
“Nice one, good work,” or something like 
that, but he holds his radio button down so 
I can hear all the boys cheering and clapping 
in the background – without a doubt they 
all know how much nailing that landing 
means to me.

As the sun goes down over Merewether, 
we all lean on the back of Tony’s car and 
fill in our final log book pages. Three of us 
have been signed off for our restricted pilot’s 
licences and three are returning later next 
week to get their final soaring flights. 

Tony dictates and we write it down: 
“180 degree soaring turns, one 360, aircraft 
approach and crosswind landing on beach…” 
“Arh, PERFECT little crosswind landing on 
beach,” I joke, but it just goes in my log 
book as ‘crosswind landing on beach’.

Tony keeping everyone amused – here about to go tandem 
with Rick, Day 4

Rick, launching from halfway up Merewether, Day 4

Stuie takes us through some last minute revision

Day 4: Ready to Go, Micah on the nose while Zhenshi gets 
ready for a glide from halfway up Merewether

“We did it!” Final photos on Merewether, Day 7 – 
Zhenshi and Micah

Photos: Courtesy Zhenshi van der Klooster

Day 4: Zhenshi with the tandem glider on Merewether
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SCHNEIDER 

GLIDER RALLY 

AND KOOKABURRA 

KONVENTION 

25 TO 27 APRIL 2007

David Goldsmith

    he visit to Lockhart, home of the Wagga  
Wagga Gliding Club, was again a wonder- 
ful experience. Unfortunately the dismal  
  weather forecast, particularly for the last 
day, deterred many owners of open trailers, 
and in fact steady rain on that day did call 
the meeting to a premature close (one up 
for the forecasters!)  Also, this event clashed 
with the visit to Camden of Leigh Bunting’s 
Grunau Baby and John Ashford’s Ka2b. 
However Friday and Saturday brought 
light winds, cumulus clouds and delightful 
soaring conditions. Many long flights were 
made on both days, but sometimes the first 
thermal to get away was hard to find.  
Caleb in the Boomerang had long flights  
on both days. 

Unfortunately the organizer of last year’s 
Konvention, Ian Patching, was suffering from  
severe back pain and unable to be present. 

Gliders attending were Theo Van 
Alkemade’s Boomerang VH-GTR, brought 
by Caleb White and  Tegan, Slingsby Dart 
17R VH-GZO, with John King, the ES52 
-2VM modified Kookaburra VH-GLK with 
Graham Garlick, George Vasiliadis and 
Lillian, Ken and Jan Caldwell’s Cherokee 
II VH-GLU, the Super Arrow VH-GXS  
(which arrived welded into its trailer 
– oops!) with Peter Champness, Dave and 
Jenne Goldsmith’s Ka6 VH-GNB and the 
Wagga Wagga Gliding Club’s Blanik. Keith 
and Edna Nolan brought the Sapphire, 
which retained its propeller and performed 
admirably, even flying out to Tocumwal  
on Monday for the Condor IV first flight.

Local club members, with some assistance  
from the visitors, worked tirelessly to be great  
hosts. Wayne Hadkins, Grant and Nathan 
Johnson, Tom Day, Mick O’Dea and Peter 
Skinner were on the field, while Gabriel 
Hadkins, Jan Caldwell and Edna Nolan did 
a great job to ensure no one went hungry.

Other Vintage Gliders Australia 
members and friends attending included 
the eight Japanese visitors in Australia to 
attend the Condor IV first flight. They were 
Ohno Masami, Ms Junko Huruya, Ryoji 
and Mrs Junko  Mori,  Minoru Kubota, 
Tadashi Tanokura,  Atsushi Sugiyama and 
Ken Ueyama. 

VGA members and friends attending 
included David Pickles, Ian Bogaard, Alan 
Patching,  Baylee Roberts,  Geoff Hearne, 
Pete Boreham, John King, Garry Sharp,  
Stu Smith, Neil Halsall, Geoff and Gail 
Beutl, Jonathan McAliece and Natalie.

At the dinner on Saturday night, Alan 
Patching gave an entertaining rundown of 
the history and activities of the Australian 
Gliding Museum Inc. Next, encouragement 
awards, (framed gliding photographs 
donated by Stu Smith), were awarded 
to Jonathon McAliece and Ian Bogaard. 
Jonathon has bought a share in John King’s 
yellow Dart VH-GLT, and Ian has recently 
commenced restoration of Australia’s only 
Jaskolka. Kookaburra Kookies were awarded 
for John King’s pristine Dart 17R, and Peter 
Champness’ new arrival, the Super Arrow. 

Kookies were also presented to Wayne 
and Gabriel Hadkins, Grant and Nathan 
Johnson, and Peter Skinner,  in appreciation 
of their hard work in running the rally. 
Keith Nolan was awarded Kookies for his 
dedication in making weather flights each 
morning. Ken Ueyama received Kookies 
and Aussie caps for the Japanese visitors 
as recognition for the long distance they 
travelled to the Rally. Minoru Kubota 
kindly made a presentation of a DVD which 
featured the Minimoa flying in Japan, for 
the use of Vintage Gliders Australia and the 
Australian Gliding Museum. The evening 
finished up with some fines being levied 
for various memorable moments that were 
observed during the rally, the generous 
supporters donating a total of $45 to the 
Australian Gliding Museum Inc. 

The friendly atmosphere at the rally, 
encouraged by the local members, ensured  
a good time all round. The visitors particu- 
larly appreciated the hard work put in to 
maintain a rapid turnaround at the launch 
point, and also provide the catering, 
entertainment and accommodation facilities. 
The Wagga Wagga club members expressed 
the view that they would be very keen to  
see Vintage Gliders Australia return and  
do it all again next year. That sounds like  
a good idea. 

      intage 
   gliding  
corner
V

T

George Vasiliadis and Peter Champness get ready 
to fly the Kookaburra while Graham Garlick assists

The Ka6, Cherokee II, Dart 17R and Blanik line-up

Photos: David Goldsmith

Overseas visitors receive their Aussie gliding 
hats from David Goldsmith Photo: David Pickles

Ken Ueyama’s immaculate T-21 has a well-earned rest
after taking many passengers for flights at Tocumwal

Photo: Baylee Roberts
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ODE TO A LARK

Dave Frost

On a bright and sunny day to Rotoiti Station,
Two glider pilots they had come, with  

much anticipation.
For one of them was learning to teach  

others how to fly,
So he got into a Rhonlerche along with a CFI.

They towed aloft, flew round and round,  
the pupil did his best

And hoped that the instructor would say  
he’d passed his test.

They flew round and round some more  
and soon it came to pass,

That it was time to land the Rhonlerche  
gently on the grass.

 
The pupil looked around a bit and said  

“Oh me Oh my, 
I don’t think I will land just yet; I’m just  

a tad too high.”
He did another circle and though we don’t 

know how, 
When he was just about to land, he hit  

a bloody cow.
 
The wing strut bent, the fabric tore –  

Oh, what a thing to happen!
But worst of all was the dreadful sound  

of all that woodwork snappin’.
When word got ’round that somebody  

had really dropped a clanger,
There were those who said, “Thank God  

it’s pranged, let’s shove it in the hangar.
 
But those who knew the old girl well,  

had flown her from day one,
Said “No you won’t, she’ll fly again,  

be sure we’ll get it done.
“Well take it down to old Dave Frost,  

believe us we’re not lyin’,
He fixed a K6 wing up once and still  

the darned thing’s flyin’.”
 
We’ll buy him spruce and plywood and  

a great big pot of glue,
And when he gets it finished it will be  

as good as new.
And when we took the wing to him  

he looked at it in awe,
Said he, “It looks quite badly bent,  

I’ve not seen it before”.
 
So down the path we lugged it, the blokes 

looked with amazement.
 They said to him “Just how the hell will  

we get it in your basement”?
“It’s very easy,” he replied, and gave  

a little laugh,
Ch

[www.vintageglidersaustralia.org.au]

AUSTRALIAN GLIDING 1953
Wave soaring at NSW display
Several Sydney pilots made flights on 27 and 28 June in what appeared to be standing wave  
lift. The pilots were taking part in a gliding display at Albion Park arranged by the Hinkler 
Soaring Club.

Ray Ash reported: “I released from an auto-tow launch in the Olympia at 1500ft and  
found myself in gently rising air. By heading into wind and slowly approaching the 1500ft  
high mountains I rose to over 2000ft.”

During the display a Grunau was flown by Leo Diekman and Clive Martin and an  
Olympia by Aub Parsons, Ray Ash, Mervyn Waghorn and Keith Colyer.

More than 500 people attended the two-day event, with profit reaching over £30.

New designs from Edmund Schneider
Edmund Schneider released news of a new ES50 two-seater training sailplane. When the 
company designed its first ‘Club’ two-seater it was made as simple and inexpensive as possible 
because it was thought that was what clubs wanted.

“It seems that we did the wrong thing, because the clubs began to ask for tapered wing,  
enclosed canopy and other luxuries,” Mr Schneider said.

The new glider has a wing span of 43ft, a length of 27ft and a gliding angle of 1:17. 
It is fitted with spoilers and a landing wheel.

New National record
The Deutsche Aero Club in Germany homologated a new National record for speed around  
a 100-kilometre triangular circuit. The record was set on 12 August 1952 by Heinz Kensche 
who flew the course at Klippeneck at an average speed of 58.03km/h.

Glider pilot tops RAAF flying course
John Day, who obtained his flying start as a member of the Victorian Motorless Flight Group, 
has been awarded the Hooper Memorial Award for the highest marks in flight grading at his 
flight training courser at Archerfield in Queensland.

John gained his Silver C distance during the first National contest when he flew the Golden 
Eagle 47 miles from Barwick to Trafalgar.

“Improvements needed,” says NSWGA President
In his report to the 9th annual general meeting of the NSWGA, President Mervyn Waghorn 
said: “While the record of the year’s activities is satisfactory, from the point of view of advancement  
in high performance soaring, it is felt that considerable improvement is required in NSW as far  
as training activities are concerned.”

Mr Waghorn said that the past year had produced only two A, two B and two C certificates  
in the State. However, members had gained one Silver C, two Gold C, one diamond goal  
flight leg and two Gold C distance legs. All of the Gold C certificates in Australia were held  
by members of the NSWGA.

The Associations consisted of eight clubs with a total membership of over 100, seven  
aircraft were flying in the State with a further eight under construction.

Four thousand five hundred feet winch launch
On July 19, members of the Adelaide Soaring Club made what could be the highest winch 
launches on record. Flying in the Falcon two-seater, in an estimated 40 to 45mph wind, a 
launch to 4500ft was obtained the pilots on this flight were Ken Mortimer and Peter Killmier.

Other high launches wee John Heinrich and Peter Killmier – 2700ft and 4100ft;  
Mrs Heinrich and Peter Killmier – 3000ft; Forbes Walker and Hartley Young – 3500ft;  
and Mervyn Gill and Peter Killmier – 3000ft.

The winch, with a Ford V8 engine, had between 5500 and 6000ft of cable on the drum. The 
launches were normal to about 2000ft when the winch motor was stopped and the drum braked.

With the pilot kiting in the strong wind, the Falcon maintained a steady 40mph airspeed  
and climbed steadily all the time. 

When the winch crew estimated that the Falcon had gained the maximum height possible 
with the cable that was cut, the cable on the winch drum was gradually paid out so enabling  
the glider to continue climbing until all the cable was out. The flight to 4500ft was of 30-minutes 
duration, of which 20 minutes was spent on the line. 
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“’Cos every time a wing comes here, they’re always broke in half.”
 

So in his workshop 
now it rests, for 
sawing gluing  
and sanding

For this old girl  
will fly again, 
despite that un-
planned landing

 

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY

Raywood, Melbourne Cup Weekend 
1 to 8 November 2008
This year the Vintage Regatta runs for the whole week to take advantage 
of the great weather that has traditionally appeared to frustrate us as 
we pack up and leave! Dust off those winter cobwebs! Contact Dave 
Goldsmith, email <hutter17@bigpond.com>.

Bordertown 2009 Vintage Gliders Australia Annual Rally 
3 to 11 January 2009 
At Bordertown. Contact Ian Patching, email <patching@westnet.com.au>.

G F A

Norfolk Aviation Sports Club is getting together a variety
of vintage sailplanes including this Rhonlerche (Lark) 

Photo: [www.geocities.com/norfolkgliding/pics1.html]

Why We 
Came Back

Richard McLean

Gliding can be such a very serious business can’t it? Not 
always the case of course, but we have more than our 
fair share of serious-minded discussions (as befits any 
form of aviation) and I wonder if, as a result, sometimes 

we forget what the fun things were about gliding that kept us coming 
back when we first got hooked? 

For most of us it must have been the challenge and adventure  
of the flying itself: cross-country soaring, wave camps, aerobatics,  
but these things require training and practice to achieve. So in our 
early days while we acquire the necessary skills, I think the most 
important thing surely is to have fun while we learn. 

What can we do to make sure learning is fun? Some clubs seem 
to do a pretty good job of this, with good basic training weekends 
and social ‘fun flying’ days. I think the most important thing is to 
encourage participation with fun and ‘easy’ flying aimed at the less 
experienced. Perhaps spot landing competitions and the like, or even 
just a day for these members to fly together without the distraction  
of other training or AEFs to fly. 

What happens at your club? Don’t leave it to the committee  
– anyone can make the suggestion.   

Richard McLean  
has been gliding since 
1987, is a member  
of the Beverley Soaring 
Society and represents 
Western Australia  
on the GFA Market- 
ing and Develop- 
ment Committee.

VSA 2008 Basic 
Airworthiness Course

Applications are invited for candidates 
to attend a VSA sponsored course to 
train participants in the techniques 
required to carry out annual sailplane 
inspections and train potential Daily 
Inspectors. Applicants MUST have a 
Daily Inspector Rating. 

As the number of candidates will be limited, 
the application should contain a short 
resumé, including details of authorisations 
currently held, and/or a referral from a 

currently rated Annual Inspector. An outline of their experience 
which they feel might be beneficial would also be welcome.

Candidates MAY qualify for authorisation for Annual 
Inspection – Sailplanes Rating.  

Course Convenor/Director:  Eugene Blunt
Venue: Gliding Club of Victoria, Benalla
Course starts: 6 September 2008
Course ends: 13 September 2008
Course fees: $400 includes all materials
Catering & Accommodation: Available at additional cost 
Applications Close: 1 August 2008

Applications should be sent to:
Mr E Blunt,
567 Noorla Place  
Lavington NSW 2641
Email: deird@optusnet.com.au

Successful applicants will be advised by 8 August 2008

Cartoon by Codez

“…it was squeaking.”
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Benalla, site of the 47th Multi-class Nationals in 
January 2009, hosted by the Gliding Club of Victoria. 

A Busy Time Ahead At Benalla
Hosted by the Gliding Club of Victoria, the 47th 
Multi-class Nationals will be held at Benalla from 
Monday 12 to Friday 23 January 2009.

Some of the facilities available at Benalla 
include glider tie-down and trailer parking areas 
and a modern clubhouse which will be used for 
briefing and meals. A club bar will be available 
as well as evening meals and lunches. Broadband 
wireless internet access is available in the 
clubhouse and aeropark.

Benalla township is only one-and-a-half 
kilometres away from the airfield. Several 
accommodation options are available

Further information can be found on the 
competition website at [www.glidingclub.org.
au/competition/multiclass2009/].

Prior to the Multi-class Nationals the 
Victorian State Gliding Championships will be 
held at Benalla from 3 to 10 January 2009, again 
hosted by the Gliding Club of Victoria. This will 
be a four-class competition: Open, 15m, Standard 
and Sports.  

The competition is limited to 40 gliders,  
entry $250 but a discount of $60 if registered  
by 30 November 2008.  

Details at [www.glidingclub.org.au/
competition/state2009/]. Contact Phil Henderson 
0418 511 557.

The club will also be holding its Christmas 
competition, from 27 December 2008 to 1 January 
2009 at Benalla. This is a relaxed competition, 
suited to all levels of experience.  Contact John 
Millott <john_millott@hotmail.com> or phone 
0429 147 462 for further information.

The Gliding Club of Victoria welcomes  
all pilots and their crews and looks forward  
to hosting successful and safe competitions.

FA I  N E W S
FAI Claims to 30 May 2008
A BADGE
DUFFIELD, Kenneth John 11400 GCV
MURTHY, Arjun 11401 NSW AIR TC
FERRY, Alexander John 11403 Southern Cross GC

B BADGE
MACKIE, Robert Morgan 11368 NSW AIR TC

B & C BADGE
WILSON, Greg Sean 11294 Southern Downs GC

C BADGE
BULL, David John 11316 Boonah GC
SMITH, Stephan Kenneth 11388 Southern Cross GC
GRIFFIN, Gary Charles 11371 Byron Bay GC

A, B & C BADGE
BRUNT, Michael 11402 Caboolture GC
DAVIES, Grant Christopher 11404 Bundaberg GC
WEGENER, Peter James 11405 Adelaide GC
VAN DER HOEVEN, Frank 11406 Bendigo GC
MOLONEY, Michael Thomas 11407 Caboolture GC

SILVER C
HOLBROOK, David William 4679 Darling Downs SC
BROPHY, Michael Dennis 4680 Central Coast GC
CHAPMAN, Douglas James 4681 Southern Downs GC
SAUNDERS, Michael John 4682 Central Qld GC

DIAMOND GOAL
HOLBROOK, David William  Darling Downs SC

600KM DISTANCE
SHEMTOB, Meir Richard 106 Southern Cross GC

1000KM DIPLOMA
RITCHIE, Philip Reginald 33 Adelaide SC

GFA News • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Most Of The Things You Wanted To Know 
About Servicing A Rotax 912/914 Series 
Aircraft Engine, But Were Afraid To Ask  
 PART 1
Conrad Beale, ConAir Sports Ltd, previously published in the UK Microlight magazine

THE INTENTION OF THIS ARTICLE IS TO ASSIST THE MANY ROTAX FOURSTROKE ENGINE OWNERS, 

OPERATORS AND ENGINEERS TO CARRY OUT THE WORK NECESSARY TO PROLONG THE LIFE OF THEIR 

ROTAX 912/914 SERIES AIRCRAFT ENGINES. THIS ARTICLE WILL TOUCH ON A NUMBER OF SUBJECTS 

AND WILL HOPEFULLY CLEAR UP SOME OF THE COMMON QUESTIONS WE GET ASKED. SOME AREAS 

WILL BE COVERED IN DETAIL, OTHERS LESS SO. I HOPE IT COVERS EVERYTHING SUFFICIENTLY.

have been involved with Rotax engines for 
more than 25 years, 18 of which have been 
working commercially on Rotax aircraft 
engines. Eight years  
ago I set up ConAir Sports Ltd with 
my wife Louise and we are the only UK 
Skydrive appointed Service Centre for 
Rotax Aircraft Engines. In the last 25 
years I have seen all sorts of unnecessary 
engine disasters. I hope to stop a few of 
you from making the same mistakes that I 
have seen others make. The views expressed 
are my opinions and do not constitute 
a recommendation from Rotax or their 
distributors. Periodic updates or experience 
may affect the content of this article and all 
owners should follow the instructions issued 
by the aircraft manufacturer or kit supplier. 
Since I am based in the UK, all further 
technical support should be sought from 
your local Australian distributor or Rotax 
service centre.

GENERAL  I NFORM ATION
The information in this article should help  
the private owner to have a better under- 
standing of their Rotax 912UL/912ULS 
or 914UL series engine, in turn helping 
you to carry out the correct maintenance 
procedures. A must read is the line main- 
tenance manual, which can be downloaded 
free from the Rotax aircraft engines 
website [www.Rotax-aircraftengines.com]. 
Some service tools are required to carry 
out the work correctly, but most of the 
work can be achieved with standard hand 
tools. It should go without saying that 
any work on aircraft engines should only 

be undertaken by adequately qualified 
or experienced personnel. Please take a 
moment to download a copy of the latest 
line maintenance manuals (correct at time 
of print), for the 912UL/912ULS from 
[www.rotax-aircraft-engines.com/pdf/dokus/
d04140.pdf] or for the 914UL from  
[www.rotax-aircraft-engines.com/pdf/dokus/
d04157.pdf].

The 914 is a little more complicated and 
for now I will only cover one or two items 
specific to the 914, but I will not go into  
too much detail. 

A lot of service information and a free 
bulletin notification subscription scheme are 
available from the Rotax Owners Assistance 
Network ‘ROAN’. Alternatively, the UK 
Rotax Distributor Skydrive offer a service 

where they will email bulletins directly to 
you as PDF attachments. The Rotax Aircraft 
Engines website publishes all bulletins for 
free download – more about that later.  
We are continuing to build our website 
[www.conairsports.co.uk] and you should 
soon see a lot more useful information there, 
including a download of this article. 

Note that Service Bulletins, etc, should 
be forwarded to you by your engine supplier. 
Submitting a warranty registration form  
will not affect this. If you imported an engine 
or obtained it secondhand you may wish to 
subscribe to a bulletin service to ensure that 
you don’t miss out on any vital information. 

With every engine supplied, Rotax 
provide a number of documents on a CD: 
Installation Manual, Maintenance Manual, 
Operators Manual, Parts Catalogue, etc. 
If you did not receive a copy, you should 
contact the supplier of your aircraft or kit 
to obtain a copy. If they cannot supply it, 
you can download the latest documents 
from the Rotax aircraft engines website 
mentioned above, or if you do not have web 
access, the CD is available for about £15, 

Figure 1: Latest heavy maintenance manual

Figure 2: Service Schedule shown in latest Line Manual 

I
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Figure 2: Service Schedule shown in latest Line Manual 
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paper copies can be purchased, but they are 
more expensive. It is well worth taking the 
time to read these documents and absorb 
the information as it will substantially 
increase your knowledge of your engine. An 
important point to note is that a warranty 
registration form is supplied with every 
new engine. The registration is necessary 
(especially on imported engines) to obtain 
any warranty from Rotax. Failure to submit 
your registration within the time limits 
specified may void any warranty from Rotax. 

It would be useful for you to take a look 
at your aircraft instrument panel and check 
that the limits have been correctly placarded. 
Some simple instrument marking kits are 
available that make a good quick reference. 
Check that the function of the instrument 
is correctly placarded as occasionally I have 
come across gauges labelled incorrectly. Most 
commonly I see Cylinder Head Temperature 
gauges labelled as Water Temperature. 

Figure 3: Instrument marking kit fitted to a Eurostar 

Figure 4: Cylinder head temperature probe 
on cylinders 2/4 (not water temperature) 

The engine serial number can be found 
on the engine number plate located on the 
magneto housing which is hidden behind 
one of the carbs (see Figure 5). You will need 
this number and engine type if you want to 
carry out a Service Bulletin Check (there is  
a section on Service Bulletin Checking later 
in this article). 

The cylinder numbers can be identified 
by counting from the gearbox end of the 
engine. If you look at Figure 6 and count 
from the prop shaft, you will see how the 
cylinders are numbered (Zyl1, Zyl2, Zyl3, 
Zyl4). On later engines the crankcase and  

inlet manifolds are embossed with the cyl- 
inder number. But take care: Some aircraft 
manufacturers swap the inlet manifolds from 
side to side. 

A separate engine log book must be 
kept. Most commonly two separate logbooks 
will be used, but the log book available from 
the BMAA has a dedicated section at the 
back (that is not very obvious). In the Rotax 
912/914 series line maintenance manual 
(see Figure 2), section 05-20-00, there is a 
really useful table detailing the service items 
that need to be completed at each interval. 
This form can easily be printed out and is a 
really handy worksheet on which to record 
the maintenance you have carried out on 

your engine. It is not adequate to record for 
example ‘100 hour service’, reference to any 
worksheets must be entered in the logbook. 

OVERHAUL 
The TBO (time before overhaul) is the 
maximum operating hours or life before the 
engine needs to be fully stripped, inspected 
and some of the major engine components 
replaced. It is not a warranty period or an 
expected life of the engine. 

Figure 5: Position of engine serial number

Figure 6: Drawing of cylinder orientation 

B ASIC  OUTLINE  OF  WORK  REQUIRED  
AT  EACH  SERVICE  INTERVAL

 SERVICE INTERVAL WORK REQUIRED 

25-hour (first 25 hour only) 1)  General inspection including visual check of electrical system, coolant 
system, fuel system, leakage bore, exhaust system, etc.

 2)  Measurement of friction torque 
 3)  Check of waste gate operation (914 only) 
 4)  Oil change 
 5)  Oil filter replacement and dissection 
 6)  Magnetic plug inspection 
 7)  Air filter inspection 
 8)  Inspection and cleaning of plugs 
 9)  Pneumatic Balance of carbs and adjustment of idle speed 
 10)  Service bulletin check 
 11)  Check fuel filter (Unless otherwise specified by aircraft manufacturer) 

100-hour (first and every 100  
hours) *25 hour points, plus:  12)  Replacement of spark plugs (912ULS/912S and 914 variants only) 
 13) Inspection of carb rubbers 
 14)  Replacement of fuel filter (Unless otherwise specified by aircraft manufacturer) 

200-hour (every 200 hours)  
*100 hour points, plus:  15) Replacement of spark plugs 
 16) Remove strip and inspect carbs 
 17) Compression test 
 18)  Change coolant (recently removed in favour of changes in accordance with 

coolant manufacturer’s recommendation – see later section) 

400-hour (every 400 hours)  
*200 hour points, plus:  19)  Gearbox service (Non Slipper clutch version only) 
 20) Cleaning out of oil tank 

600-hour (every 600 hours)  
*200 hour points, plus:  21)  Strip slipper clutch and measure slipping torque if using Avgas (advisable 

even if not using Avgas) 

800-hour (every 800 hours)  
*400 hour points, plus:  21)  Gearbox overhaul (Gearbox with slipper clutch installed on 912ULS  

engines only) 
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Depending on engine model and serial 
number, this work should be carried out at 
600 hours, 1000 hours, 1200 hours or 1500 
hour. In addition to the hour’s periods, there 
is also a TBO calendar life specification. 
Again dependant on engine type and serial 
number, the TBO varies between six years 
and 12 years. 

The gearbox installed with a slipper clutch 
on a 912ULS has a TBO of 800 hours. 
(Please refer to ConAir Sports website for 
further information.)

USE  OF  AVGAS
If you find it necessary to use Avgas in your 
Rotax 912/914 aircraft engine, you will 
need to replace your spark plugs twice as 
often and change the oil and oil filter at least 
every 50 hours. The gearbox may also need 
some extra work, but only if your gearbox 
has a slipper clutch, and it is only necessary 
every 600 hours. The bi-products of burning 
Avgas also cause deposits in the cylinders 
and crankcase which increase the likelihood 
of corrosion. The use of unleaded fuel is far 
better for your Rotax 912/914 series engine. 
Some concerns over carb-icing and vapour 
locks can be overcome by a well-designed 
fuel system which includes a vapour return 
system and a suitable carb-heat system. 
Unleaded Mogas can contain ethanol which 
is not permitted for some aircraft types 
and the use of unleaded fuels should only 
be considered after consultation with your 
aircraft manufacturer and the governing body 
responsible for your aircraft type. Avgas is 
much more convenient for some operators  
as it is more readily available at airfields, but 
for the sake of your Rotax engine it should 
only be used where absolutely necessary.  
The photographs in Figure 7 show the sprag 
clutch in an engine using Avgas and the same 
component from an engine using unleaded 
Mogas. Figure 8 shows a valve from an 
engine that has run for 1000 hours on Avgas, 
and Figure 9 shows the white lead deposits 
on the top end of a conrod that are the result 
of using Avgas. 

Figure 8: Valve after 1000 hours Avgas use 

START OF  DAY  INSP EC 
TION,  P OINTS  TO NOTE : 

 Check engine controls, throttle, prop 
controls and fuel taps for correct operation. 
 Check coolant level in both the overflow 
bottle and expansion tank. Any distortion 
or swelling of the overflow bottle can 
indicate a cooling system problem that has 
caused boiling and it should be addressed 
immediately. Visually check the coolant 
radiator for damage or leaks. 
 Ensure the magnetos are turned off 
(consider the magnetos to be live and at 
all times be prepared for the engine to start 
unexpectedly). Remove the oil filler cap. 
Rotate the engine slowly in the normal 
direction by hand. Whilst rotating, listen 
for unusual noises and check that the engine 
feels normal (normal is virtually impossible 
to define, and will come with experience). 
Some engines have slipper clutches 
installed which allow a small amount of 
free movement between the prop and the 
crankshaft, you may feel the gearbox slide  
at a low specified torque. Make sure that 
the friction in this free movement feels 
normal (if the friction drops too low then  
the gearbox will require further mainten- 
ance). Check that the oil level is between 
the minimum and maximum points 
identified by the flat section on the dipstick. 
The oil level can only be checked after the 
engine has been ‘gurgled’ – please see a more 
detailed explanation below. 
 Look for any signs of oil, coolant or  
fuel leaks and for any perished rubber 

•

•

•

•

parts. Check the security of the carbs  
and air filters. 
 Basically have a really good look at every- 
thing visible on and around the engine.  
It should take about five minutes, any-
thing less and you are not checking it  
well enough. 
 Before attempting each start of your engine, 
it is highly recommended you turn the 
engine over a few times by hand and then 
crank the engine on the starter motor long 
enough to achieve normal oil pressure. 
Installations with combined magneto and 
starter key systems can have a separate 
starter button wired in parallel with the 
existing one to enable you to do this. The 
starter should not be operated for longer 
than 10 seconds at a time, after which 
time it should be allowed a two minutes 
cooling off period. It is normal for the oil 
pressure to rise within the first 10 seconds 
of cranking. If yours does not, it may be 
worthwhile having a closer look at the 
lubrication system. 

CHECKING  OI L  LE V E L
Warning: Under certain conditions it is 
possible for oil to remain in the crankcase 
of the engine giving a false indication on 
the oil dipstick. To get an accurate indication 
it is necessary to return the oil back to the 
tank. This is achieved by removing the oil 
tank cap and rotating the engine until you 
hear a gurgling noise. For reliable results, 
wait a few seconds and turn again until a 
second gurgle is heard. Only then can you 
remove the dipstick and check the level. If 
you are unsure about the level and reinstall 
the dipstick for a second measurement, leave 
it in place for a few seconds to allow the level 
to settle. Oil tanks which are mounted with 
the middle of the tank above the crankshaft 
centreline, can allow the oil in the tank to 
siphon into the crankcase. As a result there  
is an increased risk of there being a lot of oil 
in the crankcase. 

Under certain circumstances, particularly 
if the engine has been left standing for a long 
time, it is possible for the oil to seep past the 
piston rings and cause a hydraulic lock in 
any of the cylinders. Omitting to rotate the 

•

•

Figure 7: Sprag clutch in an engine run on Avgas (left) and the same component in an engine run on unleaded Mogas 

Figure 9: White lead deposits from Avgas on top of conrod 
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Figure 9: White lead deposits from Avgas on top of conrod 

engine by hand prior to operating the starter 
motor could be a very expensive mistake. 

CHEC KING F U EL  F ILTER 
The fuel filter is specified and fitted by the 
aircraft manufacturer, therefore respect 
the service intervals suggested by them. 
Hopefully the filter is clear and the level of 
contamination can reasonably easily be seen. 
Care should be taken with a visual check as 
it is not always a true indication of the level 
of debris in the filter. I have seen several cases 
of filters which are badly restricted, but no 
apparent contamination can be seen. New 
aircraft with composite or polyethylene tanks 
seem to contaminate filters very quickly.  
It probably wouldn’t hurt to replace the 
fuel filter after the first 10 hours, first 25 
hours and then every 100 hours. I would 
recommend the fitting of a fuel pressure 
gauge, these instruments are very cheap,  
but rarely fitted and would easily prevent  
a number of engine stoppages caused by  
fuel starvation – it could possibly be the  
best investment you make. 

Figure 11: Fuel pressure gauge fitted 

GENERAL  INSPECTION
Coolant system; rubber protector on the 
expansion tank; oil system; hardening 
or degredation of rubber components; 
leakage bore; electrical system; exhaust 
system; propeller; pressure sensors; 
temperature sensors; fuel lines; fuel 
filters; engine mounts; fasteners.
Well it explains itself well enough doesn’t it? 
But a few points to concentrate on are: 

 Perished fuel hoses
 Hardened oil lines, particularly where  
they run close to any exhaust parts
 Discoloured coolant should be replaced 
immediately. The Evans NPG+ looks like 
dirty water, so make sure you know what 
the coolant is before making a judgement
 Corrosion around the neck of the expansion 
tank can prevent the cooling system from 
pressurising or the overflow system from 
working correctly. Any signs of corrosion 
should be dealt with. The rubber seals in 
the pressure cap must be in perfect condition
 On the underside of the coolant expansion 
tank there is a rubber protector which 

•
•

•

•

•

should be examined 
for signs of perishing 
and replaced 
accordingly. Early 
engines had a 
protector glued in 
place, but glue can 
be affected by solvents 
or extreme heat and 
the protector can fall off. On later engines 
the protector is fitted around the hoses and 
cannot escape. In all cases the tank should 
be checked for any signs of fretting
 Generally look around all hoses and wiring 
for chafing leaks, etc
 The coolant pump leakage bore is located 
on the underside of the engine near the 
flywheel. Generally there will be no 
evidence of a coolant leak at all. If you  
see evidence of a leak refer to the manuals 
for additional checks
 Have a good look over the entire exhaust 
system for cracks. Be particularly vigilant 
if a cabin heat system is fitted as poisonous 
carbon monoxide fumes can enter the cockpit
 Also refer to checking of waste gate 
operation below
Some of these, and some additional 

issues are shown in Figures 12 to 16. 

Figure 13: Oil tube worn through on hose 
clamp positioned sleeve 

Figure 14: Using refractometer to check glycol ratio

•

•

•

•

Figure 15: Crack in 914 exhaust pipe

Figure 16: Corroded expansion tank 

Checking of waste gate operation  
(914 only): Power up function check
The 914 engine is basically a turbo-charged 
912. The turbo increases the air pressure 
at the carb inlet which in turn provides 
an increase in power output. The amount 
of pressure increase ‘boost’ is controlled 
electronically. The turbo is fitted with a 
waste gate that controls the amount of 
exhaust gases that bypass the turbine. The 
wider open the bypass, the slower the 
turbine and the less boost. The waste gate 
is operated by a servo motor pulling a cable 
that alters the position of the waste gate. The 
free movement of the waste gate and cable 
are essential for the correct operation of the 
turbo. With the electrical master switch on, 
and by simply operating the throttle lever, 
the waste gate arm must be seen to move. 

Great care should be taken to ensure  
the servo motor switch is in the on position. 

Figure 10: Dismantled oil tank

Figure 12: HT leads fretting on head due to poorly 
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An incorrectly positioned switch will isolate 
the waste gate servo motor and this can  
lead to a turbo over boost, and a probable 
engine failure. 

During initial power-up of the turbo 
control unit ‘TCU’, the servo motor goes 
through a self-test cycle, and both the orange 
and red TCU warning lights (usually located 
on the aircraft instrument panel) should 
illuminate for a couple of seconds and then 
extinguish. If the lights stay lit or if they 

continue to flash, there is, or has been, a 
fault and the reason needs to be investigated 
before the engine is started. During this self-
test, check that the waste gate lever on the 
turbo moves back and forth. 

OIL AND OIL FILTER CHANGE
It is a common misconception that all you 
need to do on the 100-hour service is an oil 
and oil filter change. There is a significant 
amount more that needs to be carried out. 
Please read on… To ensure that the oil level 
check and oil change is carried out correctly 
I will cover it carefully. 

The 912/914 engine oil lubricates both 
the main engine and the gearbox. There is 
no separate gearbox oil to change! 

Before draining the oil, all of the oil in 
the crankcase needs to be returned to the 

oil tank and this is done by ‘gurgling the 
system’ (see oil level check above). A check 
of the oil level at this point is advised. This 
can help to establish the oil consumption 
since the last oil fill. Remove the drain plug 
from the bottom of the oil tank (please 
note that Rotax have provided a hex on the 
bottom of the tank that needs supporting 
with a spanner during slackening/tightening 
of the drain bung – see Figure 18). Drain 
the old oil from the tank and dispose of it 
responsibly. It is advised not to drain the oil 
lines or oil cooler to minimise the air in the 
system. Remove the old oil filter and replace 
it with a new genuine Rotax oil filter. Apply 
a small amount of oil to the filter gasket, 
then tighten the filter correctly (see recent 
Service Bulletin SB912-055 – screw on  
until the gasket touches then turn through  
a further 270º). Re-install the drain bung 
with a new gasket and torque to 25Nm, 
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A U S T R A L I A 
NSW Gliding Association AGM
19 July 2008

Camden Civic Centre (opposite Woolworths) on 19 
July commencing 12.00 noon. All members welcome.

Canberra Gliding Club Inc. 
2008 Wave Camp

20 to 28 September 2008
Bunyan, NSW. Contact Stuart Ferguson (Club 
Captain) on 0419 797508 or <sdf01@bigpond.
com> for more details and camp registrations.

2008 Queensland State Comp
27 September to 4 October 2008

Warwick – Massie Aerodrome Saturday, 27 
September (practice day) to Saturday, 4 October.  
Fully ballasted classes include standard, 15m 18m 
and open and un-ballasted Club Class. Friendly  
people and great Southern Downs soaring conditions 
– no airspace hassles! Visit the website at [www. 
sdasc.org.au] for entry forms and information.

28th Australian Club and 
Sports Class Championships

5 to 17 October 2008
Kingaroy airfield, situated in the picturesque and 
diverse South Burnett region of SE Queensland. 
Hosted by the Kingaroy Soaring Club [www.
kingaroygliding.com]. Practise days: 5 and 6 October. 
Limited to 60 gliders. Entry fee: $325 includes GST 
and ITOC levy. Contact: Lorraine Kauffmann 07 
54427448 or <lkauffma@bigpond.net.au>.

Alice Springs GC Regatta
11 to 18 October, 2008

Run in conjunction with the Alice Springs’ Masters’ 
Games. Come and enjoy outback cross-country 
flying from the Bond Springs Airfield with some of 
the best thermals found in Australia. Several classes. 
Contact Allan Weeks, email <allanpatweeks@virtual. 
net.au>. For information on accommodation 
and general activities for the games [www.
alicespringsmasters.com.au].

Canungra Cup 2008
11 to 18 October 2008

Canungra, Qld. AAA, Matthew Rosser (Organiser), 
Linda Hipper (Director).

Canungra Classic
24 October to 1 November 2008

23 October Registration/Practice and BBQ. More 
details to follow. Organisers Dave Staver and  
Jon Durand.

Narromine Cup Week
23 to 29 November 2008

The fun week of soaring at Narromine. 
Contact: Arnie Hartley 02 68892733 or <www.
narromineglidingclub.com.au>.

Australian Qualifying  
Grand Prix

30 November to 6 December 2008
Narromine. 18m Class – Entry limited to 20  
aircraft of which five must be international  
entries. Contact: Beryl Hartley 02 68892733  
or <www.narromineglidingclub.com.au>.

GCV Christmas Competition
27 December ’08 to 1 January 2009

Benalla airfield, VIC. Relaxed competition, suited to 
all levels of experience. Contact John Millott <john_
millott@hotmail.com> or phone 0429 147 462.

Victorian State Gliding 
Championships 2009

3 to 10 January 2009
Hosted by the GCV at Benalla. A four class 
competition: Open, 15m, Standard and Sports. This 
is a great opportunity to get some competition fine 
tuning, as the Victorian States is on the week prior 
to the Multi-class Nationals also being held at the 
GCV at Benalla. Limited to 40 gliders, entry $250, 
discount by $60 if registered by 30 November 2008. 
Details at [www.glidingclub.org.au/competition/
state2009/].Contact Phil Henderson 0418 511557.

47th Multi-class Nationals
12 to Friday 23 January 2009

The GCV will host the 47th Multi-class Nationals 
at Benalla from Monday 12 to Friday 23 January 
2009. Check out the competition website at [www.
glidingclub.org.au/competition/multiclass2009/] for 
details.

O V E R S E A S
30th FAI World Champi-
onships for Standard,  

Club and World Class
6 to 20 July 2008
Rieti, Italy. 

30th FAI World Champi-
onships for 15m, 18m and  

Open Class
2 to 16 August 2008
Lüsse, Berlin, Germany.

16th FAI European Hang 
Gliding Championship

7 to 21 June 2008
Greifenburg, Austria.First Category Event, 
Continental Championship. [www.drachenflieger.at].

2008 Chabre Hang Gliding 
Pre-Worlds

24 June to 5 July 2008
Montagne de Chabre, Laragne-Ribiers, France. 
Second Category Event. [www.chabre2009.com].

10th FAI European 
Paragliding Championship

30 June to 12 July 2008
Nis, Serbia. First Category Event, Continental 
Championship. [www.eupgserbia2008.com].
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Figure 17: Inside of turbo showing waste gate 
and control lever
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then wire lock it. Refill the oil tank with  
oil to the upper level mark on the dipstick. 

Oil selection should be made with 
reference to the documentation supplied 
by Rotax (currently SI-912-016). The 
commonly available oil used in the UK is 
Shell Advance VSX4 10W-40 (as shown in 
Figure 19). Its formulation is suitable for use 

with both Unleaded Mogas and Avgas. It is 
very important that the oil you use does not 
have any friction modifiers, but does have a 
gear lubricant as the engine oil is circulated 
through the gearbox. The use of any friction 
modifier additives should be avoided as they 
can affect the friction settings in the gearbox. 

Prime the oil system as follows: Firstly 
check that the master switch is turned on, 
but that the magnetos are turned off. 

Remove a spark plug from each of the 
four cylinders. Rotate the engine by hand in 
the normal direction until the oil pressure 
comes up to within the normal range. This 
can take some time, but be patient – it is 
worth it. Priming is now complete. Refit the 
spark plugs and torque them up to 20Nm, 
and rotate the engine until it gurgles. Check 
the oil level and top up as necessary. 

It is virtually impossible to evacuate 
all the air from an oil cooler which is 
mounted with the outlet connections on 
the underside of it. To ensure the oil cooler 
works efficiently and prevent air being 
trapped in it, the outlet connected to the oil 
pump should be on the topside of the cooler. 
If your oil cooler has been installed with 
the outlets at the bottom you will need to 
take extra care to ensure it is full before the 
engine is run as it could lead to air entering 
the lubrication system. 

Incorrect venting of the oil system can 
lead to problems such as improper operation 
of the valve hydraulic lifters. 

Improperly filled hydraulic lifters  
could cause failures of items such as valve 
spring retainers due to excessive loads in  
the valve train. 

If an oil thermostat is installed, you 
will need to be particularly careful as it 
it’s possible for air to be trapped in the oil 
cooler. You should ensure that the oil cooler 
and hoses are full of oil before high power 
settings are used. 

The oil filter you removed needs to 
be carefully cut open and inspected for 
contamination. It is a very useful inspection 
to give an indication of the condition of the 
engine internals. A specialised filter cutter 
is needed to ensure that no chips enter the 
element when it is being cut open. Once 
open the cartridge can be removed. Oil 
flows through the filter mat from the outside 
inwards, so all the contamination will be 

evident on the outside of the mat. The filter 
mat can be removed by carefully slicing it 
off with sharp knife. Once removed cut the 
filter mat into manageable lengths, squeeze 
the pleats together to remove as much oil  
as possible, then place it ‘outside up’ onto 
some paper tissue to draw the remaining 
oil out. After about half an hour you 
will be able to inspect the filter mat for 
contamination. It is very difficult to explain 
how much contamination is normal, but 
you will always find some small pieces.  
After opening a few oil filters you will 
become accustomed to what to expect. 

Unleaded Mogas is much cleaner than 
Avgas. Should you choose to use Avgas, 
the oil circuit and spark plugs will become 
contaminated much faster than if you use 
unleaded and therefore the oil, filter and 
spark plugs have a reduced service life. 

It is very important that a genuine 
Rotax oil filter is used. The quality of the 
filtering media, the filtering area, the bypass 
valve pressure, the canister burst pressure, 
and even simple points like having the 

11th FAI Women’s World 
Hang Gliding Championship

19 July to 2 August 2008
Sigillo, Italy. First Category Event, World 
Championship. [www.cucco08.org/].

4th FAI World Hang Gliding 
Class 5 Championship

19 July to 2 August 2008
Sigillo, Italy. First Category Event, World 
Championship. [www.cucco08.org/].

11th FAI World Paragliding 
Championship

23 January to 7 February 2009
El Penon, Valle de Bravo, Mexico. First Category 
Event, World Championship. Contact: Oscar  
Sanchez C. <oscar@alas.com.mx>.

World Air Games 2009
7 to 13 June 2009

Torino, Italy. First Category Event.  
[www.worldairgames.org].

17th FAI World Hang Gliding 
Class 1 Championship

20 June to 4 July 2009
Montagne de Chabre, Laragne-Ribiers, France.  
First Category Event, World Championship.  
[www.chabre2009.com/].

Other international events can be found  
at [http://events.fai.org/]. 

[Note: GAP parameters, where listed in the above 
events, are: bomb-out distance (minimum scoring 
distance), nominal distance (minimum task length), 
nominal time (minimum expected winners time),  
and goal percentage (nominal percentage in goal).]
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Figure 20: Prop being turned by hand to prime 

Figure 21: Flydat showing 2.7 bar oil pressure the 
oil system 

Figure 22: Broken VSR, consequence of air in 
hydraulic lifters 

Figure 19: Shell VSX4 oil

Figure 18: Undoing oil tank drain bung 
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correct thread are all critical aspects and 
have been determined by Rotax. If you 
chose to purchase a £3 filter from the 
local automotive store, remember that you 
should really be putting in a modification 
application into the PFA or BMAA for the 
use of non-standard parts. You should also 

consider the consequences of an incorrect 
filter being fitted.  

To be continued next month

This very detailed article was recommended for 
publication by Kev McNally

Figure 23: Cutting open the filter Figure 24: Removing the filter paper

Figure 25: Contaminated filter papers 
(This engine needed further investigation) 

Figure 26: Genuine filter and pattern one. Pattern 
filter is on left with much smaller filter area

• • • • •HGFA General Manager’s Report
New Office Detail – Correction
Please note the error in the June GM report 
which gave the new office address as 3a/60 
Keilor Park Drive. The correct address is 4a/60 
Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042. 
Apologies for the typo. If you are unsure of the 
actual address, please check the HGFA website 
to confirm it along with the current phone and 
fax numbers. In moving to Keilor Park we have 
also changed internet provider. If you are sending 
emails to the HGFA office, please ensure you 
clear your previous correspondence addresses 
from your computer memory and only use 
<office@hgfa.asn.au>.

The office was moved from the 130 
Wirraway address on 24 April. Many thanks to 
Glenn Bachelor for time and energies contributed 
to the moving of files up the stairs to the new 
office location, the company and muscle power 
was greatly appreciated. Again, thanks to the 
GFA for all their assistance and kindness over 
the last 20 months. I look forward to seeing their 
new office in the coming trips to Melbourne. 
Please note their new address and contact 
details on the GFA website.

WM Fatality – Kinglake, Victoria
At around 4:40pm on 29 May, a microlight took 
off from a farm property in the Kinglake area 
north of Melbourne with pilot and a passenger 
aboard. Shortly after take-off the engine was 
heard to splutter then cut out. The aircraft was 
seen veering in a turn and losing altitude until 
it entered a treed area, clipping the canopy and 
thereafter tumbling to the ground. 

The passenger, Matthew Naylor, died at the 
scene. The pilot remains in hospital in a serious 
condition. Matthew Naylor was the son of Brian 
Naylor, a former newsreader for Channel 9. 
Matthew had been involved in aviation for some 
years, flying three-axis GA and ultralight aircraft. 

Preliminary findings indicate an engine failure 
shortly after take-off at an altitude of only 100m. 

The incident raises awareness for all pilots 
that critical situations can and do occur in the 
take-off phase and that all care should be taken 
to ensure options are available should the 
situation require them. For WM pilots this means 
a clearing ahead of the intended launch moment. 

The accident is currently under investigation 
with the Coroner and an HGFA investigator 
has been appointed. Findings of the accident 
will be notified when available. Our sincerest 
condolences go to the Naylor family and our  
best wishes for a full recovery go to the pilot.

Dedicated HGFA UHF Radio 
Frequency – Australia Wide
In case you missed it in the June GM report, 
there is now a working UHF frequency dedicated 
to the HGFA which can be programmed into 
UHF radios with a programmable function. 
The HGFA recommends the ICOM 41s, but 
any other programmable radio can make use 
of this frequency. Your radio will need to be 
programmed which can be done by any Icom 
service centre or reseller. 

Details for the frequency will be posted  
on the HGFA website, but are as follows:
Spectrum Access:  8197493
Operating mode:  Transmit/Receive
Assigned Frequency: 472.125 MHz
Transmitter power:  5 w py
Access Area:  Australia Wide 
EIRP:  8.3 w
Bandwidth: 25 khz
Emission Designator: 16k0F3E

FAI Sport Database
A reminder to all pilots that wish to enter FAI-
sanctioned events, the FAI has proposed a central 

database for the collection of pilot information 
for all who compete in Cat 1 & Cat 2 events. 

The intent for this information is to provide 
a service to competition pilots so they will no 
longer require on-the-spot evidence of their 
sporting licence and that all information necessary 
for the pilot will be available to the competition 
organisers prior to the competition commencing. 

For all pilots who wish to have their names 
lodged on this database, a form has been placed 
on the HGFA website under the competitions 
page. The HGFA will be updating the FAI data- 
base quarterly, adding any new names to the 
listing. Expired members (based on your HGFA 
membership) will be removed from the listing 
sent to the FAI on each update. 

If you are intending to compete in any 
sanctioned events within Australia or overseas, 
please complete this form and get it in to the 
HGFA Office. 

June Edition Letter to the Editor
In the June Soaring magazine a letter to the 
editor from Rob Woodward appeared which 
for most readers would have been somewhat 
obscure. The letter certainly left no doubt where 
Rob stands in regard to other forms of aviation 
besides his own, with his suggestion that they 
find alternative organisations. 

Certainly, he is correct in that those who 
leave the sport or the HGFA will equate to less  
in HGFA membership fees, it will also equate 
to less in State funding and put higher costs 
for sharing the insurance and admininstrative 
burdens on us all. Rob also seems uncaring of 
the need to promote new members and that 
the hang gliding membership within the sport 
is dwindling at an alarming rate. There is no 
dispute that much has been achieved in the 
past and we all owe our respect to those who 
contributed to where we are today, however, 
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his comment in the ability of maintaining those 
achievements is a little overstated. 

The HGFA is only strong today because 
it has adapted and embraced the changing 
environment of the sports it oversees, 
repositioned itself within the changing legal 
climate and embraced its changing membership 
demographic. These types of changes also require 
a changing dynamic within the organisation.  
The HGFA is no longer as it used to be when  
Rob was president and then secretary and then 
treasurer back in the 1980s. Since that time the 
HGFA has moved from a regional federation to  
a democratically constituted association. 

The former structure of State Association 
delegates, making up the national body 
executive, has been replaced (1994) by a single 
joint HGFA committee of management elected 
democratically and directly from the HGFA 
membership. This change is well documented in 
HGFA meeting minutes and Skysailor magazines, 
but there remains for some State Associations 
a point of continued reluctance to accept the 
change. It would seem that this is where Rob’s 
views are being portrayed from, back in the pre-
1994 era. The ‘funding debacle’ to which Rob 
refers in his letter to the Editor, centres on which 
opinion the State body is holding:
 a)  That the State Association is a sub-branch 

of the HGFA and the State fees are a 
component of the HGFA membership fee; or 

 b)  That the State Associations are separate 
bodies with no accountability to the HGFA 
and the State fee is separate from the 
HGFA membership fee and is actually being 
collected by the HGFA on behalf of the State 
Associations, the members of which paying 
the State fee become members of that State 
Association (this situation was actually the 
case in the 1980s when TAHGA existed). 
The following provides some historical 

reference for those interested including the most 
significant excerpts of meeting minutes listing 
the development of HGFA and State Associations:

The sport of hang gliding debuts as a water-
ski kite in 1963 with the Dickenson wing being 
successfully proven at the Jacaranda Festival, 
Grafton, NSW. The Dickenson wing is developed 
over the following years eventually evolving from 
a tow and release glider into a bona fide foot 
launch soaring aircraft.

In 1977 the sport of hang gliding was 
generally considered by the authorities as ‘kiting’. 
The Department of Transport (DOT) was the 
legislative authority of the day. There were a 
number of incorporated State clubs/associations 
already in existence at this time each with their 
own separate memberships. TASSA (The Australian 
Self Soaring Association) was the closest thing 
to a national controlling body for soaring flight 
enthusiasts however TASSA was not formed to 
cover hang gliding activities and only ever had a 
limited number of affiliations with the State hang 

gliding associations. The magazine, Skysailor,  
was originally a production of TASSA.

The then Minister for Transport (Mr Peter 
Nixon) convened a meeting on 21 March 1977 
 in Melbourne inviting representatives of 
the various hang gliding, kiting and soaring 
organisations to discuss the establishment of 
an embracing Federal association.* State HG 
organisations attending were SAHGA, VHGA, 
NSWHGA, ACTHGA and TASHGA. Also present 
were representatives of the Australian Water  
Ski Association Kite Division and the NSW Water 
Ski Association Kite Flyers Club. The outcome of 
this meeting was the formation of a new body 
called the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia 
(HGFA). TASSA was absorbed into the new HGFA. 
Wayne Blackmore of SA, former President of 
TASSA became the inaugural HGFA President.  
The HGFA also subsequently took over the 
production of the Skysailor magazine.

Between 1977 and 1980 the HFGA operated 
as a separate entity to the State organisations. 
TAHGA (The Australian Hang Gliding Association) 
was formed by the State organisations to 
represent the States/regions. Delegates from 
TAHGA and the Kite Division of the Australian 
Water Ski Association were elected to form the 
HGFA executive. During these days the HGFA  
was considered a puppet organisaton to 
TAHGA** which dealt with DOT, Department of 
Home Affairs and the Royal Federation of Aero 
Clubs. All positions were filled by volunteers. 
Each year there were major issues with gaining 
pilot membership fees from flyers. Accidents were 
frequent and frequently severe. There were no  
set training standards, even though there were 
some stronger local clubs developing their own 
safety, equipment and training standards.

It wasn’t long before the water ski kite 
division dwindled into non-existence with its 
membership, such as Bill Moyes, moving into pure 
hang gliding activity. TAHGA’s effort to maintain  
a National organisation became increasingly diffi-
cult with communication between its executive 
members strained from being dispersed across the 
country (the electronic age was not yet present). 

In December of 1980 the Federal government  
granted monies to HGFA, The Australian Para- 
chute Federation and the Australian Aerobatics 
Association for a paid joint administrator. It had 
become evident that the sport could not rely 
solely on the work of volunteers. One of the 
primary purposes of the administrator was to 
source funding for these organisations and to 
prepare programs for improved management 
of the sports across the country. This included 
the administrator oversight within the HGFA. 
The State representatives resisted this oversight 
attempting to place motions at one meeting 
which prevent the Administrator from voting.  
The motion was defeated and TAHGA was 
dissolved leaving the HGFA as the overseeing 

national body who facilitated communication 
and meetings with the State organisations.

1987 saw the incorporation of HGFA in NSW 
and the formation of the HGFA Constitution. The  
HGFA Committee of Management (COM) remained  
ade up of delegated regional representatives.

The Civil Aviation Act of 1988 legislated that 
all pilots of hang gliders must be members of 
the HGFA. State organisations remained sepa-
rate from the HGFA and maintained their own 
membership base, members paying directly to 
their State organisations for local membership 
and paying to the HGFA for membership in order 
to gain the right to fly. The HGFA continued to 
receive funding from the federal government. 
Grants were provided to State organisations from 
the HGFA via application up to a value of $2500 
for site development, safety equipment, etc.  
State association membership at this time was 
around $100 per member.

Between 1987 and 1992 a number of 
changes were made to the working of the HGFA 
organisational structure. The delegated regional 
make up of COM was finally determined to be  
inappropriate under the constitution and Asso- 
ciation Laws of NSW. As an incorporated mem- 
ber organisation the COM needed to be elected 
from within the HGFA membership and not 
composed from a delegation of State associa- 
tion representatives. 

April 1994 saw the first democratic election of 
the HGFA COM voted by the HGFA membership. 
Rohan Grant was elected President. In the June 
’94 Skysailor, Rohan writes “For the first time we 
will have a democratic association, where those 
who represent us will be elected by popular vote 
from the membership.” and further “that formal 
regionalisation may disappear.” In October of ’94 
Rohan also wrote “The name of the organisation 
is currently ‘The Hang Gliding Federation of 
Australia Inc’. The Board is well aware that the 
organisation is no longer a federation.”

With the change from regional structures to 
an elected National body being formalised, the 
HGFA set about working the structure of State 
organisations under the HGFA National body.  
It appears, however, from various documentation 
sources that certain State organisations were not 
prepared to release their positions and become 
a sub-branch of the HGFA. In a letter from the 
then secretary of the Hang Gliding Association 
of Western Australia, Keith Lush states “State 
associations are not what they used to be. We 
suggest changing all State associations to become 
branches of the HGFA.” This view was supported 
in responding letters from NSW. Subsequently 
these two State organisations became formalised 
sub-branches under the HGFA.

 During this time (1994 to today) the HGFA  
attempts to maintain a structure for the State 
organisations and in so doing attempts to pro- 
vide a process for State funding by applying a 
‘levy’ to all members as is indicated in the  

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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following minutes. Problems arise in the approach  
as is also indicated in the minutes below:

 Firstly, HGFA is aware that it cannot collect 
State association memberships and advises 
that this must be done separately from  
HGFA membership;
 Secondly, with the advent of GST the service 
of collecting membership fees for the states 
is compromised; and
 Thirdly, non formalisation of affiliations  
to the HGFA by most State organisations 
means the HGFA is contravening its manage- 
ment procedures. 
The same problems all remain today. This 

is the situation that this 2008-2010 COM is 
addressing. All previous COM’s have failed to 
address this inter-organisation issue satisfactorily.
Board Meeting of  
29-31 March 1996 (Adelaide)
Sub-structures of the HGFA
Ian (Jarman) explained the background of the 
letters he had received and what role State 
associations play under our current constitution.
Points that will be addressed:

Identify the Regional associations.
Formalise there relationship with the HGFA
 Ask the Regional associations if they wish  
to recognise the HGFAs role in collecting 
their membership fees and assigning 
members of there Regional association.
 Explain to members that they need to join 
their State association separately from  
the HGFA.

M96.3  That the HGFA recognise the State/
Regional organisations as local 
chapters of the HGFA within their 
Region/State or where such an 
organisation does not exist the  
HGFA appoint an administrator to 
fulfil the role of the State or Regional 
association as outlined in section 
2.1.1 of the Operations Manual. 
SK/RG Carried

Board Meeting of  
17 to 19 September 1999
Affect of GST on membership fees
This is a complex issue. HGFA is required to start 
collecting GST now for any period of membership 

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

which extends past 1 July 2000. HGFA won’t be 
able to collect GST until our membership system 
can calculate GST correctly during the transition 
period. We have submitted an article to Skysailor 
about GST so that it will be possible to collect 
this GST at a later date. The impact of GST on 
State fees is insignificant compared to the cost 
of establishing State administration systems. 
Levying a fee on State associations for carrying 
out this GST administration function on their 
behalf was discussed but rejected at this stage.
State associations
HGFA will continue to collect State association 
fees including GST.

HGFA recommends that the ACTHGPGA 
change their affiliation from a State association, to 
that of a club which is affiliated within the NSW 
State association. This would resolve the NSW 
disability insurance issue. The club would then 
have access to the State site development fund.
ACTION 99.48: Executive Director to discuss 
with ACTHGPGA, the ACT and  
NSW affiliation issues.
NOTE: In 2000 NSW and WA were the officially 
affiliated as sub branches of HGFA. The 
Management Procedures Manual was drafted 
and accepted replacing the previous structure of 
State associations within the HGFA. The following 
minutes demonstrate two key points:

A new term was provided under the HGFA 
membership fee but was subsequently changed 
under motion 00.41

That the other states were slow/reluctant  
to formalise their affiliation to the HGFA and  
in fact never really officially did so.
Board Meeting of 17 to 19 March 2000
GST implications and ramifications
The impact of GST on the HGFA and reimburse- 
ment of State funding was discussed. GST intro- 
duction will impact on many of the HGFA’s costs.
NOTE: The terms ‘reimbursement’ and ‘State 
funding’ demonstrate the conflict of understanding 
of HGFA membership fee structure. The following 
August 2000 minutes further demonstrate that  
the term was also considered a levy within the 
HGFA membership form of the day.
Board Meeting of August 2000
Other business
Jeremy Torr reported that Victorian member John 
Twomey was concerned that State and regional 
development ‘levy’ was an inappropriate term 
given the proposed use of the funds generated.  
It was agreed that the term ‘State fee’ would  
be more appropriate. 
Motion 00.41  That the regional site 

development levy be 
renamed State fee. 
Moved: John Reynoldson 
Seconded: Mark Plenderleith 
Motion carried unanimously

Board Meeting of March 2001
The Management Procedures Manual was 
published following COM directives on 

organisational structures and providing the  
Terms of Reference for HGFA sub-committees  
and Sub-branches stating the following:

Within the HGFA, State Branches have 
been formed to assist the HGFA to discharge 
its responsibilities for the administration, 
coordination, communication, development  
and promotion of HGFA sports at State level.

During the year 2000 the New South Wales  
Hang Gliding Association and the Hang Gliding  
Association of Western Australia were appointed 
State Branch Committees by the HGFA Manage- 
ment Board.
NOTE: Only NSW and WA are named. All other 
State organisations were yet to formalise affiliation.
Board Meeting November 2001 
Membership of State Associations
The legality of the remaining State associations 
not operating as sub-committees of the HGFA 
was discussed. Concerns are that members do 
not actually join their State body when they  
join the HGFA.
Action 01.29:  Craig Worth to seek legal 

advice to determine whether 
the HGFA membership 
application form can also 
include application to join 
the appropriate State body. 

NOTE: Subsequent minutes do not report findings  
on this action. The action is later to be taken up by  
Rob Woodward in 02.12. Again, there is no minutes  
that report the findings of Rob’s action item.
Board Meeting April 2002 
SA remains reluctant to formalise affiliation to 
HGFA. The HGFA attempts to find an approach 
that will work with SAHGA. It is flawed and  
is not supported under the associations Law.
State Fees/activities
Discussion into the structure of various State 
associations and State branch subcommittees 
resulted in the following motion.
Motion 02.04:    That, as a service to the South  

Australian Hang Gliding 
Association, the HGFA 
office includes a SAHGA 
membership application 
form with HGFA renewal 
requests sent to South 
Australian members. 
Moved: Rob Woodward 
Seconded: Mark Thompson  
Motion: defeated

In rejecting this motion, it was stated that 
SAHGA, ACT and Tasmanian organisations should 
be allowed the opportunity to seek legal advice 
on this matter.
Action 02.12:   Rob Woodward to seek 

advice regarding the legal 
implications of the insertion 
of membership form of other 
State associations with HGFA 
renewal applications. 

NOTE: No known outcomes of this action item.

Turning Final

Photo: Larry Jones

HGFA General Manager’s Report
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Today, nothing has changed from the above 
except the determination to address the issues. 
The same players remain opposed to the changes 
that started in 1996. No previous COM has acted 
to resolve this situation. The solution is partly 
provided already by means of the HGFA structure 

but the block is in the State organisations 
accepting that structure.

Safe flying, Chris Fogg, General Manager
 

* Born to Fly. The story of Wayne Blackmore, page 
126. This biography of Wayne Blackmore gives 
several references to the history of SAHGA leading 
up to the meeting which formed the HGFA. Wayne 

Blackmore became the last President of TASSA and 
the first President of the newly formed HGFA.
** TAHGA Report to Members – August 1980
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HGFA GENERAL MANAGER

Chris Fogg
PO Box 258, Helensburgh NSW 2508

Ph/fax: 02 4294 9300, mob: 0417 766356
Email <general.manager@hgfa.asn.au>

Hello and 
welcome 
to the new 
HGFA Board. 
As you are 

aware, the new HGFA Board representatives 
took office last April. We have taken on our 
roles with commitment and determination to 
continue evolving the HGFA into a top National 
Sporting Organisation that represents the 
interests of all its members. We also want to 
create an accommodating environment for the 
diversification of activities which our sports are 
currently undergoing.

The Board is conducting a review including:
 Understanding and reviewing all aspects  
of the HGFA to ensure each area is covered 
in the strategic planning of the organisation
 Internal structures and their service 
relationships to members
 External structures and their impacts on  
the sporting organisation versus the organ- 
isation’s regulatory roles
 Communications with members both 
outwardly and inwardly
As part of the internal review, and as a carry-

over from the previous Board and its motions, the  
HGFA Board has recently been looking at the roles  
and structure within the HGFA of the State asso- 
ciations. While it is clearly obvious to the Board 
that State representations have a role in the overall  
HGFA structure, it is also apparent that there needs  
to be a finalisation on the view as to what that 
role actually is.

In 1994 the HGFA constitution was revised 
to form a democratic organisation with voting 
for the Committee of Management (HGFA Board) 
from the HGFA membership. This differed from 
the situation pre-1994 when the Executive was 
made up of representatives delegated from the 
State associations. The 1994 change should have  
ultimately formalised the separate State associa- 
tions as sub-branches of the HGFA, operating 
under a term of reference that aligns their objec-
tives to those of the HGFA.

Without going too much into history here, this 
change never really happened, with most State 
associations never becoming formalised affiliates 
of the HGFA and operating under the sub-branch 
terms of reference. Additionally, in recent times 
there has also been an emergence of new bodies 

•

•

•

•

within the HGFA, such as the powered community 
(PPG, PHG and WM), each of which has expressed 
interest in being formally recognised in a manner 
equivalent to the State associations.

During the previous Board’s term, the HGFA 
worked to embrace these changes and to provide 
an opportunity for the powered community’s 
representation within the HGFA sub-structures. 
From this work the term SARSIG was adopted –
– State Associations, Regions and Special Interest 
Groups. Regions include areas such as Far North 
Queensland and Special Interest Groups include 
groups such as PICO.

The previous States sub-committee was dis- 
solved and replaced (although in reality just added  
to) with SARSIG sub-branches, each being recog- 
nised as having a rightful representation in the sub- 
structures of the HGFA. The implementation of 
these SARSIG’s will naturally take some time as 
new groups emerge and existing groups review 
their areas of management. The benefit, however, 
is that members will have direct input to the areas  
of their interest and receive financial and opera- 
tional support based on their respective needs.

The HGFA Board is committed to working for  
the benefit of the entire membership, but with the  
changes and challenges that the sport is faced 
with, this may mean changes to the current struc- 
tures supporting the sport. The Board will rise to  
this challenge and make sure we continue to grow  
and evolve. Remember, it does matter what wing 
you fly, as long as you are interested in flying.

A good example of this is the evolution of 
paragliding over the past 15 years. If we look 
at the HGFA membership 15 years ago, it was 
virtually all hang glider pilots. Today, PG pilots 
make up more than half of our total membership. 
Imagine where we’d be if we had refused to 
accept them back when their sport was evolving. 
If we also took away our microlight members 
and PICO members, and it would be a very small 
HGFA. It would also be shrinking at a fast rate 
with the big decline in HG pilots.

If we look at the statistics, and these are 
reflected all around the world,

 Hang gliding is in a steep decline
 There are far fewer HG schools around today 
and those that do still operate typically 
teach PG as well
 Paragliding is a growth sport, however, 
its growth tends to stay static because those 

•
•

•

that enter our sport only stay in it for about 
two or three years and then leave
 Microlighting is a growth sport and the 
numbers are increasing
 Powered PG numbers are increasing
 Powered HG is seeing continued small growth
What does this show us? The areas of 

growth are currently in all areas of powered 
flying. PG is growing, but we’re not retaining 
those pilots, so those numbers work out even. 
HG numbers are declining rapidly.

If we are naïve and take the point of view 
that some vocal people in our membership have  
recently taken, that WM, PICOs and other pow- 
ered members should not be a part of the HGFA, 
we are doomed to an ignorant demise. It would 
be difficult for the HGFA to exist today just on 
HG pilot numbers, and if we did, our membership 
fees would be so high we couldn’t sustain it.

This means we need to embrace all new 
forms of our sport, not discriminate against them. 
We need to make sure they are looked after and 
funded so they can grow. When I look around, I 
see a lot of PG pilots who used to, or still do, hang 
glide. I see WM pilots who used to hang glide. I 
also see PG and WM pilots who start hang gliding. 
People try different forms of flying because they 
are exposed to them in a friendly and nurturing 
environment. Having all these disciplines is good 
for our sport. If we look at successful growing 
clubs, they don’t just embrace one discipline. They 
embrace all of them.

To summarise, the HGFA Board is interested 
in looking after all its members, no matter 
what wing they fly. We want to make sure our 
SARSIG Sub Committees also share the same 
vision. Do you know your State Association 
or SARSIG? Have they ever contacted you or 
contributed to your club? Do you know who is 
on the Executive? Do you know what they are 
doing for your sport with the funding the HGFA 
gives them? Have you ever been to their AGM 
or meetings? Read their minutes? Do you know 
when they meet? If not, you should start to ask 
some questions. They are there to serve you.  
The HGFA donates a considerable amount of 
your membership fee to these organisations.  
They are accountable to you, just as the HGFA is.

Safe flying.
Javier Alvarez, HGFA President

•

•
•
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Administration News
Diane Vistarini, the GFA Airworthiness Secretary, 
resigned her position in May due to personal 
reasons. Thanks are given to Diane for her years 
of service to the GFA Airworthiness Department.

It is not planned to replace the specialised 
position, but absorb the duties into the general 
administration area, by multi-skilling the staff 
and using electronic means to streamline the 
processes. This is to give better flexibility in 
staffing the new office with the part-time 
personnel. Members are reminded that there  
are no full-time staff employed in GFA.

The audit, absorbing new duties, upgrading 
the web site and the office relocation have 
put heavy pressure on the office staff and the 
Victorian-based Board members. The thanks of 
the membership must be given to those worthy 
people for accomplishing so much in the last  
few months.

It is hoped to have some photos of the new 
GFA office in next month’s edition.

GFA Executive Meeting
The GFA Executive will have met again on  
12 and 13 June in Melbourne.

Main items on the agenda were to be:
 2007-08 Financial Year audit by  
MSI Ragg Weir
 GFA Office relocation to Level 1/34  
Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062
 Cascading Executive actions from  
the GFA Business Plan
Risk management
As usual, by the time you read this, the 

interim minutes should be on the GFA website 
under [www.gfa.org.au/Docs/minutes.php].

The next planned administration meeting is 
the 2008 GFA Annual General Meeting/Seminar 
in Adelaide in September. Presenters at the 
Seminar this year will include Gavin Mills from 
Omarama in New Zealand, and Einar Enevoldson, 

•

•

•

•

Steve Fossett’s co-pilot on his world altitude 
record glider flight. Book early for your place 
at this great gliding get together. I’m looking 
forward to meeting a lot of members there.

Australian Teams Overseas
We have teams representing Australia in World 
Championships at Rieti in Italy (July) and Lüsse 
in Germany (August). Every success and safe 
return is wished to all our representatives, crews 
and team managers. Links to team websites will 
be provided on the GFA website for members 
to track Ozzie achievements. Send an email of 
support if you can.

The Taylor Glider Centenary
The GFA Executive advises members of 
information on an important aviation anniversary 
that is occurring in 2009.

Next year is the 
centenary anniversary 
of the first 
flights of the 
Taylor glider 
at Narrabeen 
Beach in NSW in 
December 1909.

Some details and 
photos can be seen at 
[www.sl.nsw.gov.au/discover_collections/history_
nation/aviation/timeline.swf] and [www.ctie.
monash.edu.au/hargrave/taylor_bio.html]. 

Diagram from Issacs, Keith: Military Aircraft 
of Australia 1909-1918; Hammond, David (illus.), 
Canberra, Australian War Memorial, 1971.

George Taylor was a pupil of Lawrence Har- 
grave, and constructed and flew the glider in 1909.

George was founder and secretary of the 
Australian Air League, Australian Administrator 
of the British Science Guild and promoted gliding 
in New South Wales until his premature death 
in 1928.

Two of the pilots who flew in the Taylor 
glider were Florence Taylor (George’s wife) and 
Emma Schultz.They were the first Australian 
women pilots, Florence the first. 

Florence was a strong feminist and role  
model for Australian women, see [www.adb. 
online.anu.edu.au/biogs/A120195b.htm] and  
[http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Florence_Mary_Taylor]. 

I really like these quotes from the above 
research: “A successful flier,” George said, “must 
‘feel the air’.” And he did. And subsequently 
so did his wife, Florence Taylor, who was later 
reported as saying of the problems confronting 
her, one was her clothes. She had to tuck in her 
skirts to fly the plane. “My dressmaker never 
realised I was a budding aviatrix.”

To mark this anniversary, the volunteers of 
the Australian Gliding Museum are planning to 
build a flying replica of the Taylor glider and fly 

it on the Anniversary. The materials will cost 
around $5000 and will have to be raised by 
sponsorship and donation. GFA intends to 
contribute to this project and VSA already has.

The GFA Executive would like to invite other 
State Associations and interested members also 
to contribute and participate in this unique 
aviation milestone.

If you are interested in this project, please 
contact the GFA Executive Officer by email or 
phone and he will put you in contact with the 
Musuem’s Project Coordinator for more details. 

Royal Australian Navy Gliding 
Association Scholarship
At the April Executive Meeting, details were 
released about a new scholarship made available 
to the GFA. Details from RANGA are as follows: 
Scholarship Objectives
The Royal Australian Navy Gliding Association 

(RANGA) has a proud history of introducing 
people to aviation through the sport 

of gliding. In keeping with 
this tradition, RANGA 

members wish 
to offer an 
annual gliding 
scholarship aimed 
at encouraging  
new people into  

   the sport of gliding 
by providing scholarship holders with low cost  
ab-initio gliding training.

The scholarship, to be known as the ‘Royal 
Australian Navy Gliding Association Scholarship’, 
will be administered by the GFA and awarded 
annually to a suitable applicant. Since the aim of 
this scholarship is to encourage new people to 
take up gliding, the applicant must ideally have 
had no previous hands-on flying training or at 
least not have progressed beyond the ab-initio 
gliding training syllabus.

The scholarship is open to people of all ages 
who are eligible to undergo gliding training 
and potentially achieve solo status during the 
scholarship period.
Scholarship Implementation
The scholarship will be administered by 
the Executive Committee of the GFA and 
awarded at the discretion of that committee. 
The committee may appoint an individual to 
promote the scholarship, handle enquiries, 
assess applications and make recommendations 
back to the committee. While the scholarship is 
open to all ages it will primarily target youth-
based organisations with membership bases 
complementary to the scholarship objectives. 
In addition to appropriate media advertising 
(Soaring Australia etc) the RANGA Scholarship 
will be promoted to the national and/or state 
bodies of the following organisations:

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •GFA Executive Officer’s Report

The Taylor glider
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Glider Shipping
MOVE YOUR GLIDER AROUND THE WORLD WITH

INTERNATIONAL MOVING AND RELOCATION

We specialise in glider shipping to and from Germany. 

Contact HL VAN TRANSPORT  

for your competitive quote today.

HL VAN TRANSPORT GMBH

SULINGER STR. 6

27211 BASSUM

GERMANY

PH : + 49 4241 9328 - 0

Fax : + 49 4241 9328 - 20

Email : info@hlvan.de

Web : www.hlvan.de 

Weather Station

Wind, rain, 
temperature, 
humidity, 
barometer,  
plus more…

Also available:
Windsocks and frames,  
handheld weather meters.

Australian Agent 
for Davis Instruments.

Ask for your 
FREE catalogue.ECOWATCH

Unit 5, 17 Southfork Drive
Kilsyth VIC 3137
Phone: (03) 9761 7040 Fax: (03) 9761 7050
email: <davis@ecowatch.com.au>
web: [www.davisinstruments.com.au]

1.  Scouting Australia
2.  Scout Gliding
3.  Australian Air League
4.  Australian Cadet Forces - Navy, Army, Air Force
5.  Police Citizens Youth Clubs

These organisations have a strong focus 
on discipline, responsibility and service to the 
public. They attract young, motivated people 
with the potential to become strong participants 
and leaders in our sport. Other organisations 
with similar ideals may also be targeted at 
the committee’s discretion. Targeting such 
organisations at their highest levels would be  
a simple process with great potential since 
further promotion of the scholarship down 
through their membership would be handled 
internally be each organisation.
Scholarship Conditions
As a minimum, the award of the scholarship  
will be subject to the following conditions:
1.   The name of the scholarship will be the 

‘Royal Australian Navy Gliding Association 
Scholarship.’

2.   The scholarship is to be awarded annually and 
run from 24 July to 23 July the following year. 
The significance of these dates being that  

24 July 1955 was the club’s first flying day.
3.   The scholarship is to be administered by the 

Executive Committee of the GFA and awarded 
at the discretion of that committee.

4.   Persons with solo flying experience in any 
aviation discipline are ineligible to apply.

5.   Applicants will be required to submit a written 
explanation aimed at assessing their suitability 
for the scholarship. The document should 
explain their goals (both in gliding and in 
aviation generally), why they are deserving of 
the scholarship and what benefit they believe 
they will bring to the sport of gliding.

6.   The GFA will recommend a suitable gliding 
club to the scholarship winner, based on 
the person’s location, preferences and 
requirements.

7.   The scholarship amount is to be placed into 
the scholarship holder’s flying account at  
his/her gliding club.

8.   The scholarship funds are for flying training 
and GFA membership only and cannot be 
cashed in by the scholarship holder.

9.   The scholarship funds are not for club 
membership or joining fees. These must be 
paid independently by the scholarship holder.

10.   All scholarship funds not used within 12 months 
of the scholarship award will be withdrawn 
and returned to the GFA’s RANGA Scholarship 
account. The GFA may however grant an 
extension on this time if circumstances beyond 
the scholarship holder’s control have prevented 
the funds from being used.

11.   Unused scholarship funds after first solo remain 
available for subsequent post solo gliding  
and gliding training until their withdrawal  
12 months after the scholarship award.

12.   The investment policy for the scholarship  
funds is to be in accordance with GFA’s 
general investment policies.
Advertising for a voluntary coordinator 

for the scholarship has commenced. Anyone 
interested in applying for the scholarship should 
submit an application to the above criteria to  
the GFA Secretary.

Keep Looking and Keep it Safe. 

GFA EXECUTIVE OFFICER

John Welsh 
10 Merton Road, Roleystone WA 6111

Email: <EO@sec.gfa.org.au>
EO Blog now on the GFA website under ‘News’.

Mobile: 041 794 5981 (Next G)
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G FA
Australian Gliding Museum
2 Bicton St, Mt Waverley VIC 3149,  
03 98021098.
Gliding Queensland
C/o Treasurer, 73 Sewell Rd, Tanah Merah 
QLD 4128, 0417 762621.
NSW Gliding Association
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821, 02 
68892733, 02 68891250, Trs: 0407 459581.
South Australian Gliding Association
PO Box 65, Millicent SA 5280, 08 8733421, 
0427 977218.
Victorian Soaring Association
4/139 Roberts St, Essendon VIC 3040,  
03 83835340, 03 93355364.
Vintage Gliders Australia
22 Eyre St, Balwyn VIC 3103, 03 98175362.
WA Gliding Association Inc.
59 Wellington Pde, Yokine WA 6060,  
08 93282511, 08 94449505.

NSW Gliding Association (NSWGA)

327 (Gliding) Flight, Australia
PO Box 1643, Port Macquarie, NSW 2444
02 65831488, 0427 259990.
Bathurst Soaring Club
PO Box 1682, Bathurst NSW 2795,  
02 63371180 (weekend), 0427 470001.
Canberra Gliding Club
GPO Box 1130, Canberra ACT 2601,  
02 64523994, 0428 523994.
Central Coast Soaring Club
PO Box 1323, Gosford South NSW 2250, 
02 43844074.
Cudgegong Soaring Pty Ltd
PO Box 352, Frenchs Forest NSW 1640,  
02 63742444.
Goulburn Gliding Group
57 Munro Rd, Queanbeyan NSW 2620,  
02 62973504.
Grafton Gliding Club
16 Fuller St, Mullaway NSW 2456,  
02 66541638, 0403 088551.
Harden Gliding Club
3/17 Mugglestone Pl, Bruce ACT 2617,  
02 62018230, 0411 107694.
Hunter Valley Gliding Club Co-op Ltd
PO Box 9, Newcastle NSW 2300,  
02 95342884.
Lake Keepit Soaring Club
PO Box 5152, South Tamworth NSW 2340, 
02 67697514.
Leeton Gliding Club
PO Box 607, Leeton NSW 2705, 02 69533825.
Narromine Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,  
02 68892733.
Orana Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 240, Narromine NSW 2821,  
02 68892733.
RAAF Richmond Gliding Club
RAAF Base, Richmond NSW 2755,  
02 45873214.
RAAF Williamtown Gliding Club
C/O Mr G R Lee, 10 Federation Dr, Medowie 
NSW 2318, 02 49829334.
Scout Association NSW Gliding
80 Malvern St, Panania NSW 2213,  
02 97096009. 

Soar Narromine Pty Ltd
PO Box 56, Narromine NSW 2821,  
02 6889 1856.
Southern Cross Gliding Club
PO Box 132, Camden NSW 2570,  
02 46558882, 0418 474636 (emergency).
Sydney Gliding Inc
PO Box 633, Camden NSW 2570, 0412 145144.
Temora Gliding Club
PO Box 206, Temora NSW 2666, 02 69772733.

Gliding Queensland
2 Wing AAFC School of Aviation Inc.
201 Squadron Air Force Cadets, PO Box 647
Archerfield QLD 4108, 07 33324851,  
0415 150965.
Barambah District Gliding Club
2 Yellow Gully Rd, Wolvi QLD 4570,  
07 54867247.
Boonah Gliding Centre Inc
PO Box 107, Boonah QLD 4310, 07 5463 
2630, 0408 016164.
Bundaberg Soaring Club
PO Box 211, Bundaberg QLD 4670,  
07 41579558.
Byron Bay Gliding Inc
1 Old Brunswick Rd, Tyagarah Airfield, 
Tyagarah, NSW 2481, 0414 558794,  
02 66844244.
Byron Bay Gliding PL
1 Old Brunswick Rd, Tyagarah Airfield, 
Tyagarah, NSW 2481, 02 66847572.
Byron Gliding Club Inc
PO Box 815, Byron Bay NSW 2481,  
02 66847627.
Caboolture Gliding Club
PO Box 920, Caboolture QLD 4510,  
0418 713903.
Central Queensland Gliding Club
PO Box 953, Rockhampton QLD 4700,  
07 49371381.
Darling Downs Soaring Club
PO Box 584, Toowoomba QLD 4350,  
07 46637140, 0409 507847.
Gympie Gliding Club
PO Box 217, Gympie QLD 4570, 07 54835380.
Kingaroy Soaring Club
PO Box 91, Kingaroy QLD 4610, 07 41622191.
Moura Gliding Club
PO Box 92, Moura QLD 4718, 07 49973265.
North Queensland Soaring Centre
PO Box 1743, Aitkenville QLD 4814,  
0500 811011.
Pacific Soaring
19 Craigslea Dr, Caboolture QLD 4510,  
07 5499 4805.
Southern Downs Aero & Soaring
PO Box 144, Warwick Qld 4370, 07 38348311.
Summerland Gliding Club
3 Alston Ave, Alstonville NSW 2477,  
02 66286691, 0404 007229.

SA Gliding Association (SAGA)
Adelaide Soaring Club Inc.
PO Box 94, Gawler SA 5118, 08 85221877.
Adelaide Uni Gliding Club Inc.
Adelaide Uni Sports Assoc, The University of 
Adelaide SA 5005, 08 88262203, 0412 870963.

Air Cadet Gliding Club
PO Box 2000, Salisbury SA 5108,  
08 83805137, 0429 805137.
Alice Springs Gliding Club
PO Box 356, Alice Springs NT 871,  
08 89526384, 0417 530345.
Balaklava Gliding Club
PO Box 257, Balaklava SA 5461, 08 88645062.
Barossa Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 123, Stonefield via Truro SA 5356, 
08 85640240.
Bordertown Keith Gliding Club
PO Box 377, Bordertown SA 5268, 08 87521321.
Millicent Gliding Club
PO Box 194, Millicent SA 5280,  
08 87333421, 0427 977218.
Murray Bridge Gliding Club
PO Box 1509, Victor Harbor SA 5211,  
08 85543543, 0409 677677.
Northern Australian Gliding Club
PO Box 38889, Winnellie NT 821,  
08 89412512.
Port Augusta Gliding Club
PO Box 2175, Port Augusta SA 5700,  
08 86436628, 0401 990823.
Renmark Gliding Club
PO Box 450, Renmark SA 5341,  
08 85951422, 0417 890215.
Scout Gliding Club Inc.
22 Burford Crescent, Redwood Park SA 
5097, 0418 815618.
Waikerie Gliding Club
PO Box 320, Waikerie SA 5330, 08 83916672.
Whyalla Gliding Club
PO Box 556, Whyalla SA 5600,  
08 86452619, 0413 127825.

Victorian Soaring Association (VSA)
Albury Corowa Gliding Club
PO Box 620, Wodonga VIC 3689.
Beaufort Gliding Club
66 Waterdale Rd, Ivanhoe VIC 3079,  
03 94972048.
Bendigo Gliding Club
62 Lawson St, Bendigo VIC 3550, 03 54439169.
Bothwell Gliding Club
PO Box 288, Sandy Bay TAS 7005, 03 62267615.
Cloud Riders Pty Ltd
C/o 18 Wyndham St, Werribee VIC 3030,  
03 97413142, 0429 351234.
Corangamite Soaring Club
Kurweeton, Kurweeton Rd, Derrinallum  
VIC 3325, 03 55939277.
Geelong Gliding Club
PO Box 197, Bacchus Marsh VIC 3340, 
0409 212527.
Gliding Club Of Victoria
PO Box 46, Benalla VIC 3672, 03 57621058.
Grampians Soaring Club
PO Box 468, Ararat VIC 3377, 03 53525710, 
0417 514438.
Horsham Flying Club
PO Box 158, Horsham VIC 3402, 03 53823491.
Latrobe Valley Gliding Club
PO Box 625, Morwell VIC 3840,  
03 51221081, 0407 839238.
Mangalore Gliding Club
RMB 6640, Longwood VIC 3665,  
03 57985512, 0413 307177.
Mount Beauty Gliding Club
Box 486, Mt Beauty VIC 3699,  
02 60591417, 0402 075131.
Murray Border Flying Club Inc.
PO Box 58, Tocumwal NSW 2714,  
03 58283169, 0407 855533.
Murray Valley Soaring Club Ltd
PO Box 403, Corowa NSW 2646, 02 60335036.
Soaring Club Of Tasmania
34 Clinton Rd, Geilston Bay TAS 7015,  
03 62437508.
South Gippsland Gliding Club
PO Box 475, Leongatha VIC 3953, 0437 454986.
Sportaviation Pty Ltd
PO Box 44, Tocumwal NSW 2714, 
03 90169144, 0427 534122.
Sunraysia Gliding Club
PO Box 647, Mildura VIC 3500,  
03 50257335, 0409 016614.
Swan Hill Gliding Club
PO Box 160, Nyah VIC 3594, 03 50376688.

Tumbarumba Gliding Club
C/o Judds Engineering P/L, PO Box 5283
Wagga NSW 2650, 02 69251642.
VMFG
GPO Box 1096J, Melbourne VIC 3001,  
0402 281928.
Wagga Wagga Gliding Club
PO Box 613, Wagga Marketplace, Wagga Wagga 
NSW 2650, 0427 205624, 0428 205624.

WA Gliding Association (WAGA)
716 Flight Australia Air Force Cadets
7 Wing HQ, RAAF Base Pearce WA 6084, 
08 95717800.
Beverley Soaring Society
PO Box 136, Beverley WA 6304,  
08 96460320, 0407 385361.
Gliding Club of WA
PO Box 6231, East Perth WA 6892,  
08 92212164, 0417 992806 (weekend).
Morawa Gliding Club
PO Box 276, Morawa WA 6623, 08 99723022.
Narrogin Gliding Club
PO Box 232, Narrogin WA 6312,  
08 98811795, 0407 088314.
Stirlings Gliding Club
PO Box 2314, Bunbury WA 6230,  
08 98429104, 0418 935461.

H G FA
All correspondence, including changes  
of address, membership renewals, short 
term memberships, rating forms and 
other administrative matters should 
be sent to:
HGFA National Office
4a-60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park 3042, 
ph: 03 93367155, fax: 03 93367177, 
<office@hgfa.asn.au>.
HGFA General Manager
Chris Fogg, PO Box 258, Helensburgh  
NSW 2508, ph/fax 02 4294 9300, 0417 
766356, <general.manager@hgfa.asn.au>.
Information about site ratings, sites and 
other local matters, contact the appropriate 
State associations, region or club.
Board Members 2008 to 2010
Pres: Javier Alvarez <president@hgfa.asn.
au>, 0418 116681, PO Box 341 Ourimbah 
NSW 2258.
Sec: Paul Coffey <Paul.Coffey@hgfa.
asn.au>, 25 Taylor St, Eaton WA 6232, 08 
97251161, 0428 504285.
Don Cramer <Don.Cramer@hgfa.asn.au>, 
3 Coxen St, Dalby QLD 4405, 07 46699100 
(h), 07 46699115 (w), 0409 699115.
V-Pres: Carolyn Dennis <Carolyn.Dennis@
hgfa.asn.au>, 24 Lyndhurt Cr, Box Hill VIC 
3129, 03 98905020 (h), 03 98597272 (w), 
0427 555063.
Bill Moyes <Bill.Moyes@hgfa.asn.au>,  
1144 Botany Road, Botany NSW 2019,  
02 93162019 (h), 02 93164644 (w),  
0428 668889.
Mark Mitsos <Mark.Mitsos@hgfa.asn.
au>, 22 Longview Cr, Stanwell Tops NSW 
2508, 02 42949344 (h) 02 42949065 (w), 
0408 864083.
Brian Webb <Brian.Webb@hgfa.asn.au>, 
PO Box 238, Bright VIC 3741, 03 57551753, 
03 94121791, 0417 530972.
Geoff White <Geoff.White@hgfa.asn.au>
Rick Williams <Richard.Williams@hgfa.
asn.au>, 160 Blackadder Rd, Swanview  
WA 6056, 08 92943962, 0427 057961.
States & Regions
ACTHPA
LPO Box 8339, ANU, Acton ACT 0200; 
[www.acthpa.org]. Pres: Barry Oliver 
0407 825819, <Barry.Oliver@anu.edu.
au>; Trs: Geoff Robertson 0429 843417, 
<geoffrobertson@grapevine.com.au>;  
Sec: Alistair Dickie 0404 023359, 
<Alnrelly@alistairdickie.com>; Meetings: 
1st Thu/mth 7.30pm Yamba Sports Club.
Hang Gliding Association of WA Inc.
PO Box 146, Midland, WA 6936 <hgawa@
hgfa.asn.au>. Pres: Rod Merigan 0439 
967971, <rmerigan@q-net.net.au>; V-Pres: 
Gavin Nichols 0417 690386, <gknichol@

Contact Addresses

G FA  M E M B E R S H I P  F E E S  2 0 0 8 - 2 0 0 9

Membership: Normal  Family
NSW $200 $160 
Victoria $205 $165 
South Australia $204 $164
Queensland $205 $165 
Western Australia $205 $165

Student membership: Full  Family
NSW $122.50 $82.50
Victoria $127.50 $87.50
South Australia $126.50 $86.50 
Queensland $127.50 $87.50 
Western Australia $127.50 $87.50

Short-term membership: 1 Month* 3 Month*
NSW/QLD/VIC $55 $70
South Australia $64 $79 
Western Australia $65 $80 
*Note: Once only purchase to Australian 
residents, thereafter 12 months membership  
to be purchased.
International postage for Soaring Australia 
to be added to membership fees:

Zone  Country Price
 1 New Zealand $50
 2 Singapore $50
 3 Japan, Hong Kong, India $50
 4 USA, Canada, Middle East $74
 5 UK, Europe, South  
 America, South Africa $74

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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tpg.com.au>; Sec: Mirek Generowicz 0427 
778280, <mgenerow@optusnet.com.au>; 
Trs: Colin Brown 0407 700378, <cobrown@
bigpond.com>.
NSW HG and PG Association
PO Box 341, Ourimbah NSW 2258, [www.
nswhpa.org]. Pres: Bill Moyes <president@
nswhpa.org>; V-Pres: Javier Alvarez 0418 
116681, <vice-president@nswhpa.org>;  
Sec: Alexander Drew 0423 696677, 
<secretary@nswhpa.org>; Trs: John Selby 
0414 218391, <treasurer@nswhpa.org>.
North Queensland HG Association
12 Van Eldik Ave, Andergrove QLD 4740;  
Pres: Graham Lee; Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen  
07 49552913, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>
Queensland HG Association
Pres: Greg Hollands <greg.s.hollands@
transport.qld.gov.au>, PO Box 61, Canungra 
QLD 4275 07 38448566.
South Australian HG Association
1 Sturt St, Adelaide SA 5000, ph: 08 
84101391, fax: 08 82117115; Pres: Stuart 
McClure 08 82973452 (h), <stuart.mcclure@
csiro.au>; Sec: Mark Tyminski 0411 414 816, 
<marknjan@senet.com.au>; Trs: Robert Wood-
ward 08 82977532 (h), <rob_woodward@
ultimatepositioning.com>.
Tasmanian HG & PG Association
[www.thpa.net]. Pres: Boris Marold (Laun- 
ceston HG pilot), 0407 564422, <president@
thpa.net>; Sec/Trs: Stephen Clark (Hobart HG 
pilot), 0419 997550, <secretary@thpa.net>. 
Northern TAS info: Richard Long (Burnie PG 
pilot), 0438 593998, <northern@thpa.net>.
Victorian HG and PG Association
PO Box 953, Williamstown VIC 3016, [www.
vhpa.org.au/]. Pres: Glenn Bachelor 0419 324 
730 <President@VHPA.org.au>; Sec: John Two- 
mey; Trs: Lisa Charleston; SSO: Hamish Barker.  
Site weather-boxes: Three Sisters 0409 864 
700, Buckland Ridge 0407 356295, Mt Buffalo 
03 57501515, Ben More 0417 112062.
Clubs

NATIONAL
The Pico Club Incorporated
62 Anderson Street, East Geelong VIC 3219
Pres: Jos Weemaes 02 60265658, <jweemaes 
@bordernet.com.au>; Sec: Andrew McCarthy 
0438 062596, <amccart4@tpg.com.au>.

NEW SOUTH WALES
Blue Mountains HG Club Inc.
[www.bmhgc.org.au]. Pres: Neil Evans 02 
47878027, <dream2@tpq.com.au>; Sec: 
Andrew Paterson, 02 96395461, 0425 305984, 
<apaterso@bhsc.nsw.gov.au>; Trs: Allan Bush 
02 47738037, <fairallan@pnc.com.au>; News-
letter: Paul Hunt 02 96997720, 0404 851876, 
<huntp@ozemail.com.au>; Comps: Alan Bond 
02 98995351, 0408 470544, <skybond@
primus.com.au>; SOs: Allan Bush, Paul Hunt. 
Meetings: With Club Comp round last Sun/mth 
or contact above committee members.
Central Coast Sky Surfers 
PO Box 3106, Bateau Bay NSW 2261, [www.
centralcoastskysurfers.com]. Pres/SO: Javier 
Alvarez 0418 116 681 <javieralvarez@y7mail.
com>; V-Pres: Jeff Terry 0416 291545 <jeff@
survivalsolutions.com.au>; Trs: Anthony 
Scurrah 0427 000410 <anthony_scurrah@
yahoo.com.au>; Sec/Web: Martin Haig 0403 
276227 <mhaig@dataweb.com.au>; SSOs: 
Maderson Ford 0416 002244; Paul Cox 0417 
355897; Tony Barton 0412 607815. Meetings: 
1st Thu/month, 7:30pm, Erina Leagues Club, 
Ilya Ave, Erina.
Dusty Demons Hang Gliding Club
6 Miago Court, Ngunnawal, ACT 2913. Pres: 
Trent Brown 0427 557486, <Trent.Brown@
anu.edu.au>; Sec: Peter Dall 0428 813746, 
<peter.dall@casa.com.au>; Trs: Michael Porter 
0415 920444; SSO: Peter Dall 0428 813746.
Hunter Skysailors Paragliding Club
Pres: A Edwards 0411 636761 <anthony 
bedwards@optusnet.com.au; V-Pres: Neil 
Bright <tojofly@iprimus.com.au>; SSO: 
James Thompson 0418 686199, <james.b.t@
hunterlink.net.au>. Meetings: last Tue/mth 
7pm, Hexham Bowling Club.
Illawarra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
27a Paterson Rd, Coalcliff NSW 2508. Pres: 
Frank Chetcuti 0418 252221 <chetcuti1@
bigpond.com>; Sec: John Parsons; SSO: Tim 
Causer 0418 433665 <timcau@ozemail.com.au>.

Kosciusko Alpine Paragliding Club
[www.homestead.com/kapc]; Pres: James 
Ryrie 02 62359120, <rymicalago@netspeed.
com.au>; V-Pres: Andy Abbott 0419 897005, 
<andy@ali-oup.com>; Sec: Mark Mourant  
02 48464144, <talect@ispdr.net.au>.
Manilla SkySailors Club Inc.
PO Box 1, Manilla NSW 2346, [www.mss. 
org.au]. Pres/SSO (PG): Godfrey Wenness  
02 67856545, <skygodfrey@aol.com>, V-Pres:  
Matt Morton <Matt.Morton@defence.gov.
au>, Sec: Suzi Smith <suzismith@hotmail.com>,  
Trs: Bob Smith <bobskisan@hotmail.com>, SSO  
(HG) Patrick Lenders 02 67783484 <patrick.
lenders@gmail.com>, SSO (Trike): Willi Ewig 
02 6769 7771 <skyranch@gmx.net>.
Mid North Coast HG and PG Club
Pres: Nigel Lelean 0419 442597, <lelean@
smartchat.net.au>; SSO: Jason Turner 0419 
997196, <jasonflys@hotmail.com>.
Newcastle Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 64 Broadmeadow NSW 2292; [www.
nhgc.asn.au], <fly@nhgc.asn.au>. Pres: 
Matthew Clarke 0419 908283, <penders@
nobbys.net.au>; V-Pres: Matt Olive 02 
49436791; Sec: Simon Plint 0407 613701, 
<SimonPlint@newcastle.edu.au>; Trs: Monica 
Barrett 0425 847207; SSOs: Tony Barton 
(coastal) 0412 607815, Scott Barret 0425 
847208 <inlandsso@nhgc.asn.au>, James 
Thompson (PG) 0418 686199; Newsletter: 
David Stafford 02 49215832 <editor@ 
nhgc.asn.au>. Meetings: Last Wed/mth  
7:30pm South Newcastle RLC, Llewellyn  
St, Merewether.
Northern Beaches HG Club
PO Box 840, Mona Vale NSW 2103. Pres: Peter 
Rundle <sf27mz@gmail.com>; V-Pres: Brett 
Coupland 0409 162616, <nbf@whirlwind.
com.au>; Sec: Alexander Drew 0423 696677, 
<dalexander@med.usyd.edu.au>; CEO: Jude 
Ho <heyjudeho@bigpond.com>; Trs: Steve 
Nagle <steve.nagle@gmail.com>; Committee: 
Rohan Taylor <rohantaylor@yahoo.com>, 
Graeme Cran <crannie@ccparagliding.com.
au>; SSO: Glen Salmon 02 99180091 (HG); 
Wayne Fitzgerald (HG/PG) 02 99827094. 
Meetings: 1st Tue/mth, 7pm, Mona Vale 
Bowling Club.
Northern Rivers HG and PG Club
PO Box 126, Byron Bay NSW 2481; [www.
nrhgpgc.org]. Pres: Cedar Anderson <cedar@
poliglide.com>, 0429 070380; V-Pres: Jan 
Smith <janandglenn@optusnet.com.au>, 
0410 314673; Sec: Maureen McEneaney; 
Trs: Maggie Clark; SSO (PG): Lindsay Wooten 
<lindsaywootten@bigpond.com>, 0427 210 
993; SSO (HG): Andrew Polidano. Meetings: 
1st Tue/mth, 7pm, Byron Services Club.
Stanwell Park HG and PG Club
PO Box 258 Helensburgh NSW 2508; Pres: 
Peter Wennersten 0414 333393, <president@
flystanwell.com>; Sec: Mark Mitsos 0408 
864083, <secretary@flystanwell.com>; Trs: 
Adrian Le Gras 0400 002281, <treasurer@
flystanwell.com>; M/ship: Robert Seckold 
<membership@flystanwell.com>; SSO: Mark 
Mitsos 0408 864083, <SSO@flystanwell.com>.
Sydney Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Peter Dower 0413 484471, <peter.
dower@campbelltown.nsw.gov.au>; Trs:  
John Selby 02 93447932, <johnselby@idx.
com.au>; Sec: Susanne Liersch 0403 062625, 
<Susanne.Liersch@AOA.NESTLE.COM>;  
SO: Doug Dole, Bruce Wynne; SSO: Ken 
Stothard. Meetings: 3rd Wed/month, 7:30pm 
Endeavour Hotel, Botany.

NORTHERN TERRITORY
Alice Springs HG and PG Club
Pres: Brett Lewis 0418 890033, <freelance@
octa4.net.au>; Vice-Pres: Ricky Jones 0406 
098354, <redcentreparagliding@yahoo.com>.
Please contact for paramotoring, PG ridge 
soaring and thermal flying.

QUEENSLAND
Caboolture Microlight Club
50 Oak Place, Mackenzie QLD 4156. Pres: 
Derek Tremain 07 33957563, <derekjo@gil.
com.au>; Sec: John Cresswell 07 34203254, 
<crezzi@lineone.net>; SO: Graham Roberts 
07 32676662, <trike@tpg.com.au>
Cairns Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Bob Hayes, 0418 963796; V-Pres/SSO: 
Brett Collier 0431 151150 <brettcollier@
bigpond.com>; Sec: Lance Keough 07 
40912117, Trs: Nev Akers 07 4053258631.

Canungra Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 41, Canungra QLD 4275; [www.chgc.
asn.au]. Pres: Raef Mackay 0408 994104, 
<president@chgc.asn.au>; V-Pres: Martin 
Nightingale 0428 144499, <vicepresident@
chgc.asn.au>; Trs: Cameron McNeill 0419 706 
326, <treasurer@chgc.asn.au>; Sec/Ed: Peter 
Smart 0417 751099, <secretary@chgc.asn.
au>; Gen-Exec: Greg Hollands <gem@chgc.
asn.au>; SSO PG:Phil Hystek 07 55434000(h), 
0418 155317 <sso@chgc.asn.au>; SSO HG 
Ken Hill 0418 188655, <sso@chgc.asn.au>.
Central Queensland Skyriders Club Inc.
‘The Lagoons’ Comet River Rd, Comet QLD 
4702. Pres: Alister Dixon (instructor) 0438 
845119, <apdixon@bigpond.com>; Sec: 
James Lowe 0418 963315, <j.lowe@cqu.
edu.au>; Trs: Adrienne Wall 07 49362699, 
<jaw12@bigpond.com>; Events: Jon Wall 
0427 177237, <jonathon.a.wall@team. 
telstra.com>; SSO: Bob Pizzey 0439 740187, 
07 49387607. Towing Biloela: Paul Barry  
07 49922865, <prbarry@tpg.com.au>.
Conondale Cross-Country Flyers Inc.
[www.entrypoint.to/conondale-x-country-
flyers]. Pres: Graham Sutherland 0429 
935882; Sec: Denis Davis 0403 349344; Trs: 
Steve Stocker 0411 226733; SSO (PG/PPG) 
Graham Sutherland 0429 935882, (MHG) 
Frank Fontaine 0408 556113.
Dalby Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 107, Dalby QLD 4405; [www.hgfa.asn.
au/-dhgc]. Pres: Jason ‘Yoda’ Reid 0424 293 
922, <jasonr@gleda.com.au>; Trs: Cameron 
McNeil 0419 70326, <cameron.mcneill@
accenture.com>; Sec : Annie Crerar <bruce.
annie@bigpond.com>; SO: Daron “Boof” 
Hodder 0431 240610, <daron@aclad.com.au>.
Fly Killarney Inc.
PO Box 70, Killarney QLD 4373. Pres: Andrew 
Horchner 0427 807516; V-Pres: Matt Cooper 
0414 318144; PR/Site contact: Wendy 
Mugridge 0418 807516.
Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding Club
PO Box 227, Rainbow Beach QLD 4581; 
<intheair@ozemail.com.au>. Pres: Geoffrey 
Cole 0408 420808, 07 54554661 (h); Sec/
SSO (PG): Jean-Luc Lejaille, 0418 754157, 
<rainbow_flyer@hotmail.com.au>; Trs:  
Gary Allan 0417 756878; SSO: David Cook-
man (HG) 07 54498573; Jonathan Allen,  
0438 107518.
Wicked Wings Club
Toowoomba & District PG/HG Club Inc, 190 
Drayton St, Laidley QLD 4341. Pres: Peter 
Schwenderling 0427 461347 <swendo1@
bigpond.net.au>; Trs: Richard Cook 0427 
805960 <richardtc@aapt.net.au>; Sec: Troy 
Litzow 0448 456607 <troylitzow@optusnet.
com.au>.
Whitsundays HG Club
Contact: Henryk Wojcik 07 49550253 (h), 
0403 715962, <hmwoj53@bigpond.net.au>; 
Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen 07 49552913, fax:  
07 49555122, <sitework@bigpond.net.au>.

TASMANIA
Tasmanian HG&PG Ass. (see States & Regions)

VICTORIA
Dynasoarers Hang Gliding Club
<dynasoarers@gmail.com>; Pres: Dale 
Appleton 0408 382635; SSO: Rob van der 
Klooster 0408 335559. Meetings: 1st Fri/mth, 
venue see [www.hgfa.asn.au/~dyna].
Melbourne Hang Gliding Club Inc.
PO Box 216, Richmond 3121; [www.hgfa.asn.
au/~melbourne/], <melbourne@hgfa.asn.au>. 
Pres: Rob Wenban 0408 179940, 
<robwenban@connexus.net.au>; Sec: Mike 
Maciejowski 0414 753096, <mike@tridigm.
com.au>; Trs: Greg Stroot 0402 473113, 
<greg.stroot@ozonline.com.au>; Committee: 
Glenn Bachelor 0419 324730, <hanggliding@
netspace.net.au>; Peter Davies 0400 883155 
<pd33725@hotmail.com>. Meetings: 3rd 
Wed/month 6:30pm at Station 59, 59 Church 
St, Richmond.
North East Victorian Hang Gliding Club
Pres: Karl Texler 0428 385144, <president@
nevhgc.net>; Sec: William Brooks 0409 

411791, <secretary@nevhgc.net>; Trs: Tony 
Kenney 0412 238039, <treasurer@nevhgc.
net>; M/ship: Rod Oldfield 0412 922669, 
<membership@nevhgc.net>; SSO/Comps: 
Karl Texler 0428 385144, <brightvt@netc.net.
au>; SSO/Comms: Brian Webb 0417 530972; 
Meetings: [www.hgfa.asn.au/~nevhgc/].
Sky High Paragliding Club
[www.skyhighparagliding.org]; Pres: Rob Parker  
0412 126517, <president@skyhighparagliding. 
org>; V-Pres: Martin Halford <vp@skyhigh 
paragliding.org>; Trs: Peter Allen <tres@skyhigh 
paragliding.org>; Sec: Julie Sheard <sec@sky 
highparagliding.org>; Web: Ron Campbell <wm 
@skyhighparagliding.org>; Nov Rep: Steve 
Poole <nov@skyhighparagliding.org>; SC Chair: 
Carolyn Dennis <safety@skyhighparagliding.
org>; APN: Rob Parker <ed@skyhighparagliding.
org>. Meetings: 1st Wed/mth 8pm Retreat Hotel, 
226 Nicholson St, Abbotsford.
Southern Microlight Club
[http://home.vicnet.net.au/~stclub/]. Pres: 
Mark Andrews 03 95988708 (h), < mark079@
optusnet.com.au>; V-Pres: Mark Howard 03 
9751 1480 (h); Sec: David Jacka 03 94866996 
(h), 0409 866996. Newsletter: Carl Dillon 
<carldillon@optusnet.com.au>. Meetings: 
2nd Tue/mth 8pm Manning-ham Club, 1 
Thompsons Rd, Bulleen.
Western Victorian Hang GIiding Club
PO Box 92, Beaufort VIC 3373, [www.WVHGC.
com]. Pres: Glenn Bachelor 0419 324730, 
<President@WVHGC>; Trs: Richard Carstairs; 
Sec: Will Faulkner; SSO: Rohan Holtkamp; 
Site Development: Steve Norman and Andy 
Stevens; Web: Damien Georgiou; Newsletter: 
Steve Norman. Meetings: First Wed/month  
at Richard’s place, Glenroy.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA
Albany HG & PG Club
SSO: Simon Shuttleworth 0427 950556;  
Sec: John Middleweek 08 98412096, fax:  
08 98412096.
Cloudbase Paragliding Club Inc.
147 Bruns Dr, Darling Downs 6122. Pres: 
Rob Holmes <president@cloudbase.asn.au>, 
0428 244829; Trs: Colin Brown <treasurer@
cloudbase.asn.au>, 0407 700378; Sec: John 
Carman <secretary@cloudbase.asn.au>, 0419 
361808; Committee: <committee@cloudbase.
asn.au>, Joe Bosworth 0412 939290, Aaron 
Massey 0407 479173, Rod Merigan 0439 
967971, Mark Wild 0411 423923; SOs: John 
Carman, Nigel Sparg, Colin Brown, Mark Wild. 
Meetings: Last Wed/mth, 7:30pm, Osborne 
Park Bowling Club, Park St, Tuart Hill.
Goldfields Dust Devils Inc.
9 Broadarrow Rd, Kalgoorlie WA 6430. Pres/ 
SSO: Murray Wood <muzel71@bigpond.net.au>,  
08 90215771; Trs/SO: Richard Breyley <richard. 
breyley@kbrl.com.au>, 0417 986896; Sec: 
Peter Cepuritis <CepuritP@kalg.curtin.edu.
au>, 0417 924711. SSO: Mark Stokoe <Mark.
Stokoe@health.wa.gov.au>, 0414 932461.
Hill Flyers Club Inc.
<hillfly@tpg.com.au>. Pres/SSO: Rick Williams 
0427 057961; Sec/SSO: Gary Bennet 0412 
611680; SSO: Gavin Nicholls 0417 690386, 
Mike Ipkendanz 08 92551397, Dave Longman 
08 93859469. Meetings held on site during 
club fly-ins at York, Toodyay.
Western Microlight Club Inc.
Pres: Brian Watts 0407 552362; V-Pres: Keith 
Mell 08 97971269; Sec: Paul Coffey 0428 
504285; CFI: Brendan Watts: 0408 949004.
Western Soarers 
<wshgc@hgfa.asn.au>, PO Box 483, Mt 
Hawthorn WA 6915. Pres: Sun Nickerson 
0401 135042, <sun.nickerson@iinet.net.au>; 
V-Pres: Gavin Nicholls 0417 690386, <gavin.
nicholls@defence.gov.au>; Sec/Trs: Mirek 
Generowicz 0427 778280, <mgenerow@
optusnet.com.au>; Equipment: Shaun Wallace 
0411 885178, <shaun@hangglide.com.au>; 
SSOs: Shaun Wallace, Gavin Nicholls & Rick 
Williams. Meetings: 2nd Tue/month with 
Cloudbase PG club. Times and dates will be 
published at [www.westernsoarers.com].

ALL CLUBS PLEASE CHECK DETAILS IN THIS SECTION CAREFULLY
Could all Clubs please ensure they maintain the correct and current details of their Executive 
Committees and contacts here in the magazine. Specific attention is directed to the listing of 
SSOs and SOs for the Clubs. Please ALL CLUBS and nominated Senior SOs and SOs confirm 
ALL SSO and SO appointments with the HGFA Office <office@hgfa.asn.au> to ensure that 
those holding these appointments have it listed on the Membership Database and can receive 
notices and correspondence as required. Appointment of these officers is required to be 
endorsed by Clubs in writing on the appropriate forms. Sometime in the future if confirmation 
is not received, those listed in the Database where no current forms or confirmation is held, 
the appointment will be taken as having expired.  General Manager, HGFA
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Single-seater Sailplanes
ASW 17 ZK-GKL, complete with enclosed & instru- 
ments, $39500. Ph: Brad Edwards 0427 202535 or 
02 67711733.
ASW 28-18 VH-GZV, 45:1 glide, 200 litres wing 
ballast, plus fin tank, three batteries. New in 12/05, 
very low hrs, incl. Euro-light alloy/fibreglass trailer 
registered in VIC. Owner moving O/s. Ph: 0419 
228148 or <wspaddon@netspace.net.au>. POA.
Club Libelle VH-GJJ, in excellent cond, approx. 
2650 hrs, enclosed trailer, fair cond, $11000 ono.  
Ph: 02 43697484.
Lak 12 VH-GDE, 20m glider. 1200 hrs, 350 landings.  
Has flown six World speed & distance records. Always 
hangared at Tocumwal, very good cond, $25000.  
Ph: 0429 001605.
Nimbus 3 XQE (WW), 25.5m. Immaculate cond, 
Cambridge datalogger, Microair radio, L-Nav, 
extended rudder, oxygen system, all ground 
handling equipment & Cobra trailer. Always in T-
Hangar at Bathurst, new Slimline parachute. Want 
to achieve what only long wings can give? Form 
a syndicate or give your club members a carrot to 
aspire too! All reasonable offers considered. Ph: 
0413 158319 or <greg.vale@bigpond.com.au>.
Open Jantar 1 VH-GOD, 2700 hrs, Cambridge 302, 
Microair radio, Ipaq 3660 PDA, wings refinished 
1996, tow-out gear, covered trailer, 30 yearly 
completed 4/08, $30000 ono. Ph: Mike 0438 047985 
or <durramr@netspace.net.au>.
Open Libelle H-301B VH-GIR. TT 1700 hrs, 
longest flight 770km. Wing-root fairings, L-Nav 
(GPS compatible), Microair 760ch radio, Winter 
mechanical vario & oxy equipment. Twin 12 volt 
batteries. Incl. groundhandling gear & the trailer is 
serviceable, but needs work, $18000. Separately: 
National parachute (manufactured 2006) plus 
EW datalogger, Garmin GPS (II+), handheld radio 
(Vertex Standard Pro V), $2000. Email: <LesK1@
internode.on.net>.
Pik 20B VH-GVH, 1976, 1000 hrs, very good 
cond, 30 yearly completed, Microair radio, tow-out 
gear,wing covers, trailer, $30000. Ph: 02 65598243, 
0428 167853 or <burnettnjs@hotmail.com>.
Pik 20B VH-WQF, 1976, carbon spar, 2800 hrs, very 
good cond, winglets, tinted canopy, bug wipers, 
fully sealed, Cambridge GPS-Nav 25, L-Nav, Flarm, 
Microair radio, tow-out gear, watering system, wing 
covers, factory-built trailer, $ 36000. Ph: 03 53692300, 
0437 043962 or <rbuelter@hotmail.com>.
Ventus 2Cx, multiple Nationals winner, excellent 
cond. & well below replacement cost. Sale incl. 
many factory extras, plus wing & fuselage fuel 
tanks, wiring, plumbing & fuselage re-inforcement 
for jet engine. Wings extensively profiled & painted 
& now stable. Instruments incl: ASI, Alt, Filser 
radio, B500 with PDA hookup, Altair, Vega, Flarm, 
Cambridge GPS & display, electronic flap indicator, 
new trim/easier system, oxygen, parachute, near 

new Jaxida covers, tail dolly, tow-out bar, wing 
walker & Avionic trailer, $147000. Will sell without 
trailer, covers, Altair, Vega, Flarm, Cambridge for 
$127000. Ph: John Buchanan 0419 643711 or 
<j.bukes@bigpond.net.au>.
Ventus B VH-GFN, in good cond. & competition 
prepared by Roger Bond. An enclosed trailer is incl. 
in the price of $65000. Ph: Bruce 08 82527905 or 
John 0412 383793.

Two-seater Sailplanes

Self-launching/Motor Gliders
1/2 or 1/3 Share Ventus CM Self-launcher 
available, presently based at Lake Keepit. Currently 
use of T-hangar & is option to buy fully comp ready, 
top performer. Excellent trailer, all tow-out gear, 
oxygen, Flarm, plus more. Ph: Robin 0419 839631.
Dimona H36, two-seat, 1/4 share, excellent cond, 
cheap flying & touring, based Camden, see [www.
dimonamotorglider.com] for photos & details, 
$23500. Ph: Colin Brock 0432 141331.
Lambada UFM11 Motor Glider. 300 hrs, as 
new. Wing extensions for 13.8m. Single pin de-rig. 
Rotax 912. 100kt cruise @ 12L/hr, 1000f/min climb. 
Radio, transponder, electronic vario, fuel computer, 
feathering vario prop. New 130K, asking $90000. 
Ph: 02 64583583 (Bombala Airport).
Motor Falke 15m, Ceramic Bore 10 hr endurance. 
Solo, always hangared, flown most days, only $38K. 
Ph: 0447 755745.
Ventus CM Self-launch, ZBM No 37, 17.6m,  
1200 hrs, 100 engine hrs, Sage vario, SDI C3 final 
glide comp, Cambridge display & logger, wing 
covers, tow-out gear, tie-downs. Excellent trailer. 
$112K. Ph: Robin 0419 839631.

General
REAL ESTATE – NARROMINE AIR PARK: 

Vacant block for sale. Largest single block in 
the estate over 2000m2. NE facing, great corner 
location. No need to buy two blocks to get adequate 
hangar frontage, priced to sell. Email: Miles Gore-
Brown <mgbsia@pacific.net.sg>.

Instruments & Equipment
Australian Made-Ozflarm Aircraft situation 
awareness system & back-up logger. Altair/Vega-
superior glide computer & vario system (glass 
cockpit). Radios/transponders, call Nigel at RF 
Developments Pty Ltd, 07 54635670, Mon-Fri 8-
4pm, email <nandrews@rf-developments.com> or 
[www.rf-developments.com].
Cambridge 302 vario/logger with 303 Navigator 
in stock, also 302A Secure logger. Today Cambridge 
is great value & don’t believe what you read in 
‘Gliding International’. Interested in NK Clearnav? 
Finally they are available as is everything else 
gliding. Ph: Ian McPhee 0428 847642, Skype 
macca304, [www.mrsoaring.com], <mrsoaring@
gmail.com> (NEW!).

Gliding Publications
Airborne Magazine: Covering all facets of 
Australian & New Zealand modelling. The best value 
modelling magazine. Now $60pa for six issues. 
Plans & other special books available. PO Box 30, 
Tullamarine, VIC 3043.
Free Flight: Bi-monthly journal of the Soaring Asso-
ciation of Canada. A lively record of the Canadian 
soaring scene & relevant international news & 
articles. $US26 for one year, $47 for two years, $65 
for three years. 107-1025 Richmond Rd Ottawa, 
Ontario K2B 8G8 Canada, email: <sac@sac.ca>.
Gliding International: The new international 
gliding magazine edited by John Roake. Specialising 
in being first with news from every corner of the 
soaring globe. A$60 p.a. Personal cheques or credit 
cards accepted. Contact: Gliding International, 
79 Fifth Avenue, Tauranga, New Zealand. Email: 
<office@glidinginternational.com>.
Sailplane & Gliding: The only authoritative 
British magazine devoted entirely to gliding. 52 A4 
pages of fascinating material & pictures with colour. 
Available from the British Gliding Association, 
Kimberley House, Vaughan Way, Leicester, England. 
Annual subscription for six copies £17.50.
Sailplane Builder: Monthly magazine of the Sail-
plane Homebuilders Association. $US29 (airmail 
$US46) to SHA, c/o Murry Rozansky, 23165 Smith 
Road, Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA.
Soaring: Official monthly journal of the Soaring 
Society of America Inc. PO Box 2100, Hobbs, NM 
88241 USA. Foreign subscription rates (annually): 
$US43 surface delivery; $US68 premium delivery.
Technical Soaring/OSTIV: Quarterly publication 
of SSA containing OSTIV & other technical papers. 
c/o T U Delft, Fac Aerospace engineering, Kluyerweg 
1, NL-2629 HS DELFT, The Netherlands.
Vintage Times: Official newsletter of Vintage Gliders 
Australia, edited by David & Jenne Goldsmith, PO Box 
577, Gisborne VIC 3437, Membership $20 pa. 

H G FA

All aircraft should be suitable for the intend-
ed use; this includes the skill level required 
for the specific aircraft being reflective of 
the pilot’s actual rating and experience. All 
members must adhere to the maintenance 
requirements as contained in Section 9 of 
the Operations Manual and as provided 
by manufacturers. Secondhand equipment 
should always be inspected by an indepen-
dent person, an Instructor wherever possi-
ble. Advice should be sought as to the 
condition, airworthiness and suitability of 
the aircraft. It should include examination 
of maintenance logs for the aircraft. It is 
unethical and a legally volatile situation 
for individuals to provide aircraft which are 
unsuitable for the skill level of the pilot, or 
aircraft that are unairworthy in any way.

Classifieds • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Classifieds are free of charge to HGFA members  
up to a maximum of 40 words. One classified  

per person per issue will be accepted.
Classifieds are to be delivered to the HGFA office  

for membership verification/payment by email  
<office@hgfa.asn.au>, fax: 03 93362177 or post:  

60 Keilor Park Drive, Keilor Park VIC 3042.  
The deadline is 25th of the month, for publication  

five weeks hence. Submitted classifieds will run for 
one issue. For consecutive publication, re-submission 
of the classified must be made, no advance bookings.  

When submitting a classified remember to include 
your contact details (for prospective buyers),  

your HGFA membership number (for verification)  
and the State under which you would like the 

classified placed. (Note that the above does not  
apply to commercial operators. Instructors may  

place multiple classified entries, but will be  
charged at usual advertising rates.)

 

Grob 103 Acro
4000 hrs, refinished in poly, recently re-upholstered. 
Lx4000, Terra 760, excellent cond. Recent Form 2. 

Must sell $65000 ono. Ph: 0408 195337  
or <maddogs1@optuset.com.au>.

NOTICE TO ALL GFA ADVERTISERS

All advertisements and payment can be sent to:
The Gliding Federation of Australia Inc/Advertising 

Level 1/34 Somerton Road, Somerton VIC 3062.
Ph: 03 9379 7411, Fax: 03 9379 5519
Email: <Advertising@sec.gfa.org.au>

Advertisements may be emailed in high resolution 
(300dpi at 100% size) using TIF or EPS formats.  

Photographs may be provided in either photo print  
or slides. Low resolution digitals are not suitable.  

Photographs, slides or disks may be returned. Please 
include a self-addressed and stamped envelope  

for the return of any promotional material.
All GFA advertisements must be paid for prior to 
publication. (Payment by cheque, money order or 

credit card). Don’t forget Classifieds deadline is the 
25th of the month, for publication five weeks hence.
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HGFA Schools

Learn to Fly in Canberra!
The Paragliding Capital of Australia  

and only three hours drive from Sydney.
At Australian Paragliding Centre we fly all  
year round & are open seven days a week.

Learn to fly in a friendly, caring environment  
with first class tuition & equipment.

• Licence & introductory courses
• Tandem flights
• Gift vouchers & group discounts
•  Pilot Development Clinics for novice, 

intermediate & advanced pilots
• International flying tours
• Cross-country & towing tours
•  Ozone, Airwave paragliders, harnesses, 

reserves, flying suits, GPS, UHF, EPIRBS
• Fly Products paramotor sales & tuition

Contact: Peter Bowyer on
02 6226 8400 

<fly@paraglide.com.au>
Check out our new homepage!

[www.paraglide.com.au]

ACT/NEW SOUTH WALESHang Gliders & Equipment
VICTORIA

Motorised Harness 2006/7 Swedish Aeosport 
Mosquito harness, two-stroke Radne Racket engine, 
electric Piezo start, only two hrs operation, near 
new, flown three times, suit pilot 5’11.5” or less, 
$5500. Moyes Xtreme harness with parachute & 
tow bridles, good cond, $500 neg. Glider cover 
bag, waterproof polypropylene (truck tarp) material 
adjustable to take all lengths, $80. Ph: 0425 754312 
(Brunswick).
Moyes SX4, good cond, flies great, but surplus to 
requirements (have C2), could do with new lufflines, 
$800. Ph: Paul 0415 322113.

Paragliders & Equipment
AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

Blackhawk 313 Paramotor, wing & towbar carry 
rack, like new, only 25 hrs. Incl: Paratoys 30 wing 
(blue/white), Digatron RPM/temperature gauge, 
towbar carry rack, wing cinch bag, propeller covers. 
Moving o/s, must sell, $6200. Ph: Alan 0410 912640 
or <aeeeon@hotmail.com>.

NEW SOUTH WALES

Swing Mistral 4, Size 26, DHV1-2, DULV rated. 
Take-off weight 80 to 105kg, paramotor rated, 
black/white/red, done 130 hrs, never left in the sun 
& always folded properly, not stuffed. Byron Bay 
NSW Australia. Time for me to upgrade to a DHV2 
so I am selling this great, very stable wing for 
someone looking for a step from a DHV1 or a less 
active DHV3 wing. Any questions, feel free to email 
or call me! I have loads of photos if you want to 
see it – $2000. Ph: Raven Dover 02 66849498, 0423 
138104 or <ravdov@aapt.net.au>.

QUEENSLAND

Two Wings 4 Sale: Airwave Sport DHV1-2, size 
M, 80 to 100kg, 100 hrs, blue/white, $800. Free 
flying/paramotor wing, incl. motor risers, ITV Tepee 
DHV1/1-2, size L, 75 to 95kg, 98 hrs, red, $1700.  
Ph: 07 46598949 or 0427 805960.

VICTORIA

Gin Zoom L, 100-125kg, yellow MS, red LE, porosity 
3.5 min LE, as new cond, approx. two years old, 
$1500 ono. Advance Progress harness, size M, bottom 
mount reserve container, $450 ono. Sup Air Evolution 
M harness with rear mount reserve container, $350 
ono. Tandem kit: Apco Futura 42 tandem, yellow, 
porosity 14 min on LE, 10 years old, but has done 
very little work as apparent from the porosity 
readings, $500 ono. Sup Air Evasion tandem pilot 
harness with side mount reserve container, $400 ono. 
This gear is in Bright. Ph: Sally 0417 673521.

Microlights & Equipment
NEW SOUTH WALES

Airborne Edge 582, red/black/white, recent repaint, 
‘Flaming Eagle’ decals, new Streak 2B wing, helmets, 
radio, intercom, 365 hrs. Full covers. Additional three 
new tyres, front fork & drum brake nose wheel, jerry 
can. $17750 ono. Ph: John 0429 929202.
Airborne Edge 582, ready to fly. Excellent 
cond. Owned since new. Trike ~230 hrs, Streak 
2 wing ~190 hrs. Always hangared. Flying log 
& maintenance log current. Many extras incl. 
Microcom radio, Garmin GPS, compass, clock, full 
set of heavy-duty covers, two fuel saddle-bags/
containers & knee-board. Based Maitland NSW, 
$18000. Ph: Brian 0418 689131.
Airborne Redback Trike 12/05, 47 hrs, all 
log books, tundra tyres, helmets, suits, intercom, 
headsets, $12000, Wizard 3 wing – needs repair 
(around $2000 to $2500), free. Can email photos. 
Ph: 0401 566196, <dimitrije.petrovic@gmail.com>.

QUEENSLAND

Airborne Edge X 582, 1999, excellent cond,  
all options, 225 hrs, wizard wing, hangared since 
new, covers, storage bags, jerry can holders, training 
bars, mad dog mitts, GPS, VHS, UHF, intercom, 
helmets, flying suit, custom-made trailer, $17500. 
Ph: 0409 273130.
Airborne Edge X Classic microlight 2001 model. 
Radio & intercom, helmets & headsets, travel covers, 
stone guard, Wizard 3 wing, $15000. Ph: 0408 
064682.

VICTORIA

Nano Trike, Sting 165 wing, as new NZ34 motor, 
low hrs, always hangared, $7500. Ph: 0409 947569.

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Redback Trike, as new with trailer, 140 hrs only, 
$15000 ono. Ph: 0403 342484.

 

RAINBOW PARAGLIDING 
APCO AUSTRALIA

Offering the full range  
of APCO equipment

APCO Aviation three years/250 hours warranty  
for porosity. Gliders that are made to last unique  

in the industry. Customer service and  
100% satisfaction guarantee. 

Test centre for APCO gliders [www.apcoaviation.com].

APCO Australia and PWC winner  
of the Serial Class 2000

Established since 1996, Rainbow Paragliding is based 
on the Sunshine Coast and Hinterland. The school has 
access to 25 sites and holds a permit to operate in the 
Cooloola National Park including Teewah and world 
famous Rainbow Beach. In the Sunshine State, we fly 
all year round, 60km cross-country flights have been 
achieved in winter! 
FULL LICENCE COURSE – Strictly only four students per 
instructor, for quality personalised tuition at your own 
pace, between eight to 10 days. 
REFRESHER COURSE – Groundhandling, top landing 
or asymmetric recovery techniques: Come learn with 
the experts. 
INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, TANDEM OR PARAMOTOR 
ENDORSEMENT – We have the sites, the weather and 
the knowledge.  
SALES AND SERVICES – New and second-hand, trade-
in, maintenance and repairs. 
YOUR INSTRUCTORS: Jean-Luc Lejaille, CFI and senior 
safety officer, paramotor pioneer (first licence issue 
in Australia), over 2,500 student days’ experience, 
instructing since 1995.

Jean-Luc Lejaille CFI 45192 
Rainbow Paragliding – APCO Australia 

PO BOX 227, Rainbow Beach 4581 
Ph: 07 5486 3048 – 0418 754 157 

Email: <info@paraglidingrainbow.com>

[www.paraglidingrainbow.com]

QUEENSLAND

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Caravan

Converted to carry microlight. Flush tie-down rings 
bolted directly through steel cross members for 
strength. Van has great brakes, new lights, new 

tyres, with spare wheel, awning &  
rego. Full van features still inside. $6500 neg.  

Ph: Terry 0428 515000.
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NEW SOUTH WALES

•  MT BORAH, MANILLA is the one of the top 10 
flying sites in the world & has more flyable days 
than anywhere else in Australia. It has 4 large 
launches for nearly all wind directions & easy, safe 
top & bottom landings all around. Great ridge 
soaring & XC all in one place. HOST of the 2007 
PARAGLIDING WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS!

•  YOUR CFI IS GODFREY WENNESS: The most 
experienced paraglider pilot in Australia. Over 7000 
hours airtime since 1988, World Record Holder 
– 335km (1998-2002), Longest Tandem Flight in 
the World – 223km (2000-03), Multiple National 
Records, National XC League Winner (inaugural 
2001 & 2002), CFI, Instructor Examiner, Australian 
Team Member, Prototype Test Pilot, HGFA Safety 
& Ops Committee (PG), International Comps 
Organiser, & Owner of World Famous Mt Borah.

•  NOVICE LICENCE COURSES: Our famous 9 day, 
live in, Novice Licence Courses, with genuine small 
class sizes (<6), go well beyond the minimum 
requirements & include thermalling, ridge soar-
ing, safety manoeuvres & more. Over a week of 
the highest quality tuition by highly experienced 
pilots/instructors, using the latest techniques 
& equipment costs only $1720 (including 
accommodation and $400 equipment discount).

•  THERMALLING, XC & OTHER TUITION: We spe-
cialise in PG & offer personal one-on-one & group 
tuition in areas such as basic skills refresher, 
thermalling, cross-country, SIV safety clinics, & Inter-
mediate, Advanced, Tandem, Motor & other ratings.

•  HG TO PG ENDORSEMENTS: its easier than  
you think!

•  ONLY QUALITY PRODUCTS FROM THE BEST 
BRANDS: Importer of Advance, Flytec, Hanwag  
and JDC. Stockist & service of all equipment,  
new & secondhand.

•  CABINS & CAMPING ONSITE: Stay at Mt Borah  
– its nice & quiet! Cabins for just $15p/n ($100 
p/w) & camping $6 ($35 p/w).

So come flying with Manilla Paragliding, where the per- 
son who shows you the mountain, owns the mountain!

Phone Godfrey Wenness on: 
02 6785 6545 or fax: 02 6785 6546
email: <SkyGodfrey@aol.com>

‘The Mountain’, Manilla, NSW 2346.

NEW SOUTH WALES

PARAGLIDING CENTRE
We are based in Bright, NE Victoria, widely 
renowned as Australia’s best flying region. 
Bright has been host to numerous Australian & 
international competitions.
Feel confident that you are learning with the 
best, our CFI Fred Gungl (six times Australian 
Paragliding Champion) has been involved in 
paragliding since 1990 & instructing for over 
10 years.

Courses
• Introductory & HGFA licence course
• Thermal & XC clinics for all levels
• SIV courses
• Tow courses
• XC tandem flights
• Equipment Sales

We are now conducting SIV courses.
See website for details.

Dealer for all major glider manufacturers, Charly reserves, 
Insider helmets & various accessories.

Active Flight 
Fred Gungl, ph: 0428 854455 

www.activeflight.com.au

VICTORIA

Australia Wide Services 
HGFA Approved Paraglider  

Testing & Repairs

•  Comprehensive testing and repairs  
to all paragliders

•  Fully equipped service and repair  
agents for:

  Advance, Aerodyne, Airwave, Bio-Air, Gin, 
Gradient, Mac Para, Niviuk, Nova, Ozone, 
Paratech, Sky, UP

•  Full written report 
•  Harness repair and modifications
•  Certified Australasian Gradient Repair Centre
•  Parachute repacking
•  Orders taken from anywhere in Australia, 

New Zealand and Asia
•  Prompt turnaround

Paragliding Repair Centre
680 Traylen Road, Stoneville WA 6081 

Office/Fax: 08 92952820, Mob: 0417 776550  
Email: <fly@waparagliding.com> 
Web: [www.waparagliding.com]

PARAGLIDING
REPAIR
CENTRE

WESTERN AUSTRALIA

VICTORIA
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